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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) task, which
aims to extract useful information from unstructured textual data by detecting and classi-
fying Named Entity (NE) phrases into predefined semantic classes. This thesis addresses
the problem of fine-grained NER for Arabic, which poses unique linguistic challenges to
NER; such as the absence of capitalisation and short vowels, the complex morphology,
and the highly inflection process.
Instead of classifying the detected NE phrases into small sets of classes (i.e. coarse-
grained ranged from 3 to 10); we target a broader range (i.e. 50 fine-grained classes
‘hierarchal-based of two levels’) to increase the depth of the semantic knowledge ex-
tracted. This has increased the number of classes, complicating the task, when compared
with traditional (coarse-grained) NER, because of the increase in the number of semantic
classes and the decrease in semantic differences between fine-grained classes. Fine-grained
NER is advantageous in various NLP tasks, including Information Extraction, Ontology
Construction and Populations, and Question Answering among many others.
Our approach to developing fine-grained NER relies on two different supervised Ma-
chine Learning (ML) technologies (i.e. Maximum Entropy ‘ME’ and Conditional Random
Fields ‘CRF’), which require annotated (i.e. labelled) training data (i.e. a corpus) in
order to learn by extracting informative features. Therefore, the development of such
resources comprises one of the thesis contributions. We develop a methodology which
exploit the richness of Arabic Wikipedia (AW) in order to create a scalable fine-grained
lexical resource (gazetteer) and a corpus automatically. Moreover, two gold-standard cre-
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ated corpora from different genres were also developed to perform comparable evaluation.
The thesis also developed a new approach to feature representation by relying on the de-
pendency structure of the sentence to overcome the limitation of traditional window-based
(i.e. n-gram) representation. Furthermore, by exploiting the richness of unannotated tex-
tual data to extract global informative features using word-level clustering technique was
also achieved. Each contribution was evaluated via controlled experiment and reported
using three commonly applied metrics, i.e. precision, recall and harmonic F-measure.
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Arabic transliteration scheme
In this thesis, we relied on the transliteration scheme provided by Habash et al. (2007).
Therefore, throughout this thesis and where appropriate, Arabic words are represented in
three variants: (Arabic word /HSB transliteration scheme (Habash et al., 2007)/ ‘English
translation’)1.
Table 1: The used Arabic letters transliteration scheme
Arabic letter Transliteration Arabic letter Transliteration Arabic letter Transliteration
Z ’ 	X ∂  q
@ O P r ¼ k
@ I 	P z È l
@ A  s Ð m
@ A  sˇ 	à n
H. b  S è h
H t 	 D ð w
H θ   T ø
 y
h. j 	  Dˇ ø y´
h H ¨ ς ø ŷ
p x 	¨ γ ð W
X d 	¬ f è ~
Table 2: The used Arabic diacritics transliteration scheme
Arabic
diacritic
Transliteration
Arabic
diacritic
Transliteration
Arabic
diacritic
Transliteration

@ a @ i˜

@ .
@ i

@ u˜

@ a˜
@ u

@ ∼ 
1In some cases, when presenting letters, prefixes, suffixes and diacritics, we only use (Arabic word
/HSB transliteration scheme/) without English translation
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The Arabic Parts of Speech Tagset
For consistency and as appropriate, we rely on the Reduced Tag Set (RTS) developed by
Ann Bies and Dan Bikel to present the part of speech tags throughout this thesis (a full
description of RTS is presented in (Habash, 2010, p.80)).
Table 3: Full description of the Reduced Tag Set (RTS)
Category Tag Usage
Nominals.Nouns
NN Singular common noun or abbreviation
NNS Plural/dual common noun
NNP Singular proper noun
NNPS Plural/dual proper noun
Nominals.Pronouns
PRP Personal pronoun
PRP$ Possessive personal pronoun
WP Relative pronoun
Nominals.Other
JJ Adjective
RB Adverb
WRB Relative adverb
CD Cardinal number
FW Foreign word
Particles
CC Coordinating conjunction
DT Determiner
RP Particle
IN Preposition
Verbs
VBP Active imperfect verb
VBN Passive imperfect/perfect verb
VBD Active perfect verb
VB Imperative verb
Other
UH Interjection
PUNC Punctuation
NUMERIC COMMA The letter used as a comma
NO FUNC Unanalysed word
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List of Abbreviations and
Acronyms
Table 4: List of Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviations Full form
(ACE) Automatic Content Extraction
(AI) Artificial Intelligence
(ANN) Artificial Neural Networks
(ATB) Arabic Tree Bank
(AW) Arabic Wikipedia
(BN) Broadcast News
(BPC) Base Phrase Chunk
(CA) Classical Arabic
(CATiB) The Columbia Arabic Treebank
(CLEF) Conference and Labs for the Evaluation Forums
(CoNLL)
The Conference on Computational Natural Language
Learning
(CRF) Conditional Random Fields
(DT) Decision Tree
(ELF) Enhanced Language-dependent Features
Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Abbreviations Full form
(ERTS) The Extended Reduced Tag Set
(FAC) Facility
(FF) Filtered Features
(GPE) Geographic and politic
(IDF) Idafa, i.e. two nouns
(IE) Information Extraction
(LF) Language-dependent Features
(LOC) Location
(LR) Logistic Regression
(MADA) Morphology Analysis and Disambiguation for Arabic
(MDA) Mention Detection Algorithm
(ME) Maximum Entropy
(ML) Machine Learning
(MNB) Multinomial Nave Bayes
(MSA) Modern Standard Arabic
(MUC) Message Understanding Conference
(MUC-6) The Sixth Message Understanding Conference
(NB) Nave Bayes
(NE) Named Entity
(NEC) Named Entity Classification
(NED) Named Entity Detection
(NER) Named Entity Recognition
(NLP) Natural Language Processing
(NLTK) Natural Language Tool Kit
Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Abbreviations Full form
(NN) Neural Network
(NW) Newswire
(OBJ) Object
(ORG) Organisation
(OSV) Object-subject-verb
(OVS) Object-verb-subject
(PADT) The Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank
(PATB) The Penn Arabic Treebank
(PER) Person
(POS) Part of Speech
(QA) Question Answering
(RE) Relation Extraction
(SBJ) Subject
(SF) Simple Features
(SP) Structured Perceptrons
(SVM) Support Vector Machine
(SVO) Subject-verb-object
(TF) Term Frequency
(TF-IDF) Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TMZ) Tamyiz
(TP) Term Presence
(VEH) Vehicles
(VOS) Verb-object-subject
(VSO) Verb-subject-object
Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Abbreviations Full form
(WB) Weblogs
(WEA) Weapons
(YamCha) Yet Another Multipurpose CHunk Annotator
(YASMET) Yet Another Small MaxEnt Toolkit
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Part I
INTRODUCTION
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview and Motivation
Living in today’s modern and complex world, we are surrounded by abundant information in
different forms, including texts, images, audio data and videos. Media, and knowledge centres,
such as the newswire agencies and libraries, are continually producing more and more data.
Online encyclopaedias and microblogging, i.e. social sites, are also contributing to the available
knowledge via a wide spectrum of users with different attitudes. The common denominator with
all these resources, is, that when presented in an unstructured way, they complicate the user’s
ability to locate valuable information.
In the case of the integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, the field of Informa-
tion Extraction (IE) is dedicated to assisting, extracting and then structuring data in a way that
makes it useful for end users. Among valuable data is Named Entity (NE) mentions, referring to
existing real life objects, which belong to semantic categories such as person, organisation and
location. To meet the need for data extraction, Named Entity Recognition (NER), as a sub-
field of Information Extraction (IE), has been established. It incorporates two sub-tasks; Named
Entity Detection (NED) and Named Entity Classification (NEC) (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007),
although the majority of researchers tackle these in one step, such as Benajiba et al. (2007).
The first describes the ability to detect the boundary of NEs from context, requiring correct
identification of start and the end tokens for each NE phrase. The second task is to classify
the entity detected into one of several pre-defined semantic classes, e.g. person, organisation or
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location. NER is not however a straightforward task. Even for languages that provide significant
clues such as capitalisation, e.g. English, complex NEs, such as the titles of books or movies can
only be distinguished with significant effort (Downey et al., 2007; Dale and Mazur, 2007). This
problem becomes more apparent when the language concerned includes no orthographical signs,
e.g. Arabic.
Arabic, which is the target language of this research, has no character level indicators to
assist in differentiation between proper nouns and common nouns or verbs. Moreover, Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA) is written from right to left with the absence of diacritics, i.e. vowels.
It is considered a complex morphological language, with high inflection, due to the process of
the agglutination of the prefixes and suffixes to the stem. These challenges, combined with
many others, have led researchers to consider different sources of additional information that
are either language-dependent or independent, such as Benajiba et al. (2008a); AbdelRahman
et al. (2010).
Development of NER systems can be achieved either by relying on a list of handcrafted
rules, or by recruiting statistical machine learning algorithms and extracting a set of informative
features to be recruited into the learning algorithm (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007; Shaalan, 2013).
Each approach has its own benefits and limitations. Handcrafted rules require a linguistic
expert from the target domain to extract useful rules. How these generalised rules can be
applied to different domains then becomes a critical issue. Therefore, amendments to the rules
or the addition of new rules are a necessity. Reliance on machine learning, on the other hand,
has attracted many researchers due to the generalised nature of the approach and the lesser
requirement for linguistic knowledge. This approach requires an annotated, i.e. a labelled,
dataset to learn from. In addition to the dataset, two issues are crucial to investigate. The first
issue is the probabilistic model, i.e. the learning algorithm. The second is the set of features
extracted from the data for use by the learning algorithm.
Despite the fact that there have been a number of attempts to address recognition of Arabic
named entities; such as Benajiba et al. (2009a); Darwish (2013); Morsi and Rafea (2013), all the
works (to the best of the author’s knowledge) have been restricted to the newswire domain, and
presentation of a very limited number of traditional classes. Very limited semantic classes or
types (i.e. called coarse-grained) are not enough nowadays to cover the need of the users’ queries
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and applications, such as Question Answering.
Therefore, in this thesis, we differentiate between coarse-grained and fine-grained NER in
which the former tackles a single level of small predefined classes (such as Person, Organisation
and Location) whilst the latter involves hierarchal representation of the classes with at least two
levels. Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 present examples of coarse- and fine-grained tagset respectively.
Fine-grained NER is considered much harder to develop than classical NER, because of the
increase in the number of semantic classes and the decrease in the semantic differences between
classes (Li et al., 2012). Development of a fine-grained NER applied to languages other than
Arabic has begun to attract researchers (such as English (Li et al., 2012) and Dutch (Desmet and
Hoste, 2014)). Fine-grained NER is ideal for use in evolving fields, such as Ontology Construction
and Populations, and Question Answering (Fleischman and Hovy, 2002; Molla´ et al., 2006; Lee
et al., 2006).
NE classes
LocationOrganisationPerson
Figure 1.1: An example of coarse-grained single-level tagset
NE classes
Location
Celestial...Water-Body
Organisation
SportsCommercial...Government
Political PartyMilitaryCabinet
Person
GroupEngineer...Politician
Figure 1.2: An example of fine-grained multi-levels tagset
Fine-grained NER plays an obvious role in information retrieval, in order to obtain proper
snippet data from search engines for instance. Guo et al. (2009) conducted a manual analysis on
1000 unique queries selected randomly from the search log of a commercial web search engine1
and found that about 71% of user queries are about NEs. Therefore, understanding users’
queries would have a positive effect on overall performance. Pas¸ca (2007); Alasiry et al. (2012);
1Live search engine (now called Bing) was used
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Eiselt and Figueroa (2013); Alasiry et al. (2014), are among those who have investigated the
effective detection of NEs within queries.
The identification of the NEs, in Question Answering (QA), facilitates the fetching of impor-
tant information and the introduction of facts about those questions (Lee et al., 2007). Looking
closely at the types of questions, factoid-type questions become salient. For instance, questions
such as ‘Who is the CEO of Microsoft?’ and ‘Where is Manningtree?’ ask for named entities.
Therefore, having the ability to classify the Microsoft CEO, i.e. Satya Nadella, and Manningtree
as ‘person.business’ and ‘location.town’ respectively is semantically deeper and more helpful
to QA systems than tagging with ‘person’ and ‘location’ respectively. In addition, among 200
factoid questions prepared for Text Retrieval Conference TREC-8, 80% of questions were asking
about NEs (Voorhees and Tice, 1999). Moreover, Noguera et al. (2005) comprehensively studied
the effect of the NER in a QA system to reduce the amount of data fetched. They found that,
reliance on a NER component in QA reduces the retrieved data by 60% without significant
data loss. Several studies use NER in QA, such as Molla´ et al. (2006); McNamee et al. (2008);
Mendes et al. (2010); Lee et al. (2006). Ferra´ndez et al. (2007) showed the majority of questions
included in the Conference and Labs for the Evaluation Forums (CLEF) 2004 and 2005 have
one or more NEs. Therefore, the accurate fine-grained NER directly affects the accuracy of QA
as virtually every contemporary QA system would fail to perform well in the absence of NER
(Molla´ et al., 2006).
Fine-grained NER is not only important for the tasks mentioned, but it can be used instead
of other NLP tasks to deliver similar benefits; e.g. Text Summarisation (Nobata et al., 2002),
Topic Detection (Ng et al., 2007) and Machine Translation (Babych and Hartley, 2003).
Therefore the motivation of this research is to broaden both the capacity and domain of
Arabic NER, going beyond the newswire domain by undertaking the problem of fine-grained
NER in four tuples: first, deciding upon the fine-grained taxonomy to be used; second, devel-
oping the necessary resources, i.e. a fine-grained annotated named entity corpora and gazetteer,
from diverse resources; third, building a reliable fine-grained NER by relying on supervised ML
techniques is major goal of this research. Therefore, several issues should be investigated via
controlled experiments. These include: the annotation schemes, the probabilistic models and
set of features to be involved. The classification process of fine-grained classes becomes more
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difficult, because capturing informative evidence from local contexts is a non-trivial task. For
example: consider the following two sentences:
1. (ÈAK
Y 	KñÓ ÈA 	ªKQ. Ë @
	¨ ñÊK. ú

	¯ AÒêÓ @PðX ðYËA 	KðP ñ 	KAJ

Q» I. ªË /lςb krystyAnw rwnAldw dwrA
mhmA fy blwγ AlbrtγAlmwndyAl 2014/ ‘Cristiano Ronaldo played an important role in
achieving Portugal the 2014 World Cup’)
2. (ÉK.

@ é»Qå Aª 	K @ ú

	¯ AÒêÓ @PðX 	QK. ñk. 	­J
 I. ªË /lςb styf jwbz dwrA mhmA fy InςAsˇ sˇrk~
Obl/ ‘Steve Jobs played an important role in the recovery of Apple’)
Although, ’Cristiano Ronaldo’ and ’Steve Jobs’ are tagged in different fine-grained classes (ath-
lete and businessman respectively), they appear in almost similar context. Therefore, (as the
fourth tuple) this research investigates a new set of features, by moving beyond the local context
and the sentence boundary.
1.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis
The difficulties surrounding the development of fine-grained NER for Arabic, as mentioned in
the previous section, motivate the work presented in this thesis. Since the thesis will focus on
fine-grained NER for Arabic, there are several research questions the researcher will strive to
answer, as follows:
(RQ1): How can annotated fine-grained NE resources, such as corpora and gazetteer be
created, to enable supervised fine-grained NER?
a) What is the source of knowledge?
b) How should the fine-grained NE semantic classes be established?
c) How should the annotation process be undertaken?
d) What is the most suitable annotation scheme for annotating NE phrases?
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(RQ2): Which machine learning method is the most efficient in implementing fine-grained
NER system?
(RQ3): How can informative features that go beyond the local context be defined and ex-
tracted, whilst also capturing the semantic differences between fine-grained classes?
(RQ4): How can global evidences that go beyond the sentence boundary be captured, in
order to enhance the performance of fine-grained NER?
The research questions above delimit the scope of the research work and describe the primary
aim of building a fine-grained NER for Arabic textual data. The work commences with an
important research stage, with the aim of developing the required resources to enable supervised
learning. The first question emphasises the need to first select information from an appropriate
source of knowledge; whilst in parallel specifying the granularity of fine-grained semantic classes
as directed towards a building tagset. This stage also involves selecting a suitable encoding
scheme to represent the annotated entities. Since development of the data set is expected
to involve proposing a novel solution, evaluating the efficiency of the data set developed is
important.
The second research question requires the researcher to investigate efficient machine learning
technology that is pertinent to the task. Since the number of semantic NE classes should be
much greater than in a traditional system, in-depth and careful selection of the technology
element is crucial.
The third question relates to features engineering. To answer this question, an investiga-
tion extracting informative features which have the ability to capture the semantic differences
between fine-grained classes will be conducted.
The fourth question focuses on the investigation of the way of capturing global evidence with
no restriction to the sentence boundary by exploiting the richness of the Arabic raw textual data.
The research questions mentioned above have raised the following hypotheses, which form
the road map for the research:
Hypothesis 1: Online resources such as Arabic Wikipedia, which is a relatively open-domain
collaborative encyclopaedia, can be exploited to develop an annotated scalable fine-grained NE
gazetteer and corpus automatically. (Related to RQ1)
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Hypothesis 2: Supervised machine learning techniques, utilising a sufficient amount of train-
ing data, can be employed to build a fine-grained NER system for Arabic textual data. (Related
to RQ2)
Hypothesis 3: Instead of relying on language-independent window-based features represen-
tation (i.e. n-gram features representation), utilising the language-dependent approach by relying
on the dependency-based representation of the features is a promising approach that goes be-
yond the size of window-based representations, especially for long Arabic sentences. (Related
to RQ3)
Hypothesis 4: Utilising Arabic raw textual data to extract global features, by performing
token-level hierarchy-based clustering allows the capture of global evidences beyond the sentence
level that will boost the fine-grained NER performance. (Related to RQ4)
1.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are presented as follows:
1. Investigating and studying the nature of Arabic NEs by exploring and defining their
density, length, types, structures and semantic distribution, and then conducting a corpus-
based evaluation in order to study the characteristics and properties of NEs across corpora.
2. Developing a methodology that exploits the richness of Arabic Wikipedia in order to
automatically create a scalable fine-grained corpus and gazetteer. This resulted in:
(a) WikiFANEAuto: a fine-grained corpus of size 2M tokens
(b) WikiFANEGazet: a fine-grained gazetteer comprises of 68355 entities
In addition, two manually-created gold-standard fine-grained corpora from different genres
were developed and this resulted in:
(a) NewsFANEGold: a newswire-based fine-grained corpus of size 170K tokens
(b) WikiFANEGold: a Wikipedia-based fine-grained corpus of size 500K tokens
3. Developing and evaluating a fine-grained NER for Arabic by learning two different super-
vised machine learning algorithms (i.e. Maximum Entropy (ME) and Conditional Ran-
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dom Fields (CRF)) and investigating the effects of design decisions including: encoding
schemes; and injecting external knowledge (i.e. gazetteer).
4. Presenting the development and the evaluation of a novel approach to representing the
features by relying on the dependency structure, this involves:
(a) Identifying the limitations of the current window-based representation;
(b) Utilising the dependency structure of the sentence, working toward achieving the
dependency-based representation of the features.
5. Exploiting the unstructured textual data with the intention of developing and evaluating
a hybrid-based approach to fine-grained NER by performing word-level text clustering
relying on Brown’s (1992) hierarchal representation of clusters.
1.4 Publications based on the Thesis
The substantial ideas of this thesis have peer-reviewed and published in the following publications
in chronological order:
• F. Alotaibi and M. Lee, “A Hybrid Approach to Features Representation for Fine-grained
Arabic Named Entity Recognition”, In Proceedings of the 25th International Conference
on Computational Linguistics (COLING), p984-995. Dublin, Ireland, August 23-29, 2014.
• F. Alotaibi and M. Lee, “Automatically Developing a Fine-grained Arabic Named Entity
Corpus and Gazetteer by utilizing Wikipedia”, In Proceedings of the 6th International
Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (IJCNLP), p392-400. Nagoya, Japan,
October, 2013. (acceptance rate: 23.4%)
• F. Alotaibi and M. Lee, “Towards an Automatic Development of Named Entities Corpus
from Arabic Wikipedia”, In Second Workshop on Arabic Corpus Linguistics: Posters,
p60-61, Lancaster University, UK, July 22nd. 2013.
• F. Alotaibi and M. Lee, “Detecting Named Entities in the Arabic Wikipedia” Linguistica
Communicatio: International journal of Arabic language engineering & General Linguis-
tics, 5:109-126. 2013
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• F. Alotaibi and M. Lee, “Mapping Arabic Wikipedia into the Named Entities Taxon-
omy”, In Proceedings of the 24th International Conference on Computational Linguistics
(COLING): Poster, p43-52. IIT, Mumbai, India, December 8-15. 2012. (acceptance rate:
27%)
• F. Alotaibi and M. Lee, “Using Wikipedia as a Resource for Arabic Named Entity Recog-
nition”, In the 4th International Conference on Arabic Language Processing (CITALA12),
Rabat, Morocco, May 2-3. 2012. (acceptance rate: 27.7%)
1.5 Thesis Structure
The reminder of this thesis is divided into four major parts comprised of eight chapters (exclud-
ing the introduction chapter); the structure of these chapters is as follows:
Part II: BACKGROUND
Chapter 2 forms the first portion of the background segment, where it presents the back-
ground to the Arabic language from a linguistic point of view. It shows the nature of Arabic,
including the scripting system, morphology and syntax characteristics. Moreover, challenges
associated with Arabic are presented. These challenges concern NER tasks complicated by the
absence of capitalisation and short vowels, data sparseness, transliteration problems, and ambi-
guity. This chapter concludes by presenting the possible types and different structures of Arabic
NE phrases, to facilitate understanding of their nature.
The second portion of the background section is presented in Chapter 3, where a comprehen-
sive literature review is presented as background to the Arabic NER. The review covers several
issues, including the overview of the task of NER, and the available resources (i.e. corpora, lex-
ical resources and tools). The chapter ends with a chronological review of the approaches used
to develop Arabic NER with: handcrafted rules based, machine learning based, or hybrid based
approaches.
Part III: FINE-GRAINED RESOURCE CREATION (Related to Hypothesis 1)
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Chapter 4 is dedicated to presenting the approach advised to develop a scalable fine-grained
NE gazetteer comprising 68355 entities. Arabic Wikipedia is selected as the source of knowledge
from which to develop the desired lexicon. By formulating this task as a document classification
problem, several issues are addressed in this chapter. These issues begin with those associated
with defining the semantic tagset, and are followed by consideration of the strategy advised to
annotate predefined set documents to be used as training data. The representation and engi-
neering of features for document classification are also covered.
In Chapter 5, the methodology advising the creation of a publically-open fine-grained NE
corpus is discussed. The first approach to developing these resources involves utilising the tex-
tual data of Arabic Wikipedia to develop a scalable corpus automatically (more than 2M of
tokens). However, a decision was made to also develop two smaller corpora manually from two
genres, i.e. newswire and Wikipedia. The reason for this development is to have the ability to,
firstly, study the nature of NE phrases in different genres and with different annotation meth-
ods, i.e. automatically and manually; and secondly, to conduct a comprehensive evaluation, by
analysing the behaviour of the different probabilistic models and sets of features for each corpus
with comparable evaluation. Moreover, this chapter presents corpus-based evaluation across
corpora for different metrics, including: density, length, phrase structures and semantic class
distribution of NER phrases.
Part IV: FINE-GRAINED NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION (Related to Hy-
pothesis 2, 3 and 4)
Chapter 6 presents, in detail, the development of a pipeline structure of fine-grained NER.
Since there are no comparable results for fine-grained NER, a baseline model based on Max-
imum Entropy (ME) is established. Investigation of the performance of the NER system by
learning from a different statistical model, i.e. Conditional Random Field (CRF), is undertaken.
Several design decisions, including applying external knowledge and the encoding scheme are
presented. This chapter, and the following two chapters conclude with a comprehensive error
analysis, including a confusion matrix, error based on the length of the NE phrase, and error
within fine-grained classes of the same parent.
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The development of fine-grained NER presented in Chapter 6 relies on window-based repre-
sentation of the features (n-gram representation). Meaning that, to make a decision to classify
a token at position (i) as NE or not, a window of five tokens (for instance) consisting of two
tokens before and after the current one, including the token at position (i), is involved in the
classification process. Since, this research undertakes the problem of fine-grained Arabic NER
for a large number of semantic classes (i.e. 50 classes), the window-based features representation
represents a limitation when trying to capture informative semantic clues, especially with long
sentences (taking into consideration that the average length of Arabic sentence varies from 31
to 38 tokens as will be seen in Chapter 5). Therefore, in Chapter 7, instead, dependency-based
features representation is investigated and applied to capture features that go beyond the size
of the window-based representation. A hybrid approach, exploiting both window-based and
dependency based feature representation is also a promising option. This chapter concludes in
a similar way to Chapter 6 by analysing the errors present.
Chapter 8 presents further investigation to exploit global evidences that go beyond the sen-
tence boundary. Therefore, collections of unannotated large textual data (i.e. raw text) are
exploited by performing word-level hierarchy clustering. The assumption is that, similar words
appear in similar contexts. Applying such features at the top of those presented in Chapter 7
yields improvement in the overall performance. Error analysis is also discussed in detail at the
end of this chapter.
Part V: CONCLUSION
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by elaborating on how the approaches in previous chapters
have satisfied the overall goals of the research and delivered contributions to the field of knowl-
edge. This chapter also presents potential future work and possible research directions for Arabic
NLP in direct relation to NER.
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Part II
BACKGROUND
The background part is divided into two chapters. Chapter 2 presents the back-
ground of Arabic as a target language of this research. Chapter 3 extensively reviews
the literature in relation to the Arabic NER task.
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Chapter 2
Background of the Target
Language
Chapter Synopsis
This chapter focuses on reviewing certain characteristics of Arabic in relation to NER. For
comprehensive linguistic details, Habash (2010) provides an introduction to Arabic Natural
Language Processing, and recently Darwish and Magdy (2014) focus on different issues related
to Arabic Information Retrieval. In Section 2.1, characteristics of the Arabic language are
examined from a linguistic viewpoint. This is followed, in Section 2.2, with a description of
the linguistic challenges presented by Arabic named entities. In Section 2.3, different types and
structures of Arabic NEs are discussed. This chapter as a whole aims to provide background
knowledge about the language targeted by this research.
2.1 Characteristics of the Arabic Language
The Arabic language has developed over the centuries from its original classical form, into what
is now described as Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). MSA is the official language of the Arab
world and in its written form is based on Classical Arabic (CA) in its syntax and morphology.
However, region-specific colloquial spoken Arabic can differ widely in nature from one place to
another. Although CA and MSA share many common features, MSA tends to have a more
modern vocabulary and even loanwords (Ryding, 2005). Moreover, short vowels do not appear
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in writing; where these are omitted the reader should use the context to identify the correct
pronunciation (Shaalan, 2010).
2.1.1 Scripting Nature of the Language
Arabic has 28 different isolated letters which are connected form right to left. Each isolated
letter has a different shape according to its position in the word, i.e. initial ( K. ), middle ( J. ),
last (I. ) or separated (H. ). There are eight other letters (or letter forms) which are ( @ /I/), (

@
/O/), (

@ /Â/), (Z /’/), ( ð /W/), ( ø /ŷ/), ( è /~/) and (ø /y´/). Fifteen of the letters contain dots
to differentiate them from other letters (Habash, 2010). Letters may or may not have diacritics
to represent the short vocal sounds of the corresponding vowel (i.e. (

@/a/), ( @ /i/) and (

@ /u/))
written above or below a letter. Special forms (i.e. ligatures) for some character sequences and
kashida, which is a symbol that extend the length of words, are often employed in printed text.
Figure 2.1 demonstrates some of these orthographic features.
Figure 2.1: (a) Example of a ligature, (b) the different shapes of the letter (H. /b/) and
(c) example of a diacritic, kashida, and three letters which are distinguishable from each
other only by dots (Darwish and Magdy, 2014)
2.1.2 Arabic Morphology
Arabic is a Semitic language which exhibits nonconcatenative morphology (McCarthy, 1981),
which is highly systematic (Ryding, 2005). A word is a composition of root and pattern. The
former and the latter are representing the consonants and the pattern of vowels respectively. A
quick overview of the root, pattern, derivational and inflective properties is given below.
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2.1.2.1 Root and pattern
The root and pattern are key concepts in Arabic morphology. They interlock to form the final
shape of the word. Roots, as discontinuous morphemes, consist mainly of three or four radicals,
i.e. consonants, and, rarely, five (Farghaly and Shaalan, 2009; Ryding, 2005; Darwish, 2002).
The root and pattern possess the lexical and grammatical meanings respectively. Beesley (1996)
shows that Arabic has almost 5000 roots, while Ryding (2005) estimates there to be between
5000 and 6500. Other researchers have stated that the combined number of noun and verb roots
could be as many as 10000 (Darwish, 2002). In the case of patterns, there are estimated to be
about 400 different patterns (Beesley, 1996).
2.1.2.2 Derivation
This is the process of word formation from the root. The actual derivation process occurs
when combining a specific consonantal root with the desired pattern. Moving vowels between
consonants results in the creation of differently derived words (Ryding, 2005).
2.1.2.3 Inflection
The inflection of Arabic words is mainly influenced by the position of a given word in its partic-
ular context (Ryding, 2005). Different inflectional categories, i.e. features, apply to nouns, verbs
and pronouns. Four inflectional features are applied to nouns and adjectives: gender, number,
case and definiteness. Verbs have a larger number of features: aspect, person, voice, mood,
gender and number. Finally, pronouns usually possess four different features: person, gender,
number and case (Ryding, 2005).
2.1.3 Arabic Syntax
Arabic has two types of sentence: nominal and verbal, depending on which Part of Speech (POS)
forms the first word in the sentence. A nominal sentence, which is referred to as an equational
sentence, contains no verb; instead it is formed of a subject and a predicate. It varies from very
simple forms, which consist only of noun and adjective, to more complicated ones, in which the
subject is a compound of two words and the predicate is another equational sentence (Ryding,
2005). By contrast, the verbal sentence starts with a verb, and follows different structures and
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orders. The simplest form is a verb + subject pronoun, where the subject pronoun is part of
the verb as a result of the inflectional process, e.g. ( IJ.ªË - /libt/ - ‘She played’) or even pro-drop
one, e.g. ( I. ª Ë - /lib/ - ‘He played’). The standard form of the verbal sentence follows a
verb-subject-object (VSO) structure (Ryding, 2005). This is also applicable if the sentence does
not have a direct object, in the case of verb intransitivity. Verbal sentences have a variety of
word orders, and Arabic is considered a relatively free word ordering language (Farghaly and
Shaalan, 2009; Ryding, 2005; Shaalan, 2005). Subject-verb-object (SVO) is another variation
of the verbal structure, where the verb follows the subject. This form is frequently used in the
headlines of Arabic newspapers (Ryding, 2005). Alternatively, the object could follow the verb
to form one of the variant shapes which is verb-object-subject (VOS). Other variations, such as
OSV and OVS, are less often used in MSA (Diab et al., 2008) but they are linguistically valid.
2.2 Challenges Concerning Arabic Named Entities
There are several challenges to the linguist relating to Arabic NEs; these are described below.
2.2.1 Absence of Capitalisation
In contrast to English, Arabic letters are written in a cursive way with no capitalisation. This
can cause some difficulty when dealing with, and identifying, proper nouns in Arabic. In Arabic
there is no internal lexical sign to distinguish whether a word is a noun, a verb, a preposition
or even an adjective; instead, this must be determined by examining the word in context.
2.2.2 Absence of Short Vowels
MSA is written literally, without considering the addition of diacritics; this has a major impact
on the approach of the morphological analyser, who tends to return all possible morphological
variations for a given word due to the lack of diacritics. Unfortunately, MSA text discards these
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as a matter of course, thus making it necessary for the reader to refer to the context in order to
predict the correct vocalisation and pronunciation (Ryding, 2005).
2.2.3 Data Sparseness
The nonconcatenative morphology of Arabic results in increasing the data sparseness (McCarthy,
1981). On the first count, NEs of the type ‘proper nouns’ are commonly agglutinated by prefixes,
and are ordered as follows:
[Question + [Conjunction + [Particle + [Definite article + [Proper Noun] ] ] ] ]
Conversely, NEs formed by complex phrases, e.g. common nouns, might have both prefixes
and suffixes. The general representation of the order of the affixes for each token of the NE is
expressed as follows:
[Question + [Conjunction + [Particle + [Definite article + [Base] + Proclitic] ] ] ]
Detecting NEs over the full form of tokens can lead to data sparseness. Two possible ways to
resolve this issue are either by stemming or tokenizing the token. Although the former method is
apparently faster, it leads to a loss of valuable information from the affixes. The latter approach
solves this problem, by separating the suffixes with spaces.
2.2.4 Transliteration Problem
Non-Arabic NEs of the type ‘proper nouns’ have various ways of being mapped into the Arabic
alphabetical system. The absence of a strict mapping strategy raises a problem when applied
to a given proper noun, as there are a number of accepted forms of Arabic equivalence. This
directly affects the task of Arabic NER (Farghaly and Shaalan, 2009). For example, a proper
noun such as ‘Birmingham’ could be expressed using three acceptable forms such ( ÐA ê ® 	J ÓQK.
/brmnqhAm/) , (ÐAê 	ª 	JÓQK. /brmnghAm/) and (ÐAêj. 	JÓQK. /brmnjhAm/).
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2.2.5 Ambiguity
Not all NEs are of which simply analysed as ‘proper noun’. Instead, there are great levels of
ambiguity, because the NE phrases can be freely formed by different POS such as ‘common
nouns’, ‘adjectives’ or more complex phrases of more than one token. The following shows some
linguistic cases which also contribute to increase the level of ambiguity.
2.2.5.1 Diminutives
These result from a change to the internal structure of the noun. Some of the usages of diminu-
tives involve scaling down the size and degradation. A number of diminutive nouns are used as
personal names such as (YJ
J.« / ςbyd/ ‘Obaied’), (iÊK
ñ /SwylH/ ‘Sowaileh’), (ÑîE
PX /dryhm/
‘Doraihim’) and so on.
2.2.5.2 Participles
One of the nominal forms of Arabic verbs is the participle. Participles are either active or passive
and can be used as NEs. Both variant participles can be used as personal NEs. For example (as
seen in Table 2.1):
Table 2.1: An example of the participles ambiguity in Arabic NE
Participle type Personal NE Verb
Active (YÓAg /HAmd/ ‘Hamid’) (YÔg /Hmd/ ‘Hamad’)
Passive (XñÒm× /mHmwd/ ‘Mahmood’) (YÔg /Hmd/ ‘Hamad’)
2.2.5.3 Inflected verbs
Some inflected verbs have shared functions as both verbs and personal NEs. For example: (
YK
 	QK
 /yzyd/ ‘Yazeed’ (proper noun) or ‘increases’ (inflected verb)) and (YÔg

@ /OHmd/ ‘Ahmad’
(proper noun) or ‘I thank’ (inflected verb)).
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2.3 Arabic NE Types and Structures
This section reviews both the type and structure of Arabic NEs from the language point of view.
2.3.1 Types of Arabic Named Entities
Arabic NEs can be classified into personal, non-personal and borrowed NEs. This section pro-
vides a brief description of the types of Arabic NEs.
2.3.1.1 Personal Named Entities
Personal NEs can be classified into five main types: given names, epithetons, teknonyms,
patronymics and relative adjectives.
• Given names:
A given name is also called an (Õæ @ /Asm/ ‘Given name’) and is the name given at birth.
Given names usually have an inherent meaning, such as ( é<Ë @ YJ. « / ςbd Allh/ ‘Abdullah
- the slave of god’). Other names have been transformed from other Semitic languages,
such as (Õæ
ë@QK. @ /IbrAhym/ ‘Ibrahim’).
• Relative adjectives:
Sometimes called (
éJ.  	 /nsb~/ ‘Relative adjective’), these are derived from names asso-
ciated with a profession, a religion, a particular geographical place or a tribal affiliation.
They are formed by adding the letter ( ø
 /y/) to the end of the noun or verbal noun,
i.e. the infinitive. The resulting relative adjective relates semantically to its origin. For
instance, the relative adjective (ú
¾Ó /mky/ ‘related to Mecca’) is related to the noun (éºÓ /mk~ / ‘Mecca’), which is a place name.
• Epithetons:
These are considered nicknames and referred to as (I.
®Ë /lqb/ ‘Epithetons’). They can
replace a given name in an appropriate context. For instance, (
ðPA 	®Ë @ /AlfArwq/ ‘Dis-
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tinguish between truth and falseness’) is an epitheton of the second caliph ( 	áK. Q Ô«
H. A¢
	mÌ'@ /ςmr bn AlxTAb/ ‘Umar Ibn Al Khattab’).
• Teknonym names:
These are names that have been derived from the child’s given names. They consist of a
particular word, i.e. (ñK.

@ /Obw/ ‘father of’) and (Ð

@ /Om/ ‘mother of’), followed by the
given name of the first child.
• Patronymic names:
Unlike teknonym names, these are derived solely from the father’s name and follow a
general rule like ‘son of A’ for a male and ‘daughter of A’ for a female, where ‘A’ is the
father’s given name. For example (
éJ
ÒJ
K 	áK. @ /Abn tymy~/ ‘Ibn Taimiyah’).
2.3.1.2 Non-Personal Named Entities
These include, but are not limited to, the names of particular places, such as countries, cities,
geographical features etc. Some require the definite article whilst others have no definite prefix
(which is called diptote). For example (QåÓ /mSr/ ‘Egypt’), ( ZA 	J
J. Ë @ P@YË@ /AldAr AlbyDA’/
‘Casablanca’) and (ú
ÍA
	mÌ'@ ©K. QË @ /AlrbςAlxAly/ ‘Empty Quarter’).
2.3.1.3 Borrowed Names and Acronyms
English proper names and acronyms are transliterated into Arabic as proper nouns. There are
many such names and acronyms that are used for persons, organisations and locations. For
example (¼PAÓ /mArk/ ‘Mark’), (ñº
 	KñK
 /ywnyskw/ ‘UNESCO’) and (ÐAê ® 	JÓQ
K. /byrmnqhAm/
‘Birmingham’).
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2.3.2 Different Structures of Arabic Named Entities
Arabic NEs are formed from a diverse range of elements, covering simple phrases and more
complex ones as described below.
2.3.2.1 Simple Phrases
This category involves NEs in which all tokens fall into the category of proper nouns (NNP)
such as (YÒm× /mHmd/ ‘Mohammed’).
2.3.2.2 Complex Phrases
In Arabic only a percentage of NEs can be identified as simple proper nouns. For instance, there
is a wide range of organisational entities whose names are comprised of more complex phrases.
These phrasal names have different nominal structures. Represented below is a summary of the
most important phrases used for NEs:
• Noun Phrase (NP): [NN or NNS]
Although a token of the type singular common noun (NN) or plural/dual common noun
(NNS) seem to be simple, there is also often ambiguity as to whether it should be consid-
ered as a common noun or a NE: for example: (
èXPð /wrd~ / ‘Flower - or a female name
Wardah’) and ( 	àA 	ÓP /rmDAn/ ‘an Islamic month - or a male name Ramadhan’).
• Noun Phrase (NP): [NN + JJ]
The adjective is used in NEs following the head noun and concurs with the noun in both
definiteness and case such as in the phrase ( 	J
K.

B@ I
 J. Ë @ /Albyt AlObyD/ ‘the White
House‘).
• Noun Phrase (NP): [NN + NN]
One of the most common phrases consists of compound nouns in the syntactical form of
construction and is called (
é 	¯ A 	@ /IDAf~/ ‘Idafa’). The head noun is called a possessor
whilst the second noun is called the possessed. The possessor and the possessed have
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construct and genitive case respectively. An example of this structure is ( 	áÓ

B@ Êm.× /mjls
AlOmn/ ‘Security Council’).
• Noun Phrase (NP): [Idafa chain (NN + NN + ... + NN)]
The two nouns of the Idafa construction can be preceded by new head nouns in a recursive
manner. The result is referred to as the ‘Idafa chain’: for example ( ZAÒÊªË@ PAJ.» éJJ
ë /hy~
kbAr AlςlmA’/ ‘The Council of Senior Scholars’).
• Noun Phrase (NP): [Idafa + JJ]
Adjectives could be attached to the end of the Idafa and concur with the head of the Idafa
in case; whilst corresponding with the possessed in the definiteness. This type of noun
phrase is typically used for organisational and governmental NEs: for instance, (
éÒ 	¢ 	JÓ
éJ
ËðYË@ ñ 	®ªË@ /mnDˇm~ Alςfw Aldwly~ / ‘Amnesty International’).
• Noun Phrase (NP): [NP + CC + NP]
Using a conjunction (CC) with a NE makes it difficult to distinguish whether it is part
of the entity or two separate entities. Thus organisations and governmental departments
may potentially contain a conjunction in their names: for example, ( 	àAkB @ð Q. Ë @
éJ
ªÔg.
éK
Q
	mÌ'@ /jmςy~ Albr wAlIHsAn Alxyry~ / ‘Welfare and Charity Foundation’)1.
• Noun Phrase (NP): [NP + PP2]
Prepositions (IN) such as (È /l/ ‘for’) are commonly used to name organisations and are
also considered to be part of the organisational name: for example ( HA «A 	J  Ê Ë H@ñ ¯

@
éJ
K @
	Y 	ªË @ /OqwAt llSnAςAt AlgðAy~ / ‘Aquat for Food Industries’).
• Further complex phrases:
NEs in Arabic can also be long and form more complex phrases. Thus conjunctions and
1The use of the conjunction in NE phrase complicates the task. There are two interpretations whether
the conjunction is considered as a separator for two entities (e.g. Microsoft and Yahoo) or to join them
to represent single NE (e.g. Marks and Spencer).
2PP stands for Prepositional Phrases
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prepositions are used with nouns such as: (¨@YK. B @ð
éJ.ëñÒÊË éËAg. Pð 	QK
 	QªË@ YJ.« ½ÊÖÏ @ é ñÓ
/mWss~ Almlk ςbd Alςzyz wrjAlh llmwhb~ wAlIbdAς / ‘the foundation of King Abdul
Aziz and his men of talent and creativity’).
The sheer variety of NE phrases demonstrates that they cannot be analysed simply as proper
nouns. Consequently, the detection of such phrases becomes challenging, especially when taking
into account the absence of important orthographical signs such as capitalisation.
2.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter forms the first part of the literature review and has dealt with the language back-
ground of Arabic NEs, detailing language type, structure and the challenges involved in iden-
tifying these entities accurately. In the next chapter, we will present the second part of the
literature review where the state-of-the-art techniques of NER are presented.
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Chapter 3
Background of Arabic NER
Chapter Synopsis
In the previous chapter, the background of Arabic as a target language of this research was
presented. In this chapter, a detailed literature review of the Arabic NER will be undertaken.
The aim of the NER system is to detect and classify NEs into semantic classes, and therefore
this chapter will present several issues. Section 3.1 provides an overview of the NER task
which reviews some aspects including the definition of the NE, the semantic tagset used in
the literature, the formal definition and the evaluation methods for NER systems. In Section
3.2, there will be a presentation of available resources (including corpora, lexical resources, the
environment for developing NER, and essential pre-processing tool for Arabic). In Section 3.4,
there will be a discussion of different approaches to addressing Arabic NER.
3.1 An Overview of NER
3.1.1 What is the NE?
Although early in 1991, Rau (1991) proposed a method of extracting company names, the
actual term Named Entity (NE) was only coined and introduced later at the Sixth Message
Understanding Conference (MUC-6) in 1996, to refer to “unique identifiers of entities”. In 2000,
Petasis et al. (2000) limited the scope of NE to “a proper noun, serving as a name for something
or someone”. This is similar to the definition given by Jurafsky and Martin (2000), which
was “anything that can be referred to with a proper name”. Alfonseca and Manandhar (2002)
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defined NE as “the task of classifying unknown objects in known hierarchies that are of interest
to us being useful to solve a particular problem”. In 2002, the Conference on Computational
Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003) introduced the
NER shared task, presenting the definition of NE as “phrases that contain the names of persons,
organisations and locations”. Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) differentiates between NE
as “an object or set of objects in the world” and the mention as “a reference to an entity” (ACE,
2003). Nadeau and Sekine (2007) argued that NE is restricted to those entities that are referred
to as rigid designators, following Kripke (1972) definition of rigidity as, “a designator d of an
object x is rigid if it designates x with respect to all possible worlds where x exists, and never
designates an object other than x with respect to any possible world”.
We can observe, from this variation, that there has been some difficulty and widespread
disagreement in agreeing upon a single and clearly denoted definition of NE. Therefore, in this
thesis, and to avoid ambiguity, we apply the definition of NE presented by Jurafsky and Martin
(2000), which is “anything that can be referred to with a proper name” regardless of whether
this name is simply analysed as a proper noun such as ( 	àY 	JË /lndn/ ‘London’) or presented in
complex structure such as (úÎ«

B@ ZA 	 ®Ë@ Êm.× /mjls AlqDA’ AlOςly´/ ‘The Supreme Judicial
Council’); the key determiner being that it refers to particular object that exists.
3.1.2 The Semantic Tagset of NER
The task of NER focuses on delimiting the boundary of the NEs and assigning them an appro-
priate semantic class (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996; Chinchor and Robinson, 1997). There are
a number of different tagsets in the literature which have been devised and widely used. These
are classified into coarse-grained (i.e. single level of small predefined classes) and fine-grained
(i.e. hierarchal representation of the classes with at least two levels) tagsets, as discussed in
detail below.
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3.1.2.1 Coarse-grained Tagsets
In the literature, three traditional tagsets have been used extensively. MUC-6 (Grishman and
Sundheim, 1996) was the first event in which the role of NER was established. MUC-6 defines
three elements of NEs: (1) ENAMEX (which includes personal, locational and organisational
names); (2) NUMEX (i.e. numerical expressions); (3) TIMEX (which tags periods, times and
dates). Examples of studies using this tagset for Arabic NER are as follows: (Elsebai, 2009;
Benajiba et al., 2009b; Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010; Asharef et al., 2012).
In 2002, CoNLL introduced the first shared task on language-independent NER (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). The tagset employed during this conference were three basic
types of NE, i.e. person (PER), location (LOC) and organisation (ORG). Any NEs that do not
belong to one of those tags will be tagged as ‘miscellaneous’ (MISC). This tagset has been used
frequently in Arabic NER, including by (Benajiba and Rosso, 2007; Koulali and Meziane, 2012;
Mohammed and Omar, 2012; Morsi and Rafea, 2013).
The ACE program commenced in 2003 as series of events aiming to stimulate and bench-
mark research in information extraction. Its scope is broader than both MUC and CoNLL,
with the focus being wider than simply detecting and classifying NEs, covering relations be-
tween NEs as well as the event detection. In relation to NER, ACE provided a tagset which
differs slightly from CoNLL. Five coarse-grained categories are defined to tag entities, e.g. per-
son (PER); organisation (ORG); location (LOC); facility (FAC); and geographic and political
(GPE). One year later, in 2004, two new additional types were added to tag vehicles (VEH)
and weapons (WEA). Moreover, ACE provided two levels of the type taxonomy, i.e. coarse-
and fine-grained. For example, an organisation classed as coarse-grained is further classified
into sub-types: Government; Non-Governmental; Commercial; Educational; Media; Religious;
Sports; Medical; Science; Entertainment. In ACE (2004) and ACE (2005), there is a total of
45 subclasses. Several studies including (Benajiba et al., 2008b,a; Benajiba and Zitouni, 2009;
Benajiba et al., 2010) have merely used the coarse-grained level of this tagset.
The Approximate Overlapping of Different Coarse-grained Tagsets: At the
coarse-grained level, the three widely-used tagsets have overlapped; these represent three im-
portant types, i.e. PER, ORG and LOC (see Table 3.1). Both CoNLL and ACE do not show
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any interest in tagging numerical expressions, i.e. time, date, currency and percentage, whereas
MUC does. Therefore, researchers who work at the coarse-grained level and perform evaluations
across corpora typically focus on the three agreed upon types.
Table 3.1: The approximate overlapping of different coarse-grained tagsets
MUC CoNLL ACE
PER PER PER
ORG ORG ORG
LOC LOC LOC & GPE & FAC
- MISC -
Periods & Time & date - -
Currency & percentage - -
- - WEA & VEH
3.1.2.2 Fine-grained Tagsets
Current approaches to Arabic NER have provided, and been applied to, a limited number of
semantic classes. Although the semantic classes of these tagsets are considered to be coarse-
grained, a number of studies have been used a subset of these coarse classes, including (Abdul-
Hamid and Darwish, 2010), as focusing on PER, ORG and LOC classes.
When it comes to English (and other languages), the semantic classes have been extended
into two dimensions, as discussed below (The actual classes for each tagset are presented in
details in Table 3.2):
Single-class Extension Fleischman (2001) argues that the ‘IdentiFinde’ tool, which recog-
nises the coarse-grain classes proposed by Bikel et al. (1999), will prove more helpful once a
greater number of finer classes have emerged, even though his system has resulted in high per-
formance. Due to its simplicity in comparison with a personal class, Fleischman (2001) proposed
an extension of the ‘location’ class into eight subclasses.
A further extension to the previous work has been proposed by Fleischman and Hovy (2002),
in which the personal class was decomposed into a number of finer classes. Eight sub categories
were defined, based on their high frequency in the corpus, as well as in regard to their usefulness
in applications (e.g. Question Answering). More recently, Giuliano and Gliozz (2008) have built
wider sub categories using WordNet for the class ‘PER’. The difference in their work is that the
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subclasses are built in a hierarchical manner extracted from WordNet and the classes involved
need to have been populated by at least 40 instances of proper nouns. This has led to the
development of a total of 21 subclasses.
A similar approach has been taken by Ekbal et al. (2010), in which WordNet was utilised
to build subcategories. Instead of searching within WordNet to find proper nouns that fit into
different classes, sets of patterns are used to extract potential personal nouns from textual data.
These are then mapped into WordNet categories. As a result, a depth of eight levels has been
developed, in which a total of 213 personal subclasses have been formed.
Generic Extension Unlike previous studies, the efforts detailed in this section have sought
to extend the traditional tagset of NEs into finer semantic classes. Sekine et al. (2002) have
proposed a hierarchical NE taxonomy that is very fine, comprising of 150 subclasses. The
methodology used to construct the semantic classes relies on analysing the NEs in a newswire
corpus, in addition to analysing the answer type for a set of questions used in the Text REtrieval
Conference TREC-QA task. The WordNet noun hierarchy is also used to further shape these
classes. Two years after this initial study, Sekine and Nobat (2004) added an additional 50 classes
and decomposed others (such as ‘disease’ and ‘numeric expression’). Although the spectrum of
classes is wide, the specific description and definition of each class strives to avoid overlap and
ambiguity, and therefore is not easy to define. This taxonomy has been applied to both English
and Japanese.
A number of NLP applications (such as QA) have designed their own NE tagset, based on
criteria believed to contain the most usefulness. Harabagiu et al. (2003) have developed a NER
component, in which one level consists of 20 defined fine-grained classes involving: (Quantity,
Number, Date, Person, Country, Other locations, City, Organisation, Authored-work, Product,
Continent, Province, Quote, University, Price, Science-name, Acronym, Address, Alphabet,
URI).
Li and Roth (2006), understanding that factoid type questions are asking about NEs, have
defined a fine-grained taxonomy to answer certain types of questions. Although, this two-layer
taxonomy covers 50 fine-grained classes of different types, some types are unrelated to NEs
(e.g. definition, description, manner and reason). Based on the same trend, Brunstein (2002)
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presented two levels of taxonomy, in which 29 answer types are subdivided into a total of 105
subtypes. A number of researchers have adopted this taxonomy, employing it for NE tagset
(Nothman et al., 2008).
Nothman et al. (2009) have created fine-grained tagset to be used over the Wikipedia-based
textual data. The tagset proposed by Brunstein (2002) is partially used, and 60 fine-grained
semantic classes have been employed. An extension of this work has been presented by Balasuriya
et al. (2009), and constitutes a gold standard annotated NE corpus developed from English
Wikipedia. Unlike Nothman et al. (2009), the annotation schema has been extended to cover
96 fine-grained classes, while mapping to the four coarse-grained CoNLL classes for evaluation
and comparison (i.e. PER; LOC; ORG; MISC).
Table 3.2 presents the semantic classes of the different tagsets presented in literature in
relation to the NER task (the numerical classes, as presented by Sekine and Nobat (2004) are
omitted for the sake of the presentation). (The square brackets ‘[]’ are used to show the fine-
grained sub-classes when applicable, and a bold font style is used to identify their parents).
Table 3.2: Different fine-grained tagsets
Publication Type Classes
(Fleischman,
2001)
Single-class
(Location
only)
Country, City, Street, Territory, Region, Water, Mountain, and Artefact.
(Fleischman
and Hovy,
2002)
Single-class
(Person only)
Athlete, Politician, Clergy, Businessperson, Artist, Lawyer, Scientist, and Police
(Ekbal et al.,
2010)
Single-class
(Person only)
213 classes (the classes names are not mentioned in the paper)
(Nothman
et al., 2008)
Generic
extension
(One-level
fine-grained)
60 classes (the classes names are not mentioned in the paper)
(Harabagiu
et al., 2003)
Generic
extension
(One-level
fine-grained)
Quantity, Number, Date, Person, Country, Other locations, City, Organisation,
Authored-work, Product, Continent, Province, Quote, University, Price,
Science-name, Acronym, Address, Alphabet, URI,
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Publication Type Classes
(Li and Roth,
2006)
Generic
extension
(Two-level
fine-grained)
Abbreviation[abbreviation, expression], Description[definition, description,
manner, reason], Entity[animal, body, colour, creative, currency,
disease/medicine, event, food, instrument, lang, letter, other, plant, product,
religion, sport, substance, symbol, technique, term, vehicle, word],
Human[group, individual, title, description], Location[city, country, mountain,
other, state], Numeric[code, count, date, distance, money, order, other, period,
percent, speed, temp, vol.size, weight]
(Brunstein,
2002)
Generic
extension
(Two-level
fine-grained)
Person, Person Descriptor, NORP[Nationality, Religion, Political, Other],
Facility[Building, Bridge, Airport, Highway Street, Attraction], Facility
Descriptor, Organisation[Government, Corporation, Educational, Religious,
Political, Museum, Hotel, Hospital, Other], Organisation Descriptor,
GPE[Country, City, State/province, Other], GPE Descriptor, Location[River,
Lake Sea Ocean, Border, Region, Latitude-Longitude, Continent, Other],
Product[Weapon, Vehicle, Other], Product Descriptor, Date[Date, Duration,
Age, Other, Unmarked], Time, Percent, Money, Quantity[distance, area,
volume, Energy, Speed, Temperature, Acceleration, Weight, Other], Ordinal,
Cardinal, Events[War, Hurricane, Other], Plant, Animal, Substance[Food,
Drug, Nuclear, Chemical, Other], Disease, Work of Art[Book, Play, Song,
Painting, Sculpture, Other], Law, Language, Contact info[Address, Email,
Phone, URL], Game
(ACE, 2005)
Generic
extension
(Two-level
fine-grained)
Person[Individual, Group, Indeterminate], Organisation[Government,
Non-Governmental, Commercial, Educational, Media, Religious, Sports,
Medical-Science, Entertainment], Location[Address, Boundary, Water-Body,
Celestial, Land-Region-Natural, Region-General, Region-International],
GPE[Continent, Nation, State-or-Province, County-or-District,
Population-Center, GPE-Cluster, Special], Facility[Building-Grounds,
Subarea-Facility, Path, Airport, Plant], Vehicle[Land, Air, Water,
Subarea-Vehicle, Underspecified], Weapon[Blunt, Exploding, Sharp, Chemical,
Biological, Shooting, Projectile, Nuclear, Underspecified]
(Giuliano and
Gliozz, 2008)
Single-class
(Hierarchy-
based Person
only)
Businessman, Performer[Actor, Musician], Scientist[Chemist, Mathematician,
Physicist, Biologist, Social Scientist], Communicator[Representative,
Writer[Poet, Dramatist]], Health Professional, Creator[Film maker,
Artist[Painter, Musician]]
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Publication Type Classes
(Balasuriya
et al., 2009)
Generic
extension
(Hierarchy-
based
fine-grained)
Personal[Fictional, Other, Person, Religious], Organisation[Army, Band,
Broadcaster, Charity, Tribe, Corporation, Educational, Environmental,
Government, Health-facilities, Hotel, Museum, Other, Political, Religious,
Sport], Location[ GPE[Admin Region, Country, Other, Region, Religious,
State-Province, Suburb, City], Border, Continent, Forest, Geological-region,
Island, Other, River, Space, Water], Facility [Airport, Attraction, Bridge,
Building, Farm, Library, Other, Road, Stadium, Station], Product[Electronics,
Food-Drink, Franchise, Other, Protocol, Software, Vehicle, Weapon, Website],
Artefact, Vessel, Work of Art[Album, Book, Film,
Newspaper-Magazine-Journal, Other, Painting, Play, Sculpture,
Song-Poem-Music, TV Show]], Misc[Award, Courtcase, Currency,
Event[Concert, Natural Disaster, Other, Season, Sports, War-Battle], Game,
Genre, Language, Law, Other, Numeric[Age, Cardinal, Date, Duration,
Money, Ordinal, Other, Percent, Periodic, Quantity, Time, Unmarked]
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Publication Type Classes
(Sekine and
Nobat, 2004)
Generic
extension
(Hierarchy-
based
fine-grained)
Name [Name Other, Person, God, Organisation[Organisation Other,
International Organisation, Show Organisation, Family,
Ethnic Group[Ethnic Group Other, Nationality],
Sports Organisation[Sports Organisation Other, Pro Sports Organisation],
Corporation[Corporation Other, Company, Company Group],
Political Organisation[Political Organisation Other, Government,
Political Party, Cabinet, Military], Location[Location Other, Spa,
GPE[GPE Other, City, County, Province, Country], Region[Region Other,
Continental Region, Domestic Region],
Geological Region[Geological Region Other, Mountain, Island, River, Lake,
Sea, Bay], Astral Body[Astral Body Other, Star, Planet, Constellation],
Address[Address Other, Postal Address, Phone Number, Email, URL]],
Facility[Facility Other, Facility Part,
Archaeological Place[Archaeological Place Other, Tumulus], GOE,
Line[GOE Other, Public Institution, School, Research Institute, Market, Park,
Sports Facility, Museum, Zoo, Amusement Park, Theater, Worship Place,
Car Stop, Station, Airport, Port, Line Other, Railroad, Road, Canal,
Water Route, Tunnel, Bridge]], Product[Product Other, Material, Clothing,
Money Form, Drug, Weapon, Stock, Award, Decoration, Offence, Service, Class,
Character, ID Number, Vehicle[Vehicle Other, Car, Train, Aircraft, Spaceship,
Ship], Food[Food Other, Dish], Art[Art Other, Picture, Broadcast Program,
Movie, Show, Music, Book], Printing[Printing Other, Newspaper, Magazine],
Doctrine Method[Doctrine Method Other, Culture, Religion, Academic,
Sport, Style, Movement, Theory, Plan], Rule[Rule Other, Treaty, Law],
Title[Title Other, Position Vocation], Language[Language Other,
National Language], Unit[Unit Other, Currency]], Event[Event Other,
Occasion[Occasion Other, Religious Festival, Game, Conference],
Incident[Incident Other, War],
Natural Phenomenon[Natural Phenomenon Other, Natural Disaster,
Earthquake]], Natural Object[Natural Object Other, Element, Compound,
Mineral, Living Thing[Living Thing Other, Fungus, Mollusc Arthropod,
Insect, Fish, Amphibia, Reptile, Bird, Mammal, Flora],
Living Thing Part[Living Thing Part Other, Animal Part, Flora Part]],
Disease[Disease Other, Animal Disease], Colour[Colour Other,
Nature Colour]]
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Table 3.3: The approximate overlapping of different fine-grained tagsets
‘Mapped to’ coarse-grained classes
Fine-grained classes How many times overlapped?MUC CoNLL ACE
- MISC FAC Airport 4
LOC LOC LOC City 4
LOC LOC LOC Country 4
ORG ORG ORG Government 4
PER PER PER Person 4
- MISC - Other 4
- MISC FAC Bridge 3
LOC LOC LOC Continent 3
LOC LOC LOC Mountain 3
LOC LOC LOC Region 3
LOC LOC LOC River 3
- MISC - Other 3
ORG ORG ORG Educational 3
ORG ORG ORG Religious 3
PER PER PER Scientist 3
- MISC - Book 3
- MISC WEA Weapon 3
- MISC - Game 2
- MISC - War 2
- MISC FAC Attraction 2
- MISC FAC Building 2
- MISC FAC Road 2
- MISC FAC Station 2
LOC LOC GPE City 2
LOC LOC GPE Country 2
LOC LOC LOC Border 2
LOC LOC LOC Island 2
LOC LOC LOC Other 2
LOC LOC LOC Water 2
- MISC - Animal 2
- MISC - Email 2
- MISC FAC Plant 2
- MISC - URI 2
ORG ORG ORG Corporation 2
ORG ORG ORG Hotel 2
ORG ORG ORG Museum 2
ORG ORG ORG Other 2
ORG ORG ORG Political 2
ORG ORG ORG Sport 2
PER PER PER Artist 2
PER PER PER Group 2
PER PER PER Individual 2
PER PER PER Nationality 2
PER PER PER Other 2
- MISC - Drug 2
- MISC - Food 2
- MISC - Law 2
- MISC - Painting 2
- MISC - Play 2
- MISC - Product 2
- MISC - Sculpture 2
- MISC - Show 2
- MISC VEH Vehicle 2
- MISC WEA Chemical 2
- MISC WEA Nuclear 2
Approximate Overlapping of Different Fine-grained Tagsets The presented fine-
grained tagset in Section 3.1.2.2 has a different variety in the term of the semantic classes
involved. For all fine-grained classes presented in Table 3.2, there are 388 distinct fine-
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grained classes. In Table 3.3 we tried to capture the overlapping between those tagsets in
the fine-grained level. We found that, there are 55 classes have overlapped with at least two
different fine-grained tagsets. For example, the ‘Airport’ class has been presented in four
different tagsets while ‘food’ overlapped twice. The overlapping information presented in
Table 3.3 helps to identify fine-grained classes that has been used in more than one tagset
and therefore reflect their importance of presence in any created tagset.
In addition to the overlapping, we provided a mapping between the fine-grained classes
into the three traditional coarse-grained tagsets. For example, the fine-grained ‘Airport
class is mapped into ‘-’, ‘MISC’ and ‘FAC’ coarse-grained classes as suggested by MUC,
CoNLL and ACE respectively. Moreover, this mapping shows that the coarse-grained
traditional tagsets have a shortage of coverage. For example, classes such as ‘Drug’ and
‘Food’ have not equivalent mapping at the coarse-grained level.
3.1.3 Formal Definition of the Task of NER
To formally define the NER task, consider the following sentence in Figure 3.1 (the NEs are
tagged by the surrounding [type]NE[type] symbols, where type represents the semantic
class).
[Nation]
éÖÞA« [Population-Center] éJ
«PYË@ [Population-Center] HQÓX 1818 ÐA« ú

	¯ ð
ú
Í@ð
	áK. @ [Politician] A AK. Õæ
ë@QK. @ [Politician] YK
 úÎ« [Nation] úÍð

B@ éK
XñªË@ éËðYË@
[Nation] ½Ë 	YK. ú
æî
D 	JJË , [Politician] A AK. ú
Î« YÒm
× [Politician] , [Nation] QåÓ [Nation]
ú

	¯ CK
ñ£ ZA®J. Ë @ 	áÓ 	áºÒJK ÕË [Nation] éJ
 	K AÒJªË@ éËðYË@ [Nation] 	à

@ B@ [Nation]
éK
XñªË@ éËðYË@
. IJ.j	A 	¯ AîE @ñ¯ Y 	 H@PA 	ªË @ P@QÒJ@ I. .. [State-or-Province] Ym.
	' [State-or-Province]
The English translation:
And in 1818 [Population-Center] Diriyah [Population-Center] the capital of [Nation]
the first Saudi State [Nation] destroyed at the hands of [Politician] Ibrahim Basha
[Politician], son of [Nation] Egypt [Nation] governor [Politician] Muhammad Ali
Basha [Politician], putting an end to the [Nation] Saudi State [Nation], while that of
the [Nation] Ottoman Empire [Nation] could not survive long in [State-or-Province]
Najd [State-or-Province] because of the continuing attacks against its forces, so it
withdrew.
Figure 3.1: An example of Arabic sentence having eight NEs
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In this sentence, there are eight NEs each belonging to different semantic classes as
seen in Table 3.4:
Table 3.4: The extracted NEs from the example sentence
NE Gloss Fine-grained class (type)
éJ
«PYË@ Diriyah Population-Center
úÍð

B@ éK
XñªË@ éËðYË@ First Saudi State Nation
A AK. Õæ
ë@QK. @ Ibrahim Basha Politician
QåÓ Egypt Nation
A AK. ú
Î« YÒm
× Muhammad Ali Basha Politician
éK
XñªË@ éËðYË@ Saudi State NationéJ
 	K AÒJªË@ éËðYË@ Ottoman Empire Nation
Ym.
	' Najd State-or-Province
The formal representation of the NE in this context is expressed as a sequence of
tokens, as shown below:
LeftContext︷ ︸︸ ︷
T (l−k)...T (l−1)
+ NE︷ ︸︸ ︷
T (l)...T (i)...T (m)
+ RightContext︷ ︸︸ ︷
T (m+1)...T (m+j)
where T(i) denotes a token and l 6 i 6 m.
The NE could span more than one token. Given any sequence of tokens, the first
sub task is to successfully delimit the boundary of the NE by identifying both upper and
lower boundaries, i.e. the first and last tokens, in the context. Once this is successfully
achieved it is followed by the sub-task of classifying NE to appropriate semantic classes.
Formally, let us assume that the NE is defined as a one chunk phrase and C represents
the set of classes c1, c2, ..., cn where n is the total number of fine-grained classes. In this
case the second sub-task is defined as the ability to predict the probability of the NEs
belonging to class ci. Then the highest probability assigned to class ci is considered as
being the target class that the NE statistically belongs to:
Class tag(t) = argmaxP (NE|cn1 )
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3.1.4 Evaluation of NER
The evaluation of NER is an important step in ensuring the actual performance of such
systems. It is generally undertaken by comparing the system’s output with equivalent text
already annotated by hand. Therefore, four common measures have been used; precision,
recall, F-measure and the accuracy. The possibilities when evaluating the found entities
and the entities that have not found are (Manning et al., 2008):
• True positive, an entity that was supposed to be found has been found.
• False negative, an entity that was supposed to be found was not found.
• False positive, no entity was supposed to be found, but one was found.
• True negative, no entity was supposed to be found, and none was found.
These cases can be made clear by using the following contingency table:
Table 3.5: The contingency table that show the four possibilities of finding named entities
Correct Not correct
Found true positive (tp) false positive (fp)
Not found false negative (fn) true negative (tn)
The precision is defined as the number of correct entities found divided by the total
number of found entities.
Precision =
correct and found entities
found entities
=
tp
tp+ fp
The recall is defined as the number of correct entities found divided by the total
number of correct entities.
Recall =
correct and found entities
correct entities
=
tp
tp+ fn
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Using precision and recall alone will cause some problems in certain cases (Manning
et al., 2008). For example, it is possible to get 100% recall by simply returning all possible
entities while this does not evaluate the correctness of the retrieved entities. To overcome
this issue, the weighted harmonic mean of both precision and recall can be calculated,
and that is called the F-measure.
Fβ =
(β2 + 1) ∗ Precision ∗Recall
(β2 + Precision+Recall)
where β adjusts the importance of recall over the precision. For example, having β = 2
results in weighting recall two times as precision. CoNLL uses β = 1 for their evaluation.
Another measurement that can be used is the accuracy, in other words, the number
of correct results both found and not found divided by the total number of results. For
named entity recognition, the accuracy is likely to be very high since the set of named
entities in a text usually is rather small compared to the whole text. This results in a
high accuracy since the set of true negatives will be much larger than the other three sets
in contingency table.
Accuracy =
tp+ tn
tp+ fp+ fn+ tn
For part-of-speech tagging and similar tasks, the accuracy works better as a measure-
ment since every token should be tagged and all tags are equally important. This is not
the case for NER, because the majority of the tokens in the corpus are tagged as ‘O’
(meaning not NE) and only 10% to 13% of the total corpus represents NEs (as will be
seen in Section 5.3.1).
To closely analyse the error in tagging, a confusion matrix (sometimes called error
matrix) is a common way to be used especially when the number of classes is greater than
two (Manning et al., 2008). The confusion matrix shows for each pair of classes < c1, c2 >,
how many NEs from class < c1 > were incorrectly assigned to class < c2 >. In other
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words, it is not only possible to see whether or not a tag is correct but also what kinds of
mistakes are most common. For example as seen in Table 3.6, the NER system manages
to distinguish the three traditional NE classes: person (PER), organisation (ORG) and
location (LOC), but makes many errors within two classes. The confusion matrix can
help pinpoint opportunities for improving the accuracy of the system. For example, to
address the error in Table 3.6, we can see that the NER system struggled to distinguish
between the classes ORG and LOC. One could introduce new set of features that can help
the classifier to properly distinguish between those classes.
Table 3.6: An example of confusion matrix for a NER system that classify NEs into three
classes (i.e. PER, ORG, and LOC)
PER ORG LOC
PER 15 0 0
ORG 0 5 3
LOC 0 4 7
In practise, there are three different variations in performing the evaluation step, these
being MUC, CoNLL and ACE.
MUC (Chinchor and Robinson, 1997) presents tolerant evaluation criteria in which
the NER system is separately credited for the semantic tag and the textual boundary.
The tag is considered correct whenever it matches the correct tag, regardless of the exact
textual boundary and so long as there is an overlap. The textual boundary of the NE is
considered correct whenever it matches the correct text, regardless of the tag.
On the other hand, CoNLL (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003) provides an
exact match evaluation, where the entity is credited whenever it matches the tag and the
textual boundary. Compared to the proposal by MUC, it offers strict criteria, but at the
same time avoids boundary ambiguity. Precision, recall and harmonic F-measures are
used to calculate performance. Precision measures the percentage of the correctly found
NEs by the system. For example, if a system is able to detect and classify 20 NEs where
8 are correctly delimited and classified, then the precision is equal to 40%. Recall, on the
other hand, measures the percentage of NEs appearing in the corpus that are accurately
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found by the system. For example, if the system is able to correctly detect 8 NEs where
there are a total of 10 NEs in the dataset, then the system’s recall is 80%. The F-measure
is used to evaluate the overall performance of a system.
ACE (2004) is a more complex evaluation method in comparison to MUC and CoNLL.
It takes into consideration different parameters, including sub matching and coreference
scoring. It evaluates the miss and the false alarm where the former counts the failure
in capturing NEs, while the latter counts the error captured by the system. For each
entity type, this method gives weight contributing to the final evaluation score. Due to
the complexity of this evaluation method, the majority of Arabic NER studies instead use
the CoNLL approach. These include Benajiba et al. (2009a); Abdul-Hamid and Darwish
(2010); Darwish (2013).
3.2 Available Resources
Where groups of resources of different levels are required, it is essential to first establish
the availability of linguistic resources in the creation of Arabic NER (Shaalan, 2013).
This section therefore contains a review of the available Arabic linguistic resources in
literature, including textual resources (i.e. annotated corpora and lexical resources) and
a number of different tools (such as tokenisers, morphological analysers, POS taggers and
environments to develop NER).
3.2.1 Corpora1
The collections of annotated textual data (i.e. corpora) are an important resource of
reliable NER tasks (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007; Shaalan, 2013). The corpus should be of
reasonable size and annotate every NE by delimiting its boundary and assigning to it the
correct semantic tag. The majority of the available corpora focus on a single language
(i.e. monolingual), such as ANERcorp (Benajiba et al., 2007).
Further researchers, such as Samy et al. (2005), have exploited the availability of par-
1This thesis uses the loose definition of the corpus as ‘a text resource’
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allel corpora (i.e. Spanish-Arabic) tagging the NEs in the Spanish corpus then projecting
the result into the Arabic corpus by relying on the transliteration scheme.
Concerning the multilingual level, Mostefa et al. (2009) employ a semi-automatic ap-
proach to annotating the NE corpora of three languages: Arabic-English-French. The
textual data has been collected from the Agence France Presse, covering the period be-
tween 2004 to 2006. The approach in the first step relies on a rule-based NE tagger called
LIMA, which works by seeking triggers in the context such as (
èP@ 	Pð /wzAr~/ ‘Ministry’)
and then examines the immediate right and left context to verify if the following phrase is
NE. Manual inspection to establish the correctness of the automatic tagging is performed
as the second step.
There are two trends of creating NE corpora covered by the literature. Firstly, there
is the manual approach to creating such corpora, in which text from different sources is
compiled and then (two or more) individuals recruited to manually annotate the NEs.
Although this approach is considered as time consuming, the reliability of such corpora is
assured by calculating the inter-annotator agreement between annotators, such as Kappa
Stata (Carletta, 1996) or F-measure (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005; Zhang, 2013). The
alternative trend is to develop the target corpus in an automatic manner. There are
a number of different approaches towards achieving this goal. One advantage of this
methodology is that it is time-saving (Zhang, 2013). The review of the literature covering
both trends is discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1.1 Manually-created NE Corpora
There are a number of Arabic NE corpora that have been considered as gold-standard
and used in studies such as those of Benajiba and Rosso (2008); Farber et al. (2008).
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The majority of these corpora are governed by annual licenses, such as the ACE (2004)
dataset. This is considered as a limitation for researchers with limited budgets for re-
sources. Hence, in-house corpora have been developed, but with a limited domain and
size, such as ANERcorp (Benajiba et al., 2007). However, the majority of such corpora
are compiled from the newswire genre.
A newswire based corpus called ANERcorp is considered to be the earliest public-free
corpus, and contains 170k tokens developed by Benajiba et al. (2007). ANERcorp follows
the format proposed by CoNLL and annotates four NE types (PER, ORG, LOC and
MISC). More recently, Mohit et al. (2012) has developed a smaller corpus of 74k tokens,
called AQMAR, by drawing upon 28 Arabic Wikipedia articles. Although AQMAR fol-
lows the CoNLL tagset, the MISC class has been used to tag non-traditional tags, with
MISC-0 being used to tag a generic miscellaneous entity. MISC-1 is used to tag the names
of wars, particles, chemical elements and championships. MISC-2 is used to tag English
entities, and the names of theories and prizes. Finally, MISC-3 is used to tag the names
of computer components.
There are three NE corpora used extensively by researchers: ACE (2003, 2004, 2005).
These corpora are all governed by LDC2 and are inaccessible to the public. They follow the
format suggested by an ACE tagset, capturing 7 and 45 coarse- and fine-grained types
of NEs, respectively. These corpora have been widely used for Arabic NER, including
(Farber et al., 2008; Benajiba et al., 2009a; Benajiba and Zitouni, 2009; Abdallah et al.,
2012; Zitouni and Benajiba, 2014).
Table 3.7 summarises some aspects of the mentioned corpora.
2Linguistic Data Consortium: https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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Table 3.7: List of available Arabic NE corpora (BN: Broadcast News; NW: Newswire;
ATB: Arabic Tree Bank; and WB: Weblogs)
Corpus ANERcorp ACE2003 ACE2004 ACE2005 AQMAR
Publication
date
2007 2003 2004 2005 2013
Licence Free LDC LDC LDC Free
Genre NW BN, NW BN, NW BN, NW, WB Wikipedia
Size 170k 55k 154k 104k 74k
Semantic
classes
4 coarse 5 coarse
7 coarse and
45 fine
7 coarse and
45 fine
4 coarse
Following
tagset
CoNLL ACE ACE ACE CoNLL
There are a number of further in-house corpora that have been used in Arabic NER,
but these are unavailable for the public, including Nezda et al. (2006); Shaalan and Raza
(2007); Mostefa et al. (2009); Elsebai (2009).
Recruiting humans to annotate textual data for particular NLP task is a critical for
creating the required dataset to train a statistical classifier, but the annotation cost re-
mains the issue. Recently, researchers have investigated a new methodology to overcome
this obstacle by relying on crowdsourcing. Crowdsourcing, was firstly coined by Howe
(2006), is the process of delegate particular task to a large group of people rather than
to few trained annotators (Sabou et al., 2012; Hsueh et al., 2009). Crowdsourcing plat-
forms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)3 and CrowdFlower4 have allowed NLP
researchers to develop their annotated corpora remotely by recruiting large number of
annotators such as (Finin et al., 2010) to annotate NEs in Twitter data. Since those
annotators are not trained, carefully designing the annotation task and evaluating the
annotators quality is important to ensure the overall output quality of the developed
corpus (Hsueh et al., 2009; Lease, 2011).
3.2.1.2 Automatically-created NE Corpora
The traditional approach to manually develop annotated corpus by recruiting a number of
humans is a tedious and time-consuming. Instead, a promising trend in the research is to-
3https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
4http://www.crowdflower.com/
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wards automatically developing an annotated NE corpus beyond both traditional classes,
and the newswire domain, in order to create novel resources. We mean by ‘automatically-
created’ where there is no human intervention in the process of creating the annotated
corpus. One of the earliest of these approaches is outlined by An et al. (2003), using
the web to build the target corpus, with the aim of employing bootstrapping to build an
annotated NE corpus from the web. Bootstrapping is the process of which one is given
a small set of labelled data and a large set of unlabelled data, and the task is to induce
a classifier (Abney, 2002). Hence initial instances of NEs from three traditional classes
(i.e. PER, ORG and LOC), have been manually established. This is followed by the use
of a search engine to fetch web pages using the searched entity in context. A sentence
separator is used to detect the boundaries of the sentence and a set of heuristics is applied
to filter the results.
A further approach utilises parallel corpora to build an NE corpus automatically.
This relies on the suggestion that once one corpus is annotated, and then other, parallel,
corpora can easily be annotated using projection. Ehrmann et al. (2011) have developed
multilingual NE corpora for English, French, Spanish, German and Czech. The English
corpus has been automatically tagged using an NE tagger and then a projection step
applied to tag other sentence-level aligned corpora. A machine translation strategy has
been used to translate the source NE into different languages, which is then reworked
by applying a projection method (e.g. string matching). Similarly, Fu et al. (2011) have
developed a Chinese annotated NE corpus exploiting the English aligned corpus, the
difference being that the alignment is conducted between both corpora at the word-level.
Beyond the newswire-based corpora, Wikipedia becomes attractive for a number of
different NLP tasks. Some researchers have exploited the unrestricted accessibility of
Wikipedia in order to establish an automatic fully annotated NE corpus with different
granularity. Meanwhile, others have been focusing solely on partially utilising Wikipedia
to achieve specific goals, such as developing a NE gazetteer (Attia et al., 2010) or clas-
sifying Wikipedia articles into NE semantic classes (Saleh et al., 2010). It is crucial to
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review efforts undertaken in this domain, since they are those most closely related to the
current research.
Dakka and Cucerzan (2008) have presented the first work in which Wikipedia has been
exploited for an NE task. Their goal was to classify Wikipedia articles into traditional
NE semantic classes and a set of 800 random articles was manually annotated in order to
use it with the classifier. Na¨ıve Bayes (NB) and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) have
been chosen as the statistical interface by exploiting a specific set of features, including
bag-of-words, structured data, unigram and bigram context. More recently, Saleh et al.
(2010) have proposed a similar approach to classifying multilingual Wikipedia articles
into traditional NE classes. The assumption in this case is that the majority of Wikipedia
articles relate to a NE and therefore sets of structured and unstructured data have been
extracted in order to be used as a feature set when using an SVM. Among these features
are bag-of-words, category links and infobox attributes. Thus, multilingual links are
exploited in order to map classified articles for different languages.
Tkatchenko et al. (2011) expanded the classification into an 18 fine-grained taxonomy
extracted from (BNN)5. In order to prepare training data for use in the classification
stage, a small set of seeds is constructed (as undertaken by Nadeau et al. (2006)), in
which a semi-supervised bootstrapping approach is developed, in order to construct long
lists of entities in different fine-grained NE classes from the web. Once the list of entities
has been constructed, the entities are then intersected with Wikipedia articles, in order
to classify each article according to the target class. As a consequence, a set of 40 articles
per fine-grained class has been produced, to be used as training with the NB and SVM.
Several features have been selected in a way similar to (Saleh et al., 2010; Dakka and
Cucerzan, 2008).
Rather than relying on machine learning, Richman and Schon (2008) have defined a
set of heuristics involving the use of assigned category links to classify the article. Phrasal
5This is an annotated English NE corpus owned by LDC.
Available: http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2005T33 [accessed 10
October 2014]
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patterns for each semantic NE class were specified when a matching article was classified.
Alternatively, the procedure searched the upper level of categories to find candidates.
These articles are still classified according to traditional coarse-grained classes.
Nothman et al. (2008) presented the first attempt to transform Wikipedia into an an-
notated NE corpus for English. The assumption made was that many NEs are associated
with the Wikipedia inter-links, i.e. the hyperlinks associated with a phrase in the context
pointing to a separate article. Therefore, the procedure firstly requires identifying NEs
by using heuristics to exploit capitalisation. Once NEs are identified, the second stage
is to classify the target article into NE semantic classes. A bootstrapping approach is
then used to extract seeds from a set of 1300 articles. For each article, two distinguished
features are extracted; i.e. the head noun for the category links and the head noun for
the definitional sentence. The corpus produced covered 60 fine-grained classes using two
levels. An alternative approach to the same data set is presented by Tardif et al. (2009), in
which the classification relies on supervised machine learning. Like Dakka and Cucerzan
(2008), both NB and SVM have been used as statistical interfaces for the purposes of
classification. A total of 2311 articles have been manually annotated and a combination
of structured, and unstructured, features extracted.
Balasuriya et al. (2009) considers the complexity of NEs in Wikipedia as being far
greater than those in the newswire corpus, and that it is therefore commonplace to eval-
uate an annotated corpus over similar texts in order to avoid domain transfer issues.
A set of 145 random articles has been manually annotated according to CoNLL coarse-
grained classes so as to evaluate the performance of a Wikipedia-based corpus reasonably.
This evaluation demonstrates that the model trained on the automatically developed
Wikipedia-based annotated corpus outperforms those trained on newswire gold-standard
corpora.
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3.2.2 Lexical Resources
A further important resource is comprised of lexical resources (i.e. a gazetteer). Some
researchers refer to these as ‘white lists’ or ‘dictionaries’ (Shaalan and Raza, 2007, 2008).
Regardless of the terminology, lexical resources consist of a list of NEs tagged with an
appropriate NE class, and they serve as external knowledge where it can be used in rule-
based NER systems as a matching component (Shaalan and Raza, 2009), as a feature in
supervised ML approaches (Benajiba et al., 2009a), or as seeds for semi-supervised NER
approaches (Althobaiti et al., 2013).
It is important to develop such resources for Arabic, and therefore researchers tend
to develop their own resources by different means. Benajiba et al. (2007) has manually
compiled (through the use of web resources) a list of NEs of traditional NE classes. This
consists of 1920, 262, and 1950 personal, organisational and locational entities. A fur-
ther attempt has been undertaken by Shaalan and Raza (2009), in which a collection
of NEs were compiled from different resources (such as the ACE2005 and Arabic Tree-
bank (ATB) corpora and other websites resources). This resource contains a considerable
number of entities, i.e. 263598, 273491 and 4900 personal, organisational and locational
entities. However, this form of resource is unavailable to the public. The CJK Dictionary
Institution6 provides a considerable collection of Arabic personal names associated with
English transliteration. This resource is governed under license, which prevents its use by
researchers.
Attia et al. (2010) have developed a means of building a NE lexicon for Arabic, whereby
Wikipedia is used alongside Arabic WordNet. This resource focuses solely on personal and
locational NEs of the size 16038 and 4588, respectively. Alkhalifa and Rodrguez (2009)
have presented an approach to enrich the Arabic WordNet by relying on the Arabic
Wikipedia as an external knowledge source. Similar to Attia et al. (2010), Ehrmann et al.
(2011) have developed a multilingual resource in which substantial lists of personal and
6The CJK Dictionary Institute, Inc. http://www.cjk.org/cjk/arabic/arabsam.htm
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organisational names (i.e. 205k) have been created from daily news. The use of Wikipedia
has combined to retrieve different varieties of the way the names are expressed.
‘NoorGazet’ is a domain specific personal-only gazetteer created by Bidhendi et al.
(2012) in which 88k of NE entries have been gathered manually. The aim of Bidhendi
et al. (2012) is to develop a NER system for Arabic ancient Islamic text and thus the
developed gazetteer reflects this domain. The NEs have been extracted from an Islamic
book named ( IK
YmÌ'@ ©ÓAg. /jAmς AlHdyθ/ ‘Jamee Alhadith’) and a tokenisation step
has been applied to separate the full name into parts. The final distinct single-word NEs
consist of 18238 personal names.
3.2.3 Environments and Tools for NER
There are a number of language-independent environments and tools in the literature
providing a suite to develop reliable NER systems by employing either a list of rules or
statistical models. In this section, a review of such environment and tool are presented
in relation to Arabic NER.
3.2.3.1 Rule-based Environments for NER
GATE (Cunningham, 2002): This is an open source software, which works as an
environment supporting a large number of languages, including Arabic. It is shipped
with different components, e.g. tokeniser; POS tagger; gazetteers, etc. In relation to NER,
it facilitates creating a set of rules that detect NEs by relying on the Java Annotation
Patterns Engine (JAPE), which is built based on regular expressions. GATE has been
used for a number of Arabic NER studies, including the following: Elsebai et al. (2009);
Elsebai and Meziane (2011); Abdallah et al. (2012).
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LingPipe (Alias-i., 2008): This is a Java-based toolkit that facilitates the implemen-
tation of different NLP tasks, such as POS, NER and spelling correction. It is built to be
language independent, and was therefore employed by AbdelRahman et al. (2010); Za-
ghouani (2012), by training the ANERcorp to be evaluated with his proposed approach.
This platform is governed by different licenses, including for the purposes of research.
NooJ (Silberztein, 2005): This is a development environment that supports creating
a rule-based NER system (such as GATE) but with limited functionalities. NooJ uses
dictionaries and grammars to perform morphological and syntactical analysis. Nooj has
been used in limited studies of Arabic NER, including in Mesfar (2007); Fehri et al. (2011).
3.2.3.2 Supervised ML toolkits for NER
An effective approach is the implementation of NER systems by relying on supervised
models, requiring an annotated dataset. There are number of ML optimised implemen-
tations of different probabilistic model in the literature, which have been widely used in
the community of different languages. Yet Another Small MaxEnt Toolkit (YASMET) is
a C++ generic toolkit of the Maximum Entropy (ME) model. This has been used by a
number of studies, including Benajiba and Rosso (2007); Benajiba et al. (2007). For Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM), Yet Another Multipurpose CHunk Annotator (YamCha7)
is an open source tool designed to perform sequence labelling tasks, such as NER, POS
and phrase chunking. This has been used by Benajiba et al. (2008a,b).
There have been a number of implementations related to Conditional Random Fields
(CRF). CRF++8 is an implementation widely used for Arabic NER (Benajiba and Rosso,
2008; Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010; Darwish, 2013; Morsi and Rafea, 2013). CRF-
suite9 has received the same attention as CRF++, due to the fact that it facilitates
modification of the features generating code. It has been extensively used in English NLP
tasks (e.g. Turian et al. (2010)) and in Arabic (e.g. Abdul-Hamid and Darwish (2010);
7http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/yamcha/
8https://code.google.com/p/crfpp/
9http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
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Darwish (2013)). Lavergne et al. (2010) have recently developed a rapid toolkit known
as ‘Wapiti’ for sequence labelling tasks, and which implements ME, ME-HMM and CRF
within one toolkit. It favours other toolkits, in that it requires less time for training steps
compared with (for example) CRF++. It has been employed in a number of different
sequence labelling tasks in English, including Nouvel et al. (2012); Bodnari et al. (2013).
3.2.4 Basic Preprocessing Tools for Arabic
As a morphological complex language, Arabic has attracted the attention of a number of
researchers aiming to develop tools to address several aspects of processing the language,
including the morphology analyser and POS tagger. This section comprises a brief dis-
cussion regarding well-known pre-processing tools with a direct relationship to the task
of Arabic NER.
Buckwalter Arabic Morphological Analyser (BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2002): This
is one of the most widely used tools for Arabic morphology analysis. It consists of three
components: lexicon, compatibility tables, and an analysis engine. The lexicon consists
of words and lemmas, and dictionaries of prefixes, stems and suffixes. The compatibility
tables stores items of prefix-stem, stem-suffix and prefix-suffix to ensure compatibility.
For example, the prefix (ð /w/ ‘and’) is compatible with all stems of the type ‘noun (NN
and NNS)’. Each stem is associated with an English translation as a gloss. This feature
allows several studies in Arabic NER to utilise the capitalisation of the glossed word (e.g.
Farber et al. (2008)). The analysis engine is the third component of BAMA where (for a
given input) it returns all possible analyses of the input as an output, without the ability
to select the correct one based on the context. The transliteration feature of the output
facilitate the readability of the results, particularly for those lacking in an ability to read
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Arabic scripts. BAMA has been used in a number of Arabic NER studies (e.g. Farber
et al. (2008); Elsebai and Meziane (2011); Al-Jumaily et al. (2012)).
Morphology Analysis and Disambiguation for Arabic (MADA) (Habash et al.,
2009): This consists of two components: the morphology analyser and the disambigua-
tion. The morphology analyser component relies on BAMA, where it derives its strengths
by producing information concerning the analysed word, including stem, diacritisation
and POS tagging of approximately 500 different tagsets. However, it shares the BAMA’s
limitations in the case of no given analysis by BAMA as an out-of-vocabulary. MADA is
shipped with a flexible tokenisation feature, which permits users to specify their chosen
type of tokenisation. The second component is the disambiguation, where SVM models
have been applied to select the correct output from BAMA, based on the context. Bena-
jiba et al. (2008a,b, 2010) have extensively used MADA to extract Arabic morphological
features to be used in NER.
AMIRA (Diab, 2009): This is a set of tools including a tokeniser, POS tagger and
Base Phrase Chunker (BPC) (i.e. shallow syntax parser). AMIRA is a successor to the
ASVMTool (Diab et al., 2007). In contrast to MADA, AMIRA has no dependency on deep
morphological knowledge to perform the analysis, instead relying on SVM as sequence
models to learn generalisation. The tokenisation component (known as AMIRA-TOK)
relies on the segmentation knowledge provided by the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) and
deals with tokenisation as a character-level chunking. As a second component, the POS
is called AMIRA-POS. It uses a set of 72 tagset, an extended version of Reduced Tag
Set (RTS) (Habash, 2010, p. 80), known as the Extended Reduced Tag Set (ERTS)10.
AMIRA-BPC is the third component and works by grouping a sequence of words into
phrases, such as NPs and VPs. It attempts to produce the longest possible sequence
of words to form phrases. AMIRA-BPC covers several types of phrases presented in
Table 3.8. Both POS and BPC information have been utilised as features in Arabic NER,
as investigated by Benajiba et al. (2010); Koulali and Meziane (2012)
10Full description of ERTS is presented at the beginning of and used throughout this thesis in Table 3
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Table 3.8: Types of phrases used by AMIRA
Phrase Description Arabic example Translation
ADJP Adjectival phrase

@YJ
k. Well
ADVP Adverbial phrase

AªK
Qå Quickly
CONJP Conjunctive phrase 	àñJ
 	J
¢Ê 	®Ë @ ð And the Palestinians
PP Prepositional phrase
éÊ 	®mÌ'@ ÈC 	g During the party
PREDP Predicative phrase QK
 	Q 	« Q¢ÖÏ @ 	à@ The rain is copious
PRTP Particle phrase AÒJ
 B Not as long
NP Noun phrase ú
«AÒm.
Ì'@ 	¬A 	¯ 	QË @ The group wedding
SBAR Subjunctive construction phrase

Bð

@ É 	gYK
 ø

	YË@ That enters first
INTJ Interjective phrase I 	k

@ AK
 Oh sister
VP Verb phrase éÓAª£ YËñË@ É¿

AK
 The boy eats his meal
3.3 Approaches to Arabic NER
Unlike languages in which NER has reached maturity (e.g. English and French) Arabic
NER has only recently begun to attract researchers. Nadeau and Sekine (2007) conducted
a survey classifying the NER approaches into two main streams: handcrafted rules and
those that are machine-learning (ML) based. ML in itself is classified into supervised,
semi-supervised and unsupervised ML. Approaches that have been encountered for Arabic
NER in the course of this research are reviewed below.
3.3.1 Handcrafted Rule Based NER
An early contribution to Arabic NER has been made by Maloney and Niv (1998). This
involved a combination of a morphological analyser and a pattern recognition engine,
the former being responsible for identifying the start and end of a token, and the latter
for identifying the corresponding applied pattern. This effort was focused on specific
semantic classes, i.e. PER, LOC, number and time. The evaluation was made by randomly
selecting portions of textual data from the Al-Hayat newswire. The authors reported
89.5% precision, 80.8% recall and 85% F-measure.
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Abuleil (2004) has developed an NE tagger for QA systems with the aim of eventually
acquiring a database of names by utilising keywords and specific verbs to identify potential
NE. It captures triggers such as (PñJ»YË@ /Aldktwr/ ‘Dr.’) and assumes that NEs should
appear no further than three words away from the trigger. Moreover, the NEs should be no
longer than 7 words. Then the directed graph can be used to draw a relationship between
words contextualised within phrases. Finally, the verification step is accomplished by
applying rules to the names. This approach was evaluated in over 500 articles drawn from
the Al-Raya newspaper, where the system scored 90.4%, 93% and 92.3% for precision,
recall and F-measure, respectively.
Mesfar (2007) has utilised the NooJ environment to develop NER for Arabic, with the
types identified being PER, ORG, LOC and currency. The proposed approach consists of
three components in a pipeline structure, the components being tokeniser, morphological
analyser and NER tagger. It was evaluated over a newswire-based contextual dataset
with the results being reported per class, with the F-measure for location names being
76%.
Shaalan and Raza (2007) have compiled a large lexicon list dedicated to personal
names, forming a gazetteer, extracted from a number of different resources. The gazetteer
contained over 472000 entries, including first, middle and last names, job titles and country
names. Regular expression rules were applied to identify the availability of personal names
in context. Given that Arabic is a highly inflectional language, and has relatively free word
ordering, designing generic hand-crafted rules is challenging. Traboulsi (2009) partially
utilised contextual clues to identify personal names, identifying triggers such as a variety
of verbs, including (ÈA¯ /qAl/ ‘Said’) and (Q. 	g

@ /Oxbr/ ‘Tell’) , as keywords preceding a
personal name.
Elsebai et al. (2009); Elsebai and Meziane (2011), in contrast to Mesfar (2007), used
GATE to develop a rule-based system for personal Arabic names. Instead of relying on
a large gazetteer of personal names, Elsebai et al. (2009) merged parts of speech with
manually created keywords and heuristic rules. An Arabic morphological analyser (i.e.
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BAMA, Buckwalter (2002)), was used to extract features integrated with the rules in
conjunction with two forms of lexical keywords: such as verbal (e.g. (ÈA ¯ /qAl/ ‘Said’))
and title-identification triggers (e.g. (PñJ»X /dktwr/ ‘Dr.’)). Two experiments were con-
ducted using 700 and 500 news articles, with the F-measure of both experiments being
89%.
Al-Shalabi et al. (2009) present a similar approach to Abuleil (2004); Elsebai et al.
(2009); Elsebai and Meziane (2011), in which they rely on identifying triggers (i.e. key-
words and certain verbs) within the context, assuming that they will be followed by proper
nouns. A set of rules has been prepared to assist in identifying the location and type of
the NE. This approach has been evaluated, as follows: over 20 documents were selected
randomly from Al-Raya11 and Alrai12 newspapers from which the detected proper nouns
were categorised into: person; organisation; location; scientific; temporal; equipment; and
events where the overall precision was 86.1%.
A slightly wider granular NER, with the ability to identify ten different types of NEs,
was proposed later by Shaalan and Raza (2009), This extended the work of Shaalan
and Raza (2007), which relied on gazetteers and lists of rules derived from large re-
sources. A disambiguation method was employed to solve the inevitability of lexical
overlap. Shaalan and Raza (2007) developed a system focused specifically on personal
names (called PERA), whereas in NERA (Shaalan and Raza, 2008, 2009) the semantic
coverage was extended to include an increased number of classes, i.e. person; location;
organisation; date; time; ISBN; price; measurement; phone numbers; filenames.
Shihadeh and Gu¨nter (2012) developed a system known as ARNE, which is reliant on
11http://www.raya.com
12http://www.alrai.com
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a gazetteer developed by Benajiba et al. (2007) (i.e. ANERgazet) to classify the detected
NEs into traditional classes, i.e. person, organisation and location. The system goes
through a preprocessing step, in which it performs tokenisation, transliteration and POS
tagging. Since this approach relies solely on the gazetteer list, its performance is low,
scoring a 30% F-measure.
A real time NER system for Arabic has been proposed by Al-Jumaily et al. (2012).
This approach consists of a number of components working together to identify three
traditional semantic classes, with lists of prefixes, morphological variation and gazetteer
dictionaries being prepared. The gazetteer was compiled from ANERgazet, GATE and
DBpedia13 to increase the coverage. Its main purpose is to tokenise the input text,
followed by undertaking several steps to identify its pattern, and then a lookup step to
verify its availability in the gazetteer. This approach is evaluated over the ANERcorp.
The personal, locational and organisational F-measures were 77.27%, 70.87% and 57.30%,
respectively.
In a similar fashion to approaches reliant on local grammars (such as Traboulsi (2009)),
Zaghouani et al. (2010) adapted the Europ Media Monitor (EMM) platform by introduc-
ing three components, i.e. preprocessing, lookup full names and local grammar to recognise
unknown names. The main difference between this approach and others relying on gram-
mar consists of the fact that (where applicable) Zaghouani et al. (2010) maintain the use
of language-independent rules, in conjunction with those that are language-dependent.
The evaluation was made over a corpus compiled and annotated from the Assabah and
Alanwar newspapers14. The overall F-measure achieved was 74.95%. Two years after
this initial approach, the same system was named RENAR, and was evaluated over the
ANERcorp dataset. The aim of this evaluation is to compare the performance of this
method with other machine learning based studies (such as Benajiba and Rosso (2007)).
RENAR outperforms other systems for locational NEs, scoring an F-measure of 87.63%.
13DBpedia is a project that aim to extract structured information from the Wikipedia to be available
to users http://dbpedia.org
14http://www.alanwar.com/
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3.3.2 Machine-learning Based NER
The majority of machine learning based approaches are supervised, in that the machine
learns from an annotated corpus and attempts to predict unseen text. However, semi-
supervised and hybrid methods have recently received increased attention (Althobaiti
et al., 2013; AbdelRahman et al., 2010).
Researchers have addressed NER using supervised ML as sequence labelling in the
same manner as the POS and text chunking. The performance of any supervised ML
approach is affected by two important components: (1) the probabilistic model and (2)
feature engineering. Both will be discussed in detail in this section.
3.3.2.1 Probabilistic Models
There are a number of probabilistic models in the literature that have been utilised in
developing NER including: Maximum Entropy (ME); Structured Perceptrons (SP); Deci-
sion Tree (DT); Support Vector Machines (SVM); and Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
(Nadeau and Sekine, 2007; Shaalan, 2013). More recently, an Arabic NER system has
been developed by Mohammed and Omar (2012), based on the Neural Network (NN).
In this current thesis, a brief background is presented of two models (i.e. ME and CRF)
because they are the state-of-the-art of the baseline methods in the literature for NER
(Benajiba et al., 2010; Zirikly and Diab, 2014).
Maximum Entropy (ME): Sequential prediction has been utilised in multiple NLP
tasks, including NER, given a sequence of tokens as input x = (x1, ..., xn) and a predefined
set of labels y = (y1, ..., yc), where c is the number of labels (i.e. classes). The task is to
find the most effective sequence of labels with the highest conditional probability among
all possible label sequences.
The highest probability assigned to label yi is then considered as being the target class
to which the token xi statistically belongs:
yi = argmax p(y
c
1|xi)
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denoting that X and Y are to be the space of the possible inputs and output variables,
respectively. The output of the classification process can be represented as a function
h : X → Y . The state feature functions fk(yi, xi), where k = 1, ...,m are used to represent
facts in relation to the observations. For example, a state feature function could represent
the token itself as a feature, such as:
fk(yi, xi) =
{
1, if xi =
′ London′ and yi = LOC
0, Otherwise
The ME sequence tagging formula is as follows:
p(yi|xi) = 1
Z(x)
exp
(
m∑
k=1
λfk(yi, xi)
)
(3.3.1)
where Z(x) is a normalisation function defined as:
Z(x) =
∑
y∈Y
exp
(
m∑
k=1
λfk(yi, xi)
)
(3.3.2)
Conditional Random Fields (CRF): CRF as a discriminative undirected graph
model is frequently employed for sequence labelling, where there is an important relation-
ship between adjacent inputs, i.e. two adjacent words. CRF is widely used in different
fields, such as: NLP tasks (Morsi and Rafea, 2013; Darwish and Gao, 2014), computer
vision (He et al., 2004) and biomedical identification (Settles, 2004).
In addition to the state feature function previously defined, transition feature function
gk(yi−1, yi, xi) is used to represent the observation sequence and labels at different positions
of i. For example, a transition feature function could represent the token itself as a feature
whilst considering adjacent label, such as:
gk(yi−1, yi, xi) =
{
1, if xi =
′ London′ and yi = LOC and yi−1 = Other
0, Otherwise
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The CRF is defined as:
p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)
exp
n
(
∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
λkgk(yi−1, yi, xi)) (3.3.3)
Where Z(x) is a normalisation function defined as:
Z(x) =
∑
y∈Y
exp
n
(
∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
λkgk(yi−1, yi, xi)) (3.3.4)
3.3.2.2 Feature Engineering
Feature engineering is a process in which characteristics, properties or knowledge of the
words are extracted and fed to the probabilistic model as input. This provides an ab-
straction representation of the input, where the features can be Boolean values such as ‘is
capitalised?’, a numerical expression such as ‘the length of the token’, or a nominal string
such as ‘the first three characters’.
The most important aspect affecting the reliability and accuracy of supervised ML
based NER is the set of features employed; these are either language-independent or
language-dependent. In the case of language-independent features, a variety of lexical
and contextual features have emerged. On the other hand, morphological and syntactical
features have received most of the attention at the lexical level, as well as parts of speech.
This section will review both types of features.
Language-independent Features: Lexical, contextual and external knowledge fea-
tures are those represented as language-independent features where they are not specifi-
cally related to a specific language. Lexical features is a set of features extracted from the
actual surface of a token (e.g. the first or last three letters) (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish,
2010). Contextual features are those related to the context, such as the position of the
token in a sentence. The set of external knowledge features is injected to the vector space
by outsourcing, e.g. gazetteers.
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a. Lexical Features: One of the earliest approaches to extract lexical features in
Arabic NER has been conducted by Benajiba et al. (2007). The author uses the current
token as a feature, as well as filtering the tokens if they are stop words by assigning a
Boolean flag. Benajiba et al. (2008a,b) have employed the same feature. Benajiba et al.
(2009b,a); Benajiba and Zitouni (2009) utilised orthographical features by extracting
the n-gram of six characters. The reason for extracting the prefixes and suffixes is in
order to capture the clearly represented prefixes and suffixes in the statistical model in
a heuristic manner. Abdallah et al. (2012) limit the length of the prefixes and suffixes
to 2. Koulali and Meziane (2012) explicitly distinguish the location and extract the
length of the token as feature. As previously discussed, Arabic, unlike English, has no
capitalisation feature. However, Benajiba et al. (2008a, 2010) have been able to derive an
assumed capitalisation for Arabic word by utilising the MADA tool, which provides a set
of morphological knowledge and a gloss translation for the analysed word. This feature
assumes that a token is a proper noun if the translated gloss begins with capitalisation.
b. Contextual Features: Consideration of the contextual features in the statistical
model is utilised by the insight that the NEs appear and share specific context, with
the surrounding words being the most frequently employed contextual features. The
window size of the surrounding words varies between -/+1 to -/+5. Benajiba et al.
(2009a) consider the optimal size of the window to be -/+1, whereas Benajiba and Zitouni
(2009) confirm that -/+2 is sufficient, if appropriate tokenisation is performed to separate
prefixes and suffixes. Statistical-based features (such as the t-test and mutual information
between the current token and its surroundings) have been calculated by Abdul-Hamid
and Darwish (2010).
c. External Knowledge: External knowledge varies, depending on its actual role in
the NER systems. An obvious source of knowledge is the gazetteer, where lists of NEs
are collected, either manually (Benajiba et al., 2007; Bidhendi et al., 2012) or compiled
in an automatic manner (such as Nothman et al. (2008) for English). The gazetteer has
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been used extensively by a number of studies, including those of Darwish and Gao (2014);
Darwish (2013); Koulali and Meziane (2012). The positive effect of injecting such features
depends on capacity, where a reasonably larger size implies improved coverage. A number
of studies (such as Benajiba et al. (2009b, 2008a)) have employed the ANERgazet. The
Arabic Wikipedia was used to enrich ANERgazet with an increased number of entities
(Benajiba et al., 2009a,b; Koulali and Meziane, 2012). Moreover, lexical triggers have
also been used to provide clues to predict the presence of NEs (Algahtani, 2012).
Language-dependent Features: Arabic contains language-dependent features and
characteristics. A number of researchers have investigated the effect of exploiting such
features to develop Arabic NER (i.e. Benajiba et al. (2008a)), with POS (among others)
being used extensively (Zitouni and Benajiba, 2014; Morsi and Rafea, 2013; Zitouni and
Benajiba, 2014). The intuition behind using POS-based features is the expectation that
NEs are analysed as either common nouns (NN or NNS) or proper nouns (NNP). Benajiba
and Rosso (2007); Farber et al. (2008) demonstrate improvement by including the POS
features. However, the prediction task is complicated by the fact that NE can appear any-
where in the sentence and therefore a shallow syntactical feature (i.e. base phrase chunk
(BPC)), has been used to overcome this situation, assuming NE is present in nominal
phrases (NP) (Zitouni and Benajiba, 2014). Koulali and Meziane (2012); Benajiba et al.
(2009b) have used an AMIRA toolkit to analyse a sentence and then extract the BPCs.
Deeper language-dependent features have been examined by Benajiba et al. (2008b);
Benajiba and Rosso (2008) in which the morphological features (such as aspect, person,
definiteness, gender and number) have been exploited in the statistical model by relying
on MADA to analyse the Arabic sentence and then extract the morphological features.
The usefulness of such features has been established.
3.3.2.3 State-of-the-art Supervised ML Arabic NER
Different supervised Machine Learning (ML) probabilistic models have been used in de-
veloping Arabic NER with a traditional set of semantic classes. Each study was centred
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mainly on four tuples: (1) the semantic tagset; (2) the probabilistic model; (3) a set
of features; (4) the genera of the dataset. Here, a review of each contribution will be
reported in relation to those tuples.
There has been an early exploitation of Maximum Entropy (ME) in developing Arabic
NER systems. One early approach to exploit such a classifier was presented by Zitouni
et al. (2005); Nezda et al. (2006) was to examine the importance of the morphological
stemming on Arabic NER. It began by segmenting the Arabic text by relying on a semi-
supervised method similar to Lee et al. (2003), in order to enclitic the prefixes and suffixes
off the stem. ACE2003 and ACE2004 corpora were used in the experiment, through ex-
tracting the lexical, contextual and shallow syntactical features. The experiment demon-
strates that (including the stem information in the model) improves the performance by
2.9% F-measure.
Nezda et al. (2006) developed a NER system called CICEROARABIC, with the ability
to detect and classify 18 different NE types. Seven of these are used to tag nominal NE
(such as PER, ORG and LOC), while the rest are used to tag numerical expressions (such
as percent, age and date, etc.). A textual corpus of 800k of tokens compiled from the
Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) and the Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank (PADT)
(Hajic et al., 2004) was manually annotated to conduct the experiment by relying on
the ME similar to that of Zitouni et al. (2005). The input text went over a number
of steps, commencing from tokenisation by relying on the light8 stemmer presented by
Larkey et al. (2002). This was followed by the extraction of a traditional set of features,
including actual and stemmed words, prefix and suffix, and contextual features. The
corpus was then divided into training and test datasets of 75% and 25%, respectively, and
then fed to the ME classifier. The reported overall F-measure was 85.51%.
Benajiba et al. (2007) developed an in-house corpus known as ANERcorp, follow-
ing CoNLL guidance, and a gazetteer known as ANERgazet. Both the corpus and the
gazetteers were compiled from a newswire domain. Those resources have been widely
employed by other researchers (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010). Benajiba et al. (2007)
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developed a NER system called ANERsys by learning an ME classifier through relying
solely on traditional lexical, contextual and gazetteer features. In a subsequent work,
(Benajiba and Rosso, 2007) exploited language dependent features (i.e. POS and BPC)
to overcome the limitation of ANERsys where it fails to tag multi-words NEs. In this
approach, two separate steps have been introduced. The first step is dedicated to delim-
iting the boundary of the NE phrase, whereas the second step is used to assign tag to the
detected phrases. The performance of the system was boosted from 55.23% to 65.91% F1.
This demonstrates that the language dependent features are important in the develop-
ment of efficient NER. One year later, instead of having two separate steps, Benajiba and
Rosso (2008) investigated the application of a CRF probabilistic model by using the same
corpus and feature set in single model, as in Benajiba and Rosso (2007). The reported F-
measure score was 79.21%. This also confirms that selecting an appropriate probabilistic
model, as well as the correct features set, will enhance the overall performance of NER.
A cross-corpora study has been conducted by Benajiba et al. (2008a), in which SVM
has been used as a probabilistic model over ANERcorp, ACE2003, ACE2004 and ACE2005
datasets. As with Benajiba et al. (2007); Benajiba and Rosso (2007, 2008), lexical, con-
textual and gazetteer features were used. Moreover, a new set of morphological features
have been extracted and injected into the model. The most successful F-measure scored
was 82.71% over ACE2003.
Benajiba et al. (2008b) investigated the most effective set of features for each semantic
class. SVM and CRF were used to classify each class independently by using several sets
of features. A voting scheme was advised to rank the features based on the output
performance from either classifier. An incremental-based approach was applied, in which
a new set of features were added on the top of the one optimised, in order to reach the
highest performance possible. The best performance was 83.5% over ACE2003. Morsi
and Rafea (2013) conducted incremental experiments in a similar manner to Benajiba
et al. (2008b), in order to evaluate a set of 14 extracted lexical and contextual features as
well as the POS. The best reported F-measure result was 68.05%, using the ANERcorp
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corpus.
In order to confirm the importance of language dependent features in Arabic NER,
more elaborate work have been presented in Benajiba et al. (2009b,a). Benajiba et al.
(2009b) employed SVM as classifier; however, Benajiba et al. (2009a) also recruited ME
and CRF. The aim of both studies is to establish the appropriate classifier and the set
of features leading to superior performance; the best reported being 83.34% F-measure
over ACE2003. Benajiba et al. (2009a) significantly conclude that SVM reveals improved
performance over CRF in the cases involving a small number of features, whereas CRF
performs better in large feature spaces. Koulali and Meziane (2012) have presented a
similar approach to Benajiba et al. (2009b), using an SVM classifier in conjunction with
a pattern extractor component. A new set of features (such as a ‘rare word’ feature) has
been used by compiling a list of the less frequent words in the dataset (i.e. appear less
than 10 times). A word will be assigned a binary flag if belongs to this list. ANERcorp
was used to perform the experiment with the resulting F-measure score being 83.2%.
The work of Benajiba et al. (2009a) has been used as a baseline model for a new
study presented by Benajiba et al. (2010), in which the head word as a syntactic feature
has been exploited. Due to coverage of the extracted instances of the syntactic features
being small, a bootstrapping mechanism has been advised in order to enrich the training
data by syntactic features. An English NER tagger proposed by Zitouni and Florian
(2009) has been used in order to tag the English text of a parallel Arabic-English aligned
corpus, followed by a projection step. This approach was examined over three datasets
(ACE2003, ACE2004 and ACE2005) and by use of the ACE coarse-grained tagset. The
best F-measure score was 84.32 over ACE2003.
Farber et al. (2008) relied on the morphological analyser (i.e. MADA) and the Struc-
tured Perceptron (SP), as proposed by Collins (2002), in order to develop NER. They
reported that the morphological features extracted from MADA improved the overall sys-
tem. They emphasised the ability of MADA to assign an English gloss next to analysed
Arabic words. Hence, if the gloss word is capitalised, the gloss has been used as a feature
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alongside capitalisation. This approach has been focused on person, organisation and
geo-political NEs and tested over the ACE2005 dataset, with the overall F-measure being
75.7%.
Abdul-Hamid and Darwish (2010) have examined an approach reliant on a simplified
set of features, including the leading and trailing character and word n-grams and word
length. The aim of the character n-gram is to capture linguistic clues such as (È@ /Al/
‘the’) which gives an insight into the proper name of family names. In this study, no
external knowledge (i.e. a gazetteer) has been involved. ANERcorp has been employed
to evaluate the proposed approach where the ‘MISC’ class has not been included in the
experiment, and the reported F-measure was 81%.
Bidhendi et al. (2012) examined Noor, an NER system based on CRF used to detect
and classify personal NEs from ancient Islamic Arabic text. Since the system is dedicated
to Islamic textual data, a corpus and gazetteer have been created, known as NoorCorp
and NoorGazet. NoorCorp has been compiled from three genera: (1) a historic book;
(2) traditional prophetical narrations; (3) a jurisprudential book. For the training phase,
in addition to using similar traditional lexical and contextual features (as presented by
Benajiba et al. (2007); Benajiba and Rosso (2008); Benajiba et al. (2008b,a)), an AMIRA
tool was used to tokenise and produce POS for each token as language dependent, similar
to those in (Benajiba et al., 2008b,a). The highest reported F-measure was 99.93%.
However, important experimental details have not yet been released, including the size of
training and test portions.
Unlike the majority of previous studies, Mohit et al. (2012) investigated the detecting
of NEs within a broader domain: Arabic Wikipedia. The traditional tagset (i.e. person,
organisation and location), as well as the MISC category, were used to tag the NEs. Since
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there was no available annotated dataset for the Arabic Wikipedia, they proposed a semi-
supervised approach to build their corpus. However, a small portion of gold-standard text
has been manually annotated to serve as test data. They used the structured perceptron,
(described in (Collins, 2002)) as a probabilistic model, and extracted a set of lexical,
contextual and morphological features. The key aim of this approach is to apply a cost
function penalising the recall error, since poor recall is one of the most serious issues
in transferred domain NER. The small dataset annotated manually was used to test
this method where the reported result revealed an 8% improvement on F-measures when
cost function was applied and in comparison with the baseline. However, the proposed
approach revealed degradation of precision.
Darwish and Gao (2014) investigated the issue of NER on microblogging sites, i.e.
Arabic tweets. The baseline model relies on CRF and adopts a similar feature set to
that found in (Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010). A set of 5069 tweets was manually
annotated using the three traditional tagset presented by MUC. The newswire-based
corpus (i.e. ANERcorp) has also been used as a training dataset, in order to evaluate the
performance (regardless of whether the training data was from the same genera). Since
classifying tweets by using newswire-based corpus yields a low F-measure (i.e. 29.9%)
a semi-supervised approach was proposed, with the aim of developing a gazetteer from
unlabelled tweets by first tagging the input and then applying a weighting mechanism to
ensure minimisation of the noisy results. The resulting twitter-based gazetteer has been
used as an external feature in the CRF model. The experiment reveals that the overall
F-measure reaches 65.2%.
Due to the fact that Arabic lacks significant orthographical signs found in English
(e.g. capitalisation), cross-lingual mapping facilitates an exploitation of such features.
Darwish (2013) has proposed two approaches towards Arabic-English derived features.
The first approach consists of a reliance on the ontology presented by DBpedia, and the
cross-language links between Arabic and English Wikipedia pages. The second approach
is a reliance on a machine translation framework called Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), which
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generates phrase translations for Arabic sentences. CRF has been used as a probabilistic
model and the features in the baseline model are similar to those proposed by Benajiba
et al. (2008b); Abdul-Hamid and Darwish (2010). In addition to ANERcorp, two new
corpora have been manually created. The first corpus is 15k of newswire-based tokens
compiled from the RSS feed of the Arabic version of the Google news service, and named
as NEWS. The second corpus is comprised of 26k of tokens drawn from Twitter, i.e.
TWEETS. Applying the derived capitalisation features in the probabilistic model yields
improvement across corpora where the F-measure for ANERcorp, NEWS and TWEETS
has been risen by 4.4%, 9.4%, and 6.8%, respectively.
Mohammed and Omar (2012) have proposed an approach using Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANN) to detect and classify the four traditional CoNLL based tagsets. Tokenisa-
tion and transliteration steps have been undertaken prior to performing the classification.
The features mentioned are a set of triggers per class to be used as cues. An in-house
newswire-based corpus of 150k tokens was developed and used in the experiment. The
reported overall F-measure was exceptional, scoring 92.36%. It is important to mention
that, the ANN works well on a small number of classes and features and may well not be
extendible to 50 classes.
3.3.3 Hybrid Based NER
Hybrid approaches aim to exploit the usefulness of approaches such as the rule-based
and the statistical models in a single system. The earliest attempt was undertaken by
AbdelRahman et al. (2010), who devised an algorithm to extract a set of patterns for
each NE class (i.e. ten classes). A predefined confidence threshold is specified, based on
the number of occurrences of the pattern. The pattern-based features are injected with
others that are both language-dependent and independent by training a CRF classifier.
The results were reported per class instead of the overall performance where (for example)
the F-measure of the personal class scored 67.80%.
The rule-based method proposed by Shaalan and Raza (2008) has been exploited by
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Abdallah et al. (2012) to form a new hybrid method by integrating with the statistical
model. GATE has been used to re-implement the rules. The statistical model was based
on the Decision Tree (DT). The hybrid system was implemented in a pipeline structure,
in which the rule-based component runs first to tag the text. The output of this stage is
compiled into the feature space, with other language-dependent and independent features.
The set of features was then fed into the DT in order to predict the three traditional NE
classes (i.e. PER, ORG and LOC). The approach was evaluated over the ACE 2003 and
ANERcorp corpora.
Shaalan and Oudah (2014) undertook a further investigation, in which the number
of NE classes was expanded from 3 to 11 types, including new classes such as time,
measurement and price. The goal of this study is to evaluate the integration of a number
of statistical models, including DT, SVM and LR. This approach has been evaluated over
ACE2003, ACE2004 and ANERcorp.
Like Abdallah et al. (2012), Zayed and El-Beltagy (2012) have developed a hybrid
NER that focuses only on personal names and employs an increased number of language-
dependent features (i.e. morphological). The performance of this approach over ANER-
corp dataset is exceptional, with the F-measure scoring 94.5%.
The hybrid approaches mentioned in this section have utilised extracted patterns by
relying on a set of handcrafted rules from the text and then inducing those patterns in
the statistical classifier. The two crucial issues are: extracting a set of rules requires
linguistic knowledge of a particular domain; generalising these rules to avoid the over-
fitting problem. Therefore, in this thesis we instead rely on supervised machine learning
and evaluate this method across domains (i.e. newswire and Wikipedia).
Chapter Summary
A comprehensive literature review of Arabic NER has been presented in this chapter. The
approaches to Arabic NER vary from hand-crafted rules to machine learning-based. On
rule-based approaches, the work presented by Zaghouani (2012) is salient because it relies
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on local grammar to extract NEs. On supervised machine learning approaches, the series
of work conducted by Benajiba et al. (2009b,a, 2008a, 2010) has the advantage comparing
with the other. The authors comprehensively studied the effect of extracted morphological
knowledge from Arabic words and injected that knowledge into the classifier as features.
They achieve high performance as in (Benajiba et al., 2010) where they scored 84.32% F1.
Nevertheless, all efforts have concentrated on very limited semantic classes, i.e. coarse-
grained. This set of classes is not enough nowadays to upper-level applications such as
Question Answering (QA) and Ontology Construction (OC). Moreover, all those efforts
have been applied to newswire domain. Instead, this thesis pushes the research in Arabic
NER steps forward in three dimensions by:
1. Proposing a hierarchy-based taxonomy of two levels to represent the semantic classes.
2. Presenting a methodology to develop scalable resources, i.e. gazetteer and corpora,
in automatic manner.
3. Investigating novel approaches to represent the features that go beyond the window
and sentence boundaries.
Before proceeding into the discussion about the implementation of the fine-grained
NER for Arabic, two important resources need to be implemented. Therefore, in Chapter
4 and Chapter 5, the advised approach of developing required resources for Arabic fine-
grained NER (i.e. gazetteer and corpora) will be covered in detail.
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Part III
FINE-GRAINED RESOURCE
CREATION
This part addresses the first research question concerning the building of fine-grained
named entity resources. Chapter 4 discusses the methodology devised in order
to create scalable gazetteer, while Chapter 5 discuss the approach of developing
annotated corpora from different sources to be used as training dataset.
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Chapter 4
Developing Scalable Fine-grained
Gazetteer
Chapter Synopsis
In the previous two chapters, the necessary background was presented. In Chapter 2, an
introduction to the Arabic language and some aspects of Arabic NE were given. Chapter
3 comprehensively reviewed the literature of Arabic NER.
Since the supervised ML approach is selected to develop fine-grained NER for Arabic,
lexical (i.e. gazetteer) and textual (i.e. corpora) resources need to be developed. There-
fore, in this chapter we will discuss our approach toward developing scalable fine-grained
gazetteer. We address this issue by mapping the Arabic Wikipedia (AW) into a prede-
fined set of semantic NE classes (i.e. 50 fine-grained classes). This task is formalised as a
document classification problem where the AW articles represent the documents, and the
fine-grained NE tagset are the target classes. We use several supervised ML classifiers to
perform this task in a controlled experiment in the following sequence:
• Defining the semantic fine-grained NE tagset to be used (see Section 4.1).
• Since this approach relies on supervised ML, a reasonable size of annotated training
dataset is required, and this is presented in Section 4.2.
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• Two important issues affected the classification process, i.e. feature representation
and engineering, and those will be discussed in Section 4.3 and 4.4.
As a result, a fine-grained gazetteer of Arabic, called WikiFANEGazet, is developed of the
size of 68355 NEs.
4.1 Defining Fine-grained Semantic NE Tagset
Whether to define fine-grained semantic NE tagset by inventing a new taxonomy or utilis-
ing an existing one is an important decision. Different NER studies offer different tagsets;
i.e. heuristic taxonomies. For example, Sekine et al. (2002) relied on WordNet to develop
a suitable hierarchy-based tagset, in addition to analysing sets of questions used in a Text
Retrieval Conference TREC-QA task. The ACE forum defined its two-level taxonomy
to extract the most important NE from the textual data. Brunstein (2002) designed a
two-level taxonomy to annotate the answer types of questions directly related to the NER
task. Other tagsets, such as the one presented by Balasuriya et al. (2009) were adopted
from Sekine et al. (2002) and Brunstein (2002). From these examples, it is evident that
specifying the goal when designing such a taxonomy is crucial, and should be clearly
stated. For example, if an NER system is applied to biomedical data, it would be wrong
to add fine-grained semantic classes about ‘Person’, but the category ‘Gene’ would be
important.
Therefore, the characteristics of the tagset we define are centred on the following:
1. Generic and wide enough (i.e. fine-grained): to be useful for Wikipedia and newswire
domains and with no more than 50 classes, due to the limitation of our hardware
specifications when performing the experiments;
2. Easy to be mapped back into coarse-grained tagset, i.e. compatibility with MUC,
CoNLL and coarse-grained ACE; and
3. Compatible to an extent with fine-grained ACE tagsets, because the most used
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Arabic NER corpora follow the ACE tagset, i.e. ACE2003, ACE2004, ACE2005.
(More details about the available corpora were presented in Section 3.2)
It is evident that there is no widely agreed fine grained taxonomy that can be directly
adopted for Arabic; although the ACE taxonomy is a reasonable choice in the sense that
it organises granularity into two layers, i.e. coarse- and fine-grained. In the evaluation of
ACE (2005), the number of fine grain classes is 45. This taxonomy is designed in two
levels of granularities and frequently used in the newswire domain. Moreover, a two-level
taxonomy allows us to map a tagset into different traditional schemes easily, such as
CoNLL or MUC.
Thus, the ACE (2005) tagset was selected to form the basis of our fine-grained tagset.
Since ACE is originally designed for a newswire domain we applied some amendments
to tailor it for use with a relatively open domain corpus, such as Wikipedia. For exam-
ple, there are many articles in Wikipedia about people in different subclasses, such as
scientists, athletes, artists, politicians, etc. These fine-grained classes are not included in
ACE, as it only includes three sub-classes: the individual, group and indeterminate. In
our tagset, we divided the ‘Person’ class into the following fine-grained classes: Politi-
cian, Athlete, Businessperson, Artist, Scientist, Police, Religious, Engineer, Group. An
additional modification was performed; i.e. a new class called ‘Product’ was added which
involved the following fine-grained classes: Book, Movie, Sound, Hardware, Software,
Food, Drug. The tagset that is used for this research is presented in Table 4.1.
4.2 Document Annotation; Strategy and Evaluation
The annotation of the set of AW articles is required in order to train a classifier to perform
the document classification process. Therefore, two Arabic native speakers were involved
in the annotation process, using the NEs tagset presented in Section 4.1. To decide the
total number of articles to annotate, we reviewed a similar task for English. We found
that, the total number of annotated articles varies from 800 articles as in (Nothman
et al., 2008) to 4936 as suggested by Saleh et al. (2010). For this thesis, we allocated two
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Table 4.1: The two-levels fine-grained tagset used in this research.
Coarse-grained Classes Fine-grained Classes
PER: Person
Politician, Athlete, Businessperson, Artist, Scientist,
Police, Religious, Engineer, Group.
ORG: Organisation
Government, Non-Governmental, Commercial,
Educational, Media, Religious, Sports,
Medical-Science, Entertainment.
LOC: Location Water-Body, Celestial, Land-Region-Natural.
GPE: Geo-Political
Continent, Nation, State-or-Province,
County-or-District, Population-Center, GPE-Cluster.
FAC: Facility
Building-Grounds, Subarea-Facility, Path, Airport,
Plant.
VEH: Vehicle Land, Air, Water.
WEA: Weapon
Blunt, Exploding, Sharp, Chemical, Biological,
Shooting, Projectile, Nuclear.
PRO:Product Book, Movie, Sound, Hardware, Software, Food, Drug.
dedicated weeks for the annotators to perform this task. We found that the annotators can
annotate 300 documents per day. Therefore, it was decided that a reasonable goal would
be to annotate 4,000 documents1 and the annotators used a self-developed annotation
tool to facilitate the annotation process (as seen in Figure 4.1) and both annotators were
given guidelines, which clearly defined the distinguishing features of each class, including
a practical method to pursue the annotation. The annotators were initially given the first
500 articles to annotate as a training session, in order to evaluate and identify limitations
that might then be expected to manifest during the annotation process. It was expected
that there would be a lower level of agreement between them in this round. In order
to evaluate the inter-annotator agreement between the annotators we used the Kappa
Statistic (Carletta, 1996). The overall annotation task, including the training session,
was divided into three cycles to ensure the resolution of any difficulties the annotators
might encounter. After each cycle, the Kappa was calculated and reported.
Table 4.2 shows that the overall inter-annotator agreement was calculated for different
1The 4000 articles have been selected randomly
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Figure 4.1: Annotation tool used to annotate the Wikipedia articles
sizes of documents, i.e. 500, 2000 and 4000. This revealed difficulties that might be
encountered during the annotation process.
Table 4.2: The overall inter-annotator agreement
Level Kappa : n=500 Kappa : n=2000 Kappa : n=4000
Coarse-grained 92 98 99
Fine-grained 80 95 97
It is found that, the percentage of the coverage of the articles referring to NEs in the
annotated documents is 74%.
4.3 Feature Representation
Feature representation affected the way the classification process was modelled in order
to classify given Arabic Wikipedia (AW) articles and to then produce the mapped NE
class for this article; otherwise the article would not relate to a NE. In this research, we
conducted a comprehensive investigation to evaluate different methods of representing
features in order to evaluate those most suitable to our task.
• Term Presence (TP): For each given document, the feature representation was
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simply counted by examining the presence of the tokens in the document. There
was no consideration given regarding the frequency of the tokens.
• Term Frequency (TF): This represents how many times the tokens in our corpus
were found in a given document.
For a given set of documents D = d1, d2, ..., dn where n is the number of documents.
The term frequency (TF ) for a given token (t) is calculated thus
TF (t,D) =
∑
d∈D
frequency(d, t)
• Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF): This reveals how
important a given token is to a document within the corpus. It involves scaling
down the most frequent words across the documents while scaling up rare ones.
The (TF-IDF) is then calculated by multiplying the term frequency (TF) with the
inverse document frequency (IDF) as follows:
TF − IDF (t) = TF (t, d)× IDF (t)
where:
IDF (t) = log |D|
1+|{d:t∈d}|
where |d : t ∈ d| is the number of documents the term (t) appears in.
4.4 Feature Engineering
The nature of AW articles differs when compared with traditional newswire documents,
as newswire articles have a tendency to be of a particular length and size due to certain
externally imposed conditions. This does not apply to AW, and so some articles are
very short while others are very long. Therefore, this necessitates a careful extraction
of the most useful textual elements that offer a good representation of the article. We
believe that using complete tokens in articles contributed surplus noisy data to the model.
Therefore, we manually investigated several AW articles of different types in order to define
appropriate locations. We decided to compile our raw dataset based on four different
locations, based on specific aspects of the AW articles. These are the articles title (t),
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the first sentence (f), category links (c) and infobox parameters (p) (see Figure 4.2 for
an illustrated example).
Figure 4.2: An example showing different locations of Wikipedia article
Although the dataset was modelled as a bag-of-words, we were interested in investi-
gating the optimum feature set used within this representation, so as to yield the highest
performance for the classification process. The feature sets presented below either in-
volve eliminating or augmenting data, i.e. features, which have been defined as either
language-dependent or independent:
• Simple Features (SF): This represents the raw dataset as a simple bag of words
without further processing. The idea in this case is to evaluate the nature of the
full word representation of the AW articles in this task.
• Filtered Features (FF): In this version, the following heuristics have been applied
in order to obtain a filtered version of the dataset:
1. Removing the punctuation and symbols (none-alphabetical tokens).
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2. Filtering stop words2.
3. Normalising digits where each number has been converted into a letter (d). If
we have a date such as 1995, this will be normalised to dddd.
• Language-dependent Features (LF): The stemming is the term used to describe
the process that reduces all words with the same stem to a common form, usually
by stripping each word of its derivational and inflectional suffixes (Lovins, 1968).
In this feature, we aim to investigate the effect of using the stem instead of the full
word form to avoid data sparseness. We relied on the NLTK::ISRIStemmer package
(Bird et al., 2009) which is based on the algorithm proposed by Taghva et al. (2005).
• Enhanced Language-dependent Features (ELF): This feature set was pro-
cessed in several steps, which are explained below:
1. Tokenising all tokens within the data set using the AMIRA tokeniser developed
by Diab (2009) by applying the tokenisation scheme of (conj+prep+suff)3 in-
stead of stemming.
2. Using the same tool to assign the part of speech (POS) for each token would
allow filtering of the dataset by involving only nouns (for instance) in the
classifier.
3. Isolation of tokens based on their locations: this is a novel idea for representing
the dataset. The intent in this case being to isolate similar tokens, which
appear in different locations on a given document. The intuition behind this is
that some tokens that appear in a particular location, i.e. title, first sentence,
categories and infobox, of the AW articles, are more discriminative in certain
locations rather than the whole article. The idea with isolation would be to
attach to each token an identifier, i.e. (t) for title, (f) for first sentence, (c)
for category and (i) for infobox, to act as a header based on the location in
2We relied on an extended list of stop words. Available at: http://arabicstopwords.sourceforge.net/
3In this scheme the conjunctions, prepositions and suffixes are separated by white space.
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Arabic example:
t H@ñ®Ë@ t éK
ñm.Ì'@ t éK
QåÖÏ @
f H@ñ®Ë@ f éK
ñm.Ì'@ f éK
QåÖÏ @ f ù
 ë f ¨Q
	¯
f 	à@Q
¢Ë@ f ø
 QºªË@ f ú

	¯
f H@ñ®Ë@ f éjÊÖÏ @ f éK
QåÖÏ @ f .
c H@ñ®Ë@ c éK
ñm.Ì'@ c éK
QåÖÏ @ c 	à@Q
¢Ë@ c ú

	¯
c QåÓ c H@ñ¯ c éK
ñk. c éJ
K. Q«
i
éËðYË@ i t'
PAK i ZA 	B@ i YKA¯ i H@ñ®Ë@ i éK
ñm.Ì'@ i éK
QåÖÏ @ i ¼PAªÖÏ @ i éJ
 	¯QåË @
English translation:
t Egyptian t Air t Force
f Egyptian f Air f Force f is f the f military f aviation f branch f of
f the f Egyptian f armed f forces f .
c Egyptian c Air c Force c Aviation c in c Egypt c Arab c air c forces
i State i Created i Date i Egyptian i Air i Force i commander i Honorary i battles
Figure 4.3: The isolated representation of the article titled ‘Egyptian Air Force’
which the token appears. An example of the results of the isolation process are
shown in Figure 4.3.
In this case example, the feature representation of the token (
éK
QåÖÏ @ /AlmSry/
‘The Egyptian’) presented in the first sentence does not affect, and is not
affected by, the same token in the category links or title, even though they
have identical glyphs. Surprisingly, the implementation of this idea contributed
significant improvements to the classification process.
4. For term presence (TP) only, we applied the most informative features for the
top 1000 informative features. To calculate the most informative features we
used a Chi Square test (Yang and Pedersen, 1997).
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4.5 A Pilot Experiment at the Coarse-grained Level
Classifying AW into coarse-grained tagset is conducted as a pilot experiment in order to
learn the best practice (i.e. including the feature representation and engineering, and the
best-performed classifier) that can be applied into the fine-grained tagset (as will be seen
in Section 4.6). Therefore, we started the experiments by splitting the annotated dataset
into training and test sets of 80% and 20% respectively4. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no similar comparable work for the target language and dataset; therefore we will
instead analyse our findings as comprising a comparative study of several properties. The
experiment was designed to evaluate three factors; the feature representation, feature sets
and the probabilistic models. Therefore we extensively use this 3-touple representation
to facilitate analysis of the results.
Several text classifiers were applied in order to evaluate performance: Na¨ıve Bayes
(NB), Multinomial Na¨ıve Bayes (MNB), linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Lo-
gistic Regression (LR). The experimentation was conducted relying on both Scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) and NLTK (Bird et al., 2009).
Since the traditional NB classifier relies on term presence we started by evaluating those
factors alone. Table 4.3 presents the feature sets used, in conjunction with three standard
metrics, i.e. Precision, Recall and balanced F-measure (i.e. F1
5).
Table 4.3: The classification results when using Naive Bayes across different feature sets
where (TP) is applied. (The bold style represents the highest result per metric)
Classifier Feature set P R F
NB
SF 60 54 56
FF 62 62 62
LF 59 69 63
ELF 62 81 70
4The random selection and splitting has been applied to ensure the quality of the training and test
sets
5Throughout this thesis, when F-measure is mentioned it means F1
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Although both FF and ELF have scored identical points in precision, ELF shows
significant improvements in the recall and F-measure. This gives the impression that, the
enhanced features, i.e. ELF, have boosted the model so as to recall more documents.
To ensure that the results are statistical significant, we applied Cochran’s T test
(Cochran, 1950). Cochran’s T test is a non-parametric statistical test to verify whether
k algorithms have identical results. The null hypothesis and alternate hypothesis are
described below respectively:
H0: Different approaches presented in Table 4.3, have the same result and error rate,
and there is no significant statistical difference between them.
Ha: Different approaches presented in Table 4.3, have the different results and error
rate, and there is significant statistical difference between them.
The Cochran’s T test statistic is:
T = k(k − 1)
k∑
j=1
(Xj − Nk )2
b∑
i=1
Xi(k −Xi)
where
k is the number of experiments
Xj is the column total for the j
th experiment
b is the number of blocks
Xi is the row total for the i
th block
N is the grand total
By applying the Cochran’s T test, we get the value of T = 168.2, and the probability
(P-value) p < 0.001. Since the resulted T value is much greater than the P-value, thus
we can safely reject the null hypothesis as the difference between algorithms are highly
statistically significant.
Table 4.4 shows the result when applying the remaining classifiers in the case of the
TF as the feature representing the backbone.
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Table 4.4: The classification results using MNB, LR and SVM over different feature sets
where (TF) is applied
Feature set
MNB LR SVM
P R F P R F P R F
SF 82 82 81 81 79 77 86 87 86
FF 82 82 82 87 87 87 87 86 86
LF 77 76 76 83 83 83 83 83 83
ELF 88 88 88 88 88 88 87 87 87
The tuples {TF, ELF, LR} and {TF, ELF, MNB} achieved the best result of all the
metrics where they scored 88% on F-measure. {TF, SF, SVM} has proven to perform
very well (scoring 86% F-measure) by merely using a simple feature set. Moreover, using
ELF leads to the highest performance across all classifiers.
The results of applying TF-IDF for features representation are shown in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: The classification results when using MNB, LR and SVM over different feature
sets where (TF-IDF) is applied
Feature set
MNB LR SVM
P R F P R F P R F
SF 85 85 85 89 89 89 89 89 89
FF 86 86 85 90 90 90 90 89 89
LF 79 78 78 86 86 86 85 85 85
ELF 88 88 88 89 89 89 89 89 89
In the main, all classifiers showed improvements when TF-IDF is applied. The tuple
{TF-IDF, FF, LR} outperforms all other models where this shows the ability for LR to
generalise the optimum model in order to achieve the highest performance. {TF-IDF, FF,
SVM} scored 90% on precision, while both the recall and F-measures scored 89%.
4.6 Fine-grained Document Classification Results
After conducting several experiments to classify AW into coarse-grained NE tagset as
shown in 4.5, we use the best practice in term of classifiers and features representation to
pursue the fine-grained classification. Therefore, we decided to learn both SVM and LR as
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probabilistic models and the TF-IDF as feature representation. Moreover, we decided to
evaluate the effect of bigram representation of the features in comparison with unigram.
Table 4.6 shows the overall results for the fine-grained classification. There are three
main findings. First, both classifiers tend to perform in a very similar way; therefore, in
practice, use of either classifier to perform the final classification for the whole Wikipedia
dataset will be expected to deliver very similar results. The second finding is that the
bigram features have little effect when different features are set. Finally, the highest result
for both classifiers was achieved using the ‘ELFUni’ feature.
Table 4.6: The average fine-grained classification results when using LR and SVM over
different feature sets where (TF-IDF) is applied
Feature set
SVM LR
P R F P R F
SFUni 78 79 78 78 79 78
SFUni+Bigram 80 81 80 80 81 79
FFUni 80 81 80 81 82 80
FFUni+Bigram 81 82 81 81 82 81
LFUni 77 78 77 78 79 78
LFUni+Bigram 79 80 79 79 80 79
ELFUni 82 83 82 82 83 82
ELFUni+Bigram 81 82 81 82 82 81
4.7 Introducing a Fine-grained Arabic NE Gazetteer
We used the set of 400 annotated articles as training data in order to classify all AW
articles using SVM. The result of this classification is the development of scalable fine-
grained NE gazetteer named WikiFANEGazet. The developed gazetteer consists of 68355
entities and has a coverage of 50 fine-grained classes (according to the tagset presented
in Section 4.1). Based on our best knowledge, the only Arabic NE gazetteer currently
available is that produced by Benajiba et al. (2007) covering only three traditional NE
classes, i.e. PER, ORG and LOC. The size of this gazetteer is 4132 entities. Table 4.8
compares the distribution between ANERgazet and WikiFANEGazet in the coarse-grained
level. The distribution of the fine-grained classes is presented in Table 4.9. It is clearly
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shown that, WikiFANEGazet has superiority in the sense of type and coverage where
WikiFANEGazet is 16 times larger than ANERgazet. The gazetteer produced is freely
available to the research community to use and extend6.
The Quality of the Gazetteer: The performance of document classification across
all Wikipedia articles is crucial to avoid error propagation from the document classifi-
cation stage when compiling the final version of the annotated corpus. Therefore, this
evaluation focused on this aspect. After classifying all articles to the target NE classes,
we drew another 4000 articles, to be represented as a sample for all Wikipedia articles,
and manually annotated them. The selection of the articles was made by selecting the
first 4000 articles with identical glyphs to those used most frequently in other Wikipedia
articles. This criterion ensured that the most frequent NE was classified properly with
a minimum error rate. After this, we calculated the inter-annotation agreement between
the manually annotated and the automatically classified documents. Table 4.7 shows the
result for both levels of granularity. The overall Kappa for the fine-grained level is 82.6%,
and this is consistent with the results shown in Section 4.6. This shows that the error
rate is at a minimum, even when performing the classification across all Wikipedia articles
with small amounts of training data.
Table 4.7: Inter-annotation agreement between the classified articles and the gold-
standard
Level Accuracy Overall Kappa
Coarse-grained 85.8 84.02
Fine-grained 82.9 82.6
4.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we tackled the problem of mapping AW articles into a predefined set of NEs
classes in order to develop scalable fine-grained gazetteer. We modelled this problem as a
document classification task and comprehensive experiments were empirically conducted
6The fine-grained Arabic NE gazeetter WikiFANEGazet is freely available at
http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/˜fsa081/resources.html
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Table 4.8: The distribution of NEs for different gazetteers across coarse-grained NE classes
Class ANERgazet WikiFANEGazet
PER 1920 31123
ORG 262 6664
LOC 1950 1424
GPE NA 20494
FAC NA 2182
VEH NA 521
WEA NA 279
PRO NA 5668
Total 4132 68355
Table 4.9: The distribution of NEs for WikiFANEGazet across fine-grained NE classes
Class # of entities Class # of entities
PER:PERSON 31123 FAC:FACILITY 2182
Artist 9475 Airport 194
Athlete 6648 Building-Grounds 1643
Businessperson 198 Path 282
Engineer 171 Plant 3
Group 1453 Subarea-Facility 60
Police 410 VEH:VEHICLE 521
Politician 6008 Air 219
Religious 4890 Land 228
Scientist 1870 Water 74
ORG:ORGANISATION 6664 WEA:WEAPON 279
Commercial 1309 Blunt 6
Educational 1069 Chemical 10
Entertainment 166 Exploding 92
Government 691 Nuclear 61
Media 772 Projectile 48
Medical-Science 115 Sharp 25
Non-Governmental 899 Shooting 32
Religious 157 Biological 5
Sports 1486 PRO:PRODUCT 5668
LOC:LOCATION 1424 Book 974
Celestial 262 Drug 112
Land-Region-Natural 538 Food 319
Water-Body 624 Hardware 422
GPE:Geo-Political 20494 Movie 2570
Continent 13 Software 1038
County-or-District 1093 Sound 233
GPE-Cluster 311
Nation 1370
Population-Center 16361
State-or-Province 1346
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in order to evaluate several properties concerning the classification task. The output of
this chapter is the automatic development of fine-grained NE gazetteer for Arabic of the
size 68355 entities which can be exploited to develop the fine-grained NER system as will
be seen in Chapter 6.
Developing scalable gazetteer automatically from Arabic Wikipedia is an approachable
methodology. An important step to perform this task is to study the underlying structure
of Wikipedia carefully in order to utilise it toward achieving this goal. The idea used in
this chapter to apply machine learning technique, i.e. document classification, facilitates
the automatic creation of such resource. In this sense, two important issues should be
carefully designed.
First is the way the features have been represented in which three possible features
representations that were investigated: Term Presence (TP) simply counts the presence
of the tokens in the document; Term Frequency (TF) represents how many times the
tokens are found in a corpus; and, Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) reveals how important a given token is to a document within the corpus.
The second issue is the set of features that were involved in the classification. Four
different sets of features have been investigated in this chapter: Simple Features (SF)
represent the raw dataset, as a simple bag of words without further processing; Filtered
Features (FF) represent the dataset after several filtering steps have been taken (including
the removal of punctuation, stop words and normalising digits), Language-dependent
Features (LF) report the usefulness of the stem representation of the token; and, Enhanced
Language-dependent Features (ELF) represent linguistic features, including tokenisation,
assigning the POS to each token and distinguishing the tokens based on their location on
the Wikipedia page.
In this chapter, we conclude that both classifiers, i.e. LR and SVM, have performed
almost similar in this task. This turn the attention to focus on features representation
and engineering instead of applying new classifier algorithm.
In the next chapter, we will discuss our approach to develop fine-grained NE corpora
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to be used as training data.
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Chapter 5
Developing Fine-grained Training
Data
Chapter Synopsis
In the previous chapter, we presented our approach to develop a fine-grained gazetteer
(i.e. lexical resource) by exploiting the richness of Arabic Wikipedia. In this chapter,
we will discuss our approach toward developing fine-grained NE corpora in two ways.
The first way, as will be shown in Section 5.1, develops these resources in an automatic
manner by exploiting the underlying structure of the Arabic Wikipedia. Section 5.2 will
present the development of the gold-standard corpora from two different genres. After
developing the corpora, it is possible to study the nature of the Arabic NEs within the
context. Therefore, we conducted a series of corpus-based evaluations to compare some
of the characteristics of the corpora. The comparison, which will be shown in Section 5.3
involves studying the tag density and uniqueness; the distribution of length; and phrases
and semantic classes.
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5.1 Automatically Developing a Scalable Dataset
5.1.1 Wikipedia as a Source of Data
Wikipedia has been selected as a backbone knowledge source to develop the annotated
corpus. Several reasons behind the selection of this resource are expressed below:
1. Semi-structured data: A careful inspection of the underlying structure of Wikipedia
shows that the sort of knowledge it includes is not unstructured textual data, such as that
elsewhere on the web. More details of the structure of Wikipedia will be presented in Sec-
tion 5.1.2.
2. Publically accessible: Cost and the restricted access policy are considered as
barriers to prevent researches from tackling such problems. Alternatively, Wikipedia
provides a daily archive of all content which can be downloaded in the form of a dump of
XML data. This sort of resource can be exploited to develop the necessary corpus.
3. Growth rate: Wikipedia is an extensive collaborative project within the web, in
which articles are published and reviewed by volunteers from around the world. It covers
271 different languages and the Arabic version is ranked 22nd with more than 336K
articles1. The annual increase in the number of Arabic articles is 25%. This gives an
impression of the growth future of this resource in regards to its size and diversity.
4. Unrestricted domain: The articles in the Wikipedia cover a wide range of topical
types such as historical, geographical and personal topics, in contrast with newswire
corpora. This diversity supports the open domain of knowledge representation.
5.1.2 Arabic Wikipedia and Named Entities
Arabic Wikipedia2 (AW) is an extensive collaborative project on the web in which articles
are published and reviewed by volunteers from around the world. The actual relationship
1This statistics is gathered from the official website of Wikipedia for the month of October 2014. URL:
http://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/TablesWikipediaAR.htm
2http://ar.wikipedia.org
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between the NE and AW is that 74% of Wikipedia articles are about NEs (see Section 4.2)
This provided the motivation to utilise Wikipedia’s underlying structure to produce the
target corpus.
To this end, it is beneficial to provide an overview of the critical aspects of the
Wikipedia structure:
A. Articles: These can be one of the following:
1. Normal article: Each article has a unique title and contains authentic content;
i.e. textual data, images, tables, items and links, related to the concept represented
in the title. These are in the majority.
2. Redirected article: These contain a specific tag to redirect the enquirer to a
normal article. For example: for the redirected article titled ( ù Ò 	¢ ª Ë@ A J
 	K A ¢ 
QK.
/bryTAnyA AlςDˇm/ ‘Great Britain’), there is a redirected tag to (
èYjJÖÏ @ éºÊÒÖÏ @
/Almmlk~ AlmtHd~/ ‘United Kingdom’).
This tag is written thus #REDIRECTED[[
èYjJÖÏ @ éºÊÒÖÏ @]].
3. Disambiguation article: These are used to list all the article titles that share
ambiguities.
B. Links types: There are two types of links in Wikipedia and they are described
below:
1. Non-piped links: this type of links denotes that the display phrase of the link and
the article’s title are the same. For example: [[London]].
2. Piped links: this type of link allows for the text that appears in the contextual
data to be different from the actual article it refers to. For example: [[UK|United
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Kingdom]], where ‘UK’ appears in the display text, while ‘United Kingdom’ refers
to the title of the article. Throughout this chapter, the terms ‘link’ and ‘link phrase’
are used interchangeably to refer to the same object.
C. Connectivity: Articles in Wikipedia are connected to each other by using the URL
links. Exploiting this underlying structure makes the development of the required anno-
tated corpus approachable. For example, a Wikipedia article titled ‘London’ has links to
other articles such as ‘United Kingdom’ and ‘River Thames’.
5.1.3 Compiling the Corpus
The underlying structure of the AW can be exploited to create the annotated corpus by
classifying the AW articles into fine-grained NE classes and then mapping this resulting
labelling back into the linked phrases in context. To achieve this, our approach works on
different steps as follows:
1. Mapping AW3 into NE taxonomy by classifying the articles into predefined set of
NE classes. Therefore, for each AW article, classify the article into the target fine-
grained NE class by training an SVM classifier using the training dataset (4000
articles). This step has already been explained in detail in Section 4.7.
2. Preparing the final list of all articles’ titles and their tags and then mapping the
result of the classification back to the linked phrases in the text.
3. Resolving issues related to the attachment of prefixes and suffixes to the linked
phrases. (See Section 5.1.4 for more detail)
4. Developing the Mention Detection Algorithm (MDA) to find successive mentions of
NE that have not been associated with links. (See Section 5.1.5 for more detail)
5. Selecting sentences to be included in the final corpus as described in Section 5.1.6.
3This project requires taking a snapshot of the dataset dump to work on. I took this snapshot early
at the start of this project which was on December 2011.
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Figure 5.1 visualises these steps and each of these steps is described in detail in the
following sections.
Figure 5.1: Steps taken when automatically developing the fine-grained NE corpus
5.1.4 Prefixes and Suffixes: Issues of Linked Phrases
The way of writing linked phrases in Wikipedia allows for the attaching of text immedi-
ately before and after the link. For example, ‘a[[b]]c’ will be displayed as one word, ‘abc’,
while the link is just associated with ‘b’. This issue has a direct relationship to Arabic
prefixes and suffixes, a discussion of which will follow.
Prefixes attached: In this case, certain prefixes are attached to the link. For example:
(ð[[ AJ
 	K A¢
QK. ]] /w[[bryTAnyA]]/ ‘and[[Britain]]’) and (ÐA® 	¯ [[Yê 	¯ ]] /fqAm[[fhd]]/ ‘stands[[Fahd]]’).
After analysing the whole corpus, we found that, this type of prefixes attached to links
has two situations:
1. Proclitic attached to the link, such as ((ð /w/ ‘and’), (È /l/ ‘for’), ( @ /A/ ‘is’), (H.
/b/ ‘by’) and (¼ /k/ ‘as’)) or a combination of more than one proclitic, such as ((
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ÉË /ll/ ‘for the’), (È@ð /wAl/ ‘and the’), (ÉËð /wll/ ‘and for the’) and (ÈAK. ð /wbAl/
‘and by the’)).
2. Mistaken attachments: such as (¨[[ éJ
 	K AÖ
ß]] /[[ς]]θmAny~/ ‘O[[ttoman]]’) where the
correct form of writing is ([[
éJ
 	K AÒJ«]] /[[ςθmAny~]]/ ‘[[Ottoman]]’).
We analysed the whole text of AW to evaluate the coverage of these links. We found
that 98.79% of the proclitics are formed as shown in Table 5.1. The table presents the
frequency for each proclitic and the processing method applied to overcome this issue.
Table 5.1: Different cases of prefixes attached to the Wikipedia links
Proclitic Gloss Frequency % Processing method
ð and 103088 74.5 Space separation
H. by 11702 8.45 Space separation
È for 8151 5.89 Space separation
È@ the 7164 5.17 Merge with the link
ÉË for the 2534 1.83
Return ÉË to its original form È + È@ and
then separate È and merge È@ with the
link
¼ as 1284 0.92 Space separation
È@ð and the 1272 0.91 Separate ð and È@ and then merge È@
with the link
ÈAK. by the 789 0.57 Separate H. and È@ and then merge È@
with the link	¬ then 332 0.23 Space separation
@ is 209 0.15 Merge with the link
ÈA¿ as the 136 0.09 Separate ¼ and È@ and then merge È@
with the link
H. ð and by 124 0.08 Space separation
Total 136785 98.79
Suffixes attached: These are called word-ending links, where the link can be spread
to the suffix as well. Analysing the whole textual data of AW shows that the suffixes are:
1. Morphological suffixes attached to the link such as (( HA  /At/ ‘Feminine plural
suffix’) - ( A ë /hA/ ‘Singular feminine pronoun’) and ( 	áK
 /yn/ ‘Masculine and
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feminine dual suffix’)). This could result in an ambiguity. For example, cases like
([[QåÓ]]ø
 /[[mSr]]y/ ‘[[Egypt]]ian’) will be displayed as ø
 QåÓ, while the actual link
between square brackets QåÓ means Egypt. In this case, Egyptian refers to ‘nation-
ality’ while Egypt refers to the ‘country’.
2. Mistaken attachments: such as ([[YÒm×]]ð[[Yê 	¯ ]] /[[mHmd]]w[[fhd]]/ ‘[[Mohammed]]and[[Fahd]]’)
where the spaces before and after the conjunction are missing. Since the suffixes’
cases have different variations and long tail of cases, Table 5.2 represents only the
most frequent (>= 2%) situations associated with the processing method.
Table 5.2: Different cases of suffixes attached to Wikipedia links
Enclitic Gloss Frequency % Processing method
ø
 1st pronoun 1496 27.86 Merge with the linkH@ Feminine plural suffix 527 9.81 Merge with the link
@ Dual nominative masculine
suffix
439 8.17 Merge with the link
	àð Plural nominative masculine
suffix
257 4.78 Space separation
è 3rd person masculine
singular pronoun
131 2.44 Merge with the link
Aë 3rd person feminine singular
pronoun
113 2.1 Merge with the link
Total 2963 55.16
5.1.5 Mention Detection Algorithm (MDA)
As a convention, a linking phrase in the text of any Wikipedia article should only be
assigned the first time it appears in context; successive mentions of the phrase appear
with no link. Therefore, not all NEs are linked every time. Detecting successive mentions
works by finding and matching possible NEs in the text that share similarity, to a certain
extent, with each phrase in the list of linked NEs. The main goal of this step is to augment
the plain text with NE tags and to address some of the lexical and morphological variations
that arise when a NE is contextualised.
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For example, a NE of ( ÉJ
 	® Ë @ Xñª /sςwd AlfySl/ ‘Saud Alfaisal’) is expected to be
repeated in context with either the first name (Xñª /sςwd/ ‘Saud’) or the last name (
ÉJ
 	®Ë @ /AlfySl/ ‘Alfaisal’) or both together. This can also be difficult when prefixes are
used. For example ( Xñ ª  Ëð /wlsςwd/ ‘and for Saud’). Therefore, we prepare for and
match all the variations of prefixes that can be attached to the NE.
MDA works by importing the list of linked NEs in an article and then dividing them
into two groups based on the links’ token sizes. A list called 1stGroup is used to store all
NEs of size one token, and the 2ndGroup list includes NEs to sizes greater than one. A
preprocessing step is required to expand the NEs in the 2ndGroup. The reason for this
step is that phrases in this list may not be presented exactly as successive mentions. For
example, the NE (
éJ
«PYË@ é 	¢ 	¯ Am× /mHAfDˇ~ Aldrςy~/ ‘Diriya Province’) is repeated in the
context as (
é J
 «PY Ë@ /Aldrςy~/ ‘Diriya’) without the keyword ( é 	¢ 	¯ A m× /mHAfDˇ~/
‘Province’). This is also similar to personal NEs, in which some keywords, such as
king, president, Mr. and Eng. have been used. Therefore, we prepared two lists of key-
words that attached to locational and personal NEs, entitled ‘ListOfKeyWordsLOC ’ and
‘ListOfKeyWordsPER’, respectively (Table 5.3 presented some examples)
4.
Table 5.3: Example list of keywords attached to locational and personal NEs (Full list is
presented in Appendix I)
ListOfKeyWordsPER ListOfKeyWordsLOC
Arabic Transliteration Gloss Arabic Transliteration Gloss
½ÊÖÏ @ Almlk King é 	JK
YÓ mdyn~ CityéºÊÖÏ @ Almlk~ Queen éK
Bð wlAy~ State
Q
Ó

B@ AlOmyr Prince é 	¢ 	¯ Am× mHAfDˇ~ Province
èQ
Ó

B@ AlOmyr~ Princess é®¢	JÓ mnTq~ Region
QK
 	PñË@ Alwzyr Minister èYÊK. bld~ TownèQK
 	PñË@ Alwzyr~ Secertary éK
Q¯ qry~ Village

KQË @ Alrŷys President ú
k Hy District
Another preprocessing step is related to the writing of personal names. This appears
4The full list is presented in the appendix A
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clearly in the first token of some Arabic personal names, i.e. (ñK.

@ /Obw/ ‘father of’) and (
YJ.« /ςbd/ ‘slave of’). For example, a NE such as (QºK. ñK.

@ /Obw bkr/ ‘Abo Bakr - father
of Bakr’) cannot be successively mentioned as (ñK.

@ /Obw/ ‘Abo’) alone, or (QºK. /bkr/
‘Bakr’); they should appear next to each other as a single unit of NE. The same situation
is applied for personal names starting with (YJ.« /ςbd/ ‘slave of’) like ( é<Ë @ YJ.« /ςbdAllh/
‘Abdullah - slave of God’).
After performing the preprocessing step with the linked phrases with size > 1, the
MDA starts to find and match by going through the text token by token.
In this step, we faced many cases in which morphological variations applied to the NEs
in the text, which prevents our algorithm from successfully matching them. For example,
an NE such as (YÒm× /mHmd/ ‘Mohammed’) can be successively mentioned with certain
prefixes, such as ( Y Ò m×ð /wmHmd/ ‘and Mohammed’), ( Y Ò jÖß. /bmHmd/ ‘by Mo-
hammed’), (YÒjÖÏð /wlmHmd/ ‘and for Mohammed’) and (YÒjÔ 	¯ /fmHmd/ ‘then Mo-
hammed’).
After closely inspecting a sample of cases, we noticed that most morphological varia-
tions are prefixes attached to the NEs. In very limited cases, such as with (ñK.

@ /Obw/
‘father of’), the glyphs must be changed when certain prefixes are attached. For example,
when prefixes such as (¼ /k/ ‘as’) and (H. /b/ ‘by’) or a combination of prefixes, such as
(Èð /wl/ ‘and for’), have been attached to (ñK.

@ /Obw/ ‘father of’), then the glyph needs
to be changed into (ú
G.

@ /Oby/ ‘father of - in genitive cases’).
Therefore, we prepared a list of possible prefixes that could be attached to the NEs,
as shown in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: List of possible prefixes attached to NEs
Prefixes attached to NE
Arabic Transliteration Gloss Arabic Transliteration Gloss
@ A is ð w and
H. b by È l for
¼ k as 	¬ f then
	¬@ Af is then ð@ Aw is and
I.
	¯
fb then by É 	¯ fl then for
½ 	¯ fk then as Èð wl and for
H. ð wb and by ¼ð wk and as
É 	¯ @ Afl is then for ½ 	¯ @ Afk is then as
I.
	¯ @ Afb is then by Èð@ Awl is and for
H. ð@ Awb is and by ¼ð@ Awk is and as
In the finding and matching step, we injected this list of prefixes into the algorithm
to expand the matching process. MDA first finds the exact match without applying any
prefixes. If this process fails, then it applies the prefixes and then matches.
Moreover, in certain cases the agglutination characteristic of prefixes with the NEs
results in changing the glyphs. For example, if an NE starts with the definitive letters (
È@ /Al/ ‘the’), and attached to prefixes end with the letter (È /l/ ‘for’), such as (Èð /wl/
‘and for’), then the resulting glyph is not simply agglutinated. In this case, the prefix (
È /l/ ‘for’) and the definitive letters (È@ /Al/ ‘the’) should be written as (ÉËð /wll/ ‘and
for the’). For example (
èYjJÖÏ @ éºÊÒÊËð /wllmlk~ AlmtHd~/ ‘and for the United Kingdom’).
A procedure for handling this issue is presented in Algorithm 1, and the complete
MDA algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
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USAGE: PrefixesBasedExpansion(input NE)
input : ListOfPrefixes = List of prefixes
output: List contains all possible variations of the prefixes attached to the NEinput
1 Define a procedure: PrefixesBasedExpansion(NEinput)
2 foreach Prefix ∈ ListOfPrefixes do
3 if NEinput starts with (È@ /Al/ ‘the’) and the Prefix ends with (È /l/ ‘for’) then
4 Modifying the NEinput by changing (È@ /Al/ ‘the’) into (È /l/ ‘for’)
5 NEprefixed = Concatenate (Prefix & NEinput)
6 else
7 NEprefixed = Concatenate (Prefix & NEinput)
8 end
9 add NEprefixed into the output list
10 end
Algorithm 1: A procedure for prefixes-based NE expansion
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input :
ListOfLinks = List of all Wikipedia links associated with target tag
ListOfKeyWordsLOC = List of key words including [country, state, city, town, village, region, district etc.].
ListOfKeyWordsPER = List of key words including [king, president, Mr. Eng. Dr. Governor, Minister
etc.].
ListOfPersonTags = List of subtypes of person class. Including types like [businessperson, engineer,
scientist, athlete etc.].
SpecialTags = List of [’(ñK.

@ /Obw/ ‘father of’)’,’(YJ.« /ςbd/ ‘slave of’)’]
textualData = Actual textual data, one sentence per line
output: List of tokens (one per line) where proper tags have been assigned to each accordingly
1 Refine ListOfLinks where it should not have links that associated with ”O” tag
2 Sort ListOfLinks based on the number of tokens using Descending order (long to short tokens)
3 Divide ListOfLinks into two groups:
4 1stGroup = links with token length > 1, hashed by first token
5 2ndGroup = links with token length = 1, hashed
6 foreach Link ∈ 1stGroup do
7 if tag of Link /∈ ListOfPersonTags then
8 if 1st token of Link ∈ ListOfKeyWordsLOC then
9 tempLink ← all tokens of Link except the 1st token
10 1stGroup ← tempLink (hashed by 1st token)
11 else if 1st token of Link ∈ SpecialTags then
12 tempLink ← 1st token and 2nd token of Link
13 add tempLink to 1stGroup (hashed by 1st token)
14 if length of Link > 2 then
15 tempLink ← last token
16 2ndGroup ← tempLink
17 end
18 else if 1st token of Link ∈ ListOfKeyWordsPER then
19 tempLink ← all tokens of Link except the 1st token
20 add tempLink to 1stGroup (hashed by 1st token)
21 else
22 tempLink ← 1st token
23 2ndGroup ← tempLink
24 tempLink ← last token
25 2ndGroup ← tempLink
26 end
27 end
28 foreach Token ∈ textualData or PrefixesBasedExpansion(Token) ∈ textualData do
29 if Token is in 1stGroup then
30 Match tokens ∈ 1stGroup and assign proper tag
31 else
32 Match token ∈ 2ndGroup and assign proper tag
33 end
34 end
Algorithm 2: Mention Detection Algorithm (MDA)
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5.1.6 Sentence Selection
Our heuristic for selecting the sentences to be involved in the automatically developed
corpus was to select only those sentences which had at least one NE. This ensured the
creation of a corpus that had the highest possible density of tags. We called this corpus
WikiFANEAuto
We compiled the corpus for more than 2 million tokens, as shown in Table 5.5. This
methodology allows the entire AW to become a tagged, fine-grained NE corpus. Moreover,
this version of this dataset is freely available to the research community5.
Table 5.5: The total number of sentences and tokens for the compiled corpus
Corpus # of sentences # of tokens
WikiFANEAuto 57126 2,021,177
5.2 Developing Gold-standard Fine-grained Corpora
Since the aim of this work is to conduct a thorough experiment of fine-grained Arabic
NEs, we decided to manually create gold-standard, fine-grained NE corpora for the Arabic
language, drawing upon two different genres. This will provide a critical benchmark for
evaluation and comparison with the automatically constructed corpus.
The first fine-grained corpus is newswire-based, using the same textual data that
appears in ANERcorp (Benajiba et al., 2007). The whole corpus was re-annotated to
the fine-grained tagset presented in Section 4.1. The second corpus was drawn from the
AW. The selection of articles was made using a random heuristic that selected articles
discussing a NE, maintaining a fair level of distribution among the classes. Moreover,
we restricted the amount of textual data drawn from the Wikipedia articles by avoiding
elements such as lists, headings and captions for images and tables.
5WikiFANEAuto is freely available at http://www.cs.bham.ac.uk/˜fsa081/resources.html
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5.2.1 Annotation Strategy and Quality
For both corpora, we applied a similar two-level tagset, presented in Section 4.1 consisting
of 8 coarse-grained classes and 50 fine-grained classes. This type of taxonomy suited our
need, allowing for a comprehensive evaluation across corpora.
We developed an in-house tool to facilitate the annotation process. Two independent
graduate-level native Arabic speakers were asked to annotate the whole corpora. We
provided them with extended instructions to guide them in the annotation process, and
we conducted several feedback sessions in the early stages of the process to ensure that
any difficulties were resolved.
After completing the annotation, we evaluated its quality by calculating the inter-
annotation agreement between both annotators. We used the entity F-measure to evaluate
the inter-annotation agreement (as in (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005; Zhang, 2013)).
We called the corpora NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEGold referring to newswire-based and
Wikipedia-based fine-grained Arabic NE gold-standard corpora, respectively. The details
for the gold-standard corpora are listed in the following table.
Table 5.6: Gold-standard corpora and the annotation agreement
Corpus Size Genre Level Annotation agreement
NewsFANEGold 170K Newswire Fine-grained 91%
WikiFANEGold 500K Wikipedia Fine-grained 89%
5.3 Corpus-based Evaluation and Comparison
It is important to closely evaluate and compare different developed corpora. The nature
of the distribution of NEs is expected to be different to some extent, affecting the per-
formance of learning the probabilistic model. Therefore, we studied the coverage of NEs
related to different aspects, including the distribution of length, types and classes.
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5.3.1 The Density and Uniqueness of NE
The density represents the coverage of NEs in the level of tokens and phrases. As we can
see in Table 5.7, WikiFANEGold has the greatest density of both levels. This demonstrates
that the Wikipedia-based gold corpus tends to represent more NEs in the context than
the newswire-based one. Although WikiFANEGold is 0.7% denser than NewsFANEGold
in the phrase level, it shows a difference (2.4%) in the token level. This indicates that
WikiFANEGold has more variety in the length of NEs than the newswire-based corpus.
However, the automatically developed corpus, WikiFANEAuto, has a similar density of
coverage as the NewsFANEGold.
Table 5.7: The density of NEs on token and phrase levels
Dataset Token level Phrase level
NewsFANEGold 10.7 6.7
WikiFANEGold 13.1 7.4
WikiFANEAuto 10.8 6.4
Another aspect to consider is the percentage of uniqueness of the NEs for each corpus.
In WikiFANEAuto, we found that 17% of those NEs are unique, i.e. there are no duplicates
(see Table 5.8). This is directly affected by the methodology devised to develop the
corpus, in which the total number of the unique NEs has relied upon the total number
of the Wikipedia articles talking about the NE. Taking into consideration the annual
growth rate of the AW, this approach appears promising for developing an NE corpus
in an automatic manner with a reasonably wide coverage of distinct NEs. Although the
uniqueness of the NEs in WikiFANEAuto is less in comparison to other gold-standard
corpora, this reflects the variety and diversity of the context surrounding the NEs of this
corpus. For gold-standard corpora, WikiFANEGold is denser: 43% of the total NEs are
unique, in comparison with NewsFANEGold. This obviously reflects the differences in the
nature of those corpora.
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Table 5.8: The percentage of uniqueness of the NEs
Corpus % unique NEs
NewsFANEGold 39
WikiFANEGold 43
WikiFANEAuto 17
5.3.2 Lengths of NE Phrases
From Table 5.9, we can see that NewsFANEGold tends to have more single-word NEs
than the other corpora. This is due to differences in the way the NEs are written in a
newswire domain. Less than half of the NEs in WikiFANEAuto are single-word, a rate that
is slightly higher in WikiFANEGold. The boundaries of multi-word NEs are difficult to
detect, especially in Arabic, since the language has a complex morphology and different
syntax structure. This is shown in the Wikipedia corpora, i.e. the gold and the automatic.
Table 5.9: The distribution of NEs relative to length.
Corpus
Lengths
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
NewsFANEGold 58.19 30.77 8 1.73 0.82 0.21 0.2 0.04
WikiFANEGold 51.75 31.55 10.88 3.48 1.34 0.46 0.21 0.12
WikiFANEAuto 48.27 37.95 10.22 2.98 0.41 0.11 0.05 0.01
5.3.3 NEs Phrase Structures According to POS
The distribution of the structure of NEs in terms of part of speech (POS6) is another
important attribute to consider and are summarised in Table 5.10. As we can see, proper
nouns ‘NNP’ in single-word phrases show the importance of performing a POS analy-
sis as a pre-processing step. This is also the case with multi-word NEs in a chain of
‘NNPs’. Nevertheless, not all NEs have been parsed as ‘NNP’, which presents additional
challenges. Phrases parsed as common nouns ‘NN’ have a major ambiguity. Complex
phrases such as ‘NN NN’ further increase the challenge. We found that NewsFANEGold has
42.72% of single-word proper noun NEs, i.e. NNP. In comparison, both WikiFANEGold and
6AMIRA POS tagger has been used and its tagging accuracy is 96.13% (Diab, 2009)
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WikiFANEAuto have lower percentages by: 11.26% and 13.83%, respectively. This distri-
bution explains the syntactic structure difficulties between the newswire- and Wikipedia-
based corpora.
Table 5.10: The distribution of the structure of NEs according to the Part of Speech (The
POS tagset are presented according to ERTS)
Part of Speech NewsFANEGold WikiFANEGold WikiFANEAuto
[NNP] 42.72 31.46 28.89
[NN] 8.66 13.03 12.29
[NNP][NNP] 14.82 10.07 13.37
[NN][NNP] 3.03 5.29 7.15
[NN][NN] 3.51 4.87 5.42
[NN][JJ] 4.6 4.74 5.93
[NNS] 2.82 3.2 1.02
[JJ] 3.53 3.1 4.78
[NNP][NNP][NNP] 2.66 2.7 3.93
[NNP][JJ] 1.33 1.37 1.4
[NN][NN][JJ] 1.42 1.33 1
[NN][NNP][NNP] 0.52 1.14 0.86
[NNS][JJ] 1.07 0.8 0.86
[NNP][NNP][NNP][NNP] 0.37 0.77 0.96
[NN][JJ][JJ] 0.45 0.7 0.53
[NN][NN][NN] 0.44 0.64 0.45
[NN][NN][NNP] 0.18 0.57 0.31
[NN][NNCD] 0.05 0.51 0.06
[NNP][NN] 0.41 0.5 0.76
[NNP][NNCD] 0.05 0.48 0.08
5.3.4 Fine-grained Semantic Class Distribution
This shows the distribution of NEs according to their annotation into fine-grained classes
as shown in Table 5.11. In general, the newswire-based corpora tended to include more
NEs related to politics, government, commerce, nations and cities, whereas the automati-
cally built corpora scored a high frequency on NE types such as ‘nation’ and ‘population-
centre’. Moreover, WikiFANEGold shows great distribution on most of the fine-grained
classes of ‘person’, ‘location’, ‘facility’, ‘vehicle’ and ‘product’, compared with other cor-
pora.
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Table 5.11: Distribution of fine-grained classes
Class NewsFANEGold WikiFANEGold WikiFANEAuto
PER: PERSON 39.77 35.25 19.96
Politician 13.93 9.51 6.94
Athlete 8.21 1.83 1.6
Businessperson 0.5 1.59 0.08
Artist 4.7 3.89 7.04
Scientist 1.18 3.25 1.08
Lawyer 0.17 0.16 0
Police 0.6 1.97 0.38
Religious 1.77 4.06 0
Engineer 0.06 0.39 0.08
Group 3.97 5.43 2.37
Other 4.68 3.17 0.39
ORG: ORGANISATION 24.95 15.85 15.05
Government 3.84 2.83 0.91
Non-Governmental 9.05 2.97 1.31
Commercial 1.75 3.74 1.38
Educational 1.1 1.96 1.15
Media 3.5 1.93 1.21
Religious 0.11 0.31 6.92
Sports 5.08 1.6 2.02
Medical-Science 0.34 0.28 0.09
Entertainment 0.18 0.23 0.06
LOC: LOCATION 1.2 7.34 3.96
Water-Body 0.98 4.35 2.1
Celestial 0.02 1.52 0.61
Land-Region-Natural 0.2 1.47 1.25
GPE: Geo-Political 27.02 24.96 55.37
Continent 0.65 0.99 0.61
Nation 13.79 9.25 17.53
State-or-Province 1.5 3 2.64
County-or-District 0.42 0.54 0.68
Population-Center 9.32 10.17 31.52
GPE-Cluster 1.34 1.01 1.5
Special 0 0 0.89
FAC: FACILITY 3.52 5.79 1.76
Building-Grounds 2.93 3.46 1.43
Subarea-Facility 0.17 0.46 0.02
Path 0.21 1.19 0.21
Airport 0.2 0.55 0.1
Plant 0.01 0.13 0
VEH: VEHICLE 0.98 3.27 0.22
Land 0.76 0.17 0.08
Air 0.2 2.39 0.09
Water 0.02 0.71 0.05
WEA: WEAPON 0.05 0.69 0.44
Blunt 0 0.07 0.01
Exploding 0 0.1 0.09
Sharp 0 0.01 0.21
Chemical 0 0.01 0
Shooting 0.02 0.09 0.06
Projectile 0.03 0.31 0.03
Nuclear 0 0.1 0.04
PRO: PRODUCT 2.52 6.84 3.26
Book 1.28 1.78 0.81
Movie 1.04 0.7 1.23
Sound 0 0.52 0.17
Hardware 0.07 1.44 0.34
Software 0.1 2.03 0.35
Food 0.02 0.22 0.35
Drug 0.01 0.15 0.01
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5.3.5 Average Sentence Length
The average number of tokens per sentence is another way to compare the characteristics
of different corpora. We found that the length of the sentences increases by (1% to 4%)
when one or more NEs were involved and depends on the corpus. This is clearly shown
in NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEGold whereas WikiFANEAuto shows no variation. This
might be due to less diversity in the NEs, as we already mentioned in Section 5.3.1. The
variety between WikiFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto suggests that Wikipedia, as a public
resource of knowledge, is diverse in terms of domains and genres, including historical,
personal, geographical and scientific topics, in comparison to the newswire-based corpus.
Table 5.12: Average sentence length in the terms of the number of tokens
Dataset All Sentences Sentences including > one NE
NewsFANEGold 35 39
WikiFANEGold 31 34
WikiFANEAuto 38 38
5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we developed fine-grained Arabic NE corpora using two different ap-
proaches. The first approach, as explained in Section 5.1 was to construct a scalable
corpus in an automatic manner by exploiting the richness of the AW. This approach in-
volved recruiting document classifications and implementing an MDA to tag successive
mentions in the context. Using this methodology, we produced constantly evolving NE
resources that could exploit the yearly growth rate of the AW. Moreover, we developed
two gold-standard corpora from different genera, i.e. newswire- and Wikipedia-based, as
seen in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we conducted a series of corpus-based comparisons
and evaluations in order to demonstrate the differences between corpora in some aspects,
with respect to the task of NER. In the following chapter, we will discuss the learning of
a supervised ML probabilistic model in order to develop a baseline model for fine-grained
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Arabic NEs.
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Part IV
FINE-GRAINED NAMED ENTITY
RECOGNITION
This part discusses different contributions towards the development of the fine-
grained NER for Arabic. This part starts with Chapter 6 where the methodology of
learning different ML classifiers is presented by relying on window-based local fea-
ture representation. Chapter 7 discusses the advised approach to represent features
by relying on dependency structure instead of a window-based method to exploit
sentence level knowledge. In Chapter 8, further contribution is presented where
the richness of raw textual data is exploited to extract useful knowledge by using
clustering techniques.
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Chapter 6
Fine-grained Named Entity
Recogniser
Chapter Synopsis
In the previous chapter we presented our methodology to build fine-grained NE corpora
from different sources and by using different approaches (i.e. automatically and manually).
In this chapter, we will present the implementation of the fine-grained NER. Section 6.1
will demonstrate the pipeline architecture of NER that relies on different components.
In Section 6.2, we will learn a Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier to develop the baseline
model for our NER. After that, learning different classifier such as Conditional Random
Fields (CRF) will be discussed in section 6.3. Section 6.4 will discuss the effect of in-
jecting external knowledge in the probabilistic knowledge. In the following section, we
will demonstrate different ways of encoding the NEs in the classification process. In
section 6.6, we conduct an in-depth evaluation to analyse the misclassified results.
6.1 The Pipeline Architecture of NER
Our implementation of a fine-grained NER system is based on a pipeline architecture
which consists of several steps. The output of one step is the input of the next one. In
this section we will discuss the role of each step.
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The following figure illustrates the components of the pipeline architecture of NER.
Figure 6.1: The pipeline architecture of NER
6.1.1 Preprocessing
Since we deal with Arabic text in its raw form, we have to design and perform a prepro-
cessing step which facilitates dealing with the textual data in the later steps. These are
presented as follows:
1. Normalisation: One of the important preprocessing steps is normalisation. The
aim of this step is to ensure that the textual data is presented in their correct form for
processing. Although, the alphabet of Arabic consists of 28 letters there are additional
shapes used to represent some variations in the context. Those are presented below.
1. The letter ( @ /A/) can be presented with different variations such as (

@, @,

@, @ /A, O,
I,
−
A/) depending on their use in the context. However, there are less strict rules to
use which, as a result, introducing ambiguity. For example (YÔg

@ /OHmd/ ‘Ahmed’)
and (YÔg@ /AHmd/ ‘Ahmed’)
2. The letter ( ø
 /y/) can be mistakenly written as ( ø /y´/) where they have very
similar glyphs while they are different letters. This is also the same with (
è /~/)
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and ( è /h/).
3. The variation of writing (Z /’/ the letter Hamza) where it can be written in isolation
such as (Z /’/) or accompanied by letters as in ( ð /W/) and ( ø /ŷ/).
4. The Kashida ( ) is used to elongate the appearance of letters such as ( Y   ê   	¯
/f h d/ Fahd).
5. Diacritics where they are optionally used in the context. (See Table 2 for all diacritics
in Arabic.)
To avoid sparsity, we decided to normalise some orthographical shapes of some similar
letters that have no effects when NER is concern. Therefore, different shapes of letter (

@,
@,

@, @ /A, O, I,
−
A/) have been automatically changed into plain ( @ /A/). This step helps to
overcome the spelling mistake in the context. Some researchers, such as Xu et al. (2002),
suggest normalising the letter ( ø
 /y/) but we noticed that normalising this letter will
increase the ambiguity to detect NEs such as (ú
Î« /ςly/ ‘Ali’) comparing with the propo-
sition ( úÎ « /ςly´/ ‘on’). We also removed diacritics and unified the encoding of digits,
punctuations and symbols.
2. Tokenisation: Tokenisation is another important preprocessing step. By tokenisa-
tion, we mean to separate prefixes and suffixes from the stem of the word. This step aims
to reduce sparsity. For example, prefixes attached to the front of the tokens increase the
sparsity. Therefore, a classifier which sees a NE such as (YËA 	gð /wxAld/ ‘and Khalid’)
that starts with a conjunction prefix and is written as one token, and then is asked to
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classify the token (YËA 	g /xAld/ ‘Khalid’) with no prefixes will not be able to correctly
classify it.
In order to resolve this issue, we tokenised the text by relying on AMIRA which
was developed by Diab (2009). We closely inspect the cases where prefixes and suffixes
are attached to NEs. We decided to use the scheme (conj+prep+suff)1 which means
separating only conjunctions, prepositions and suffixes. This scheme does not separate
the definite article (È@ /Al/ ‘the’) where it is considered as part of NE such as in personal
family names such as (ú
æ. J

JªË@ /Alςtyby/ ‘Alotaibi’).
6.1.2 Feature Processing
The performance of the probabilistic model, i.e. learning algorithm, has been heavily
affected by the involved set of features. The probabilistic model produces a higher per-
formance as the features become more informative. In the context of NER, several set of
features have proven to benefit the classification process. They are traditionally extracted
to represent orthographical, contextual, morphological and syntactical features. More de-
tails of the selected features in the baseline model will be presented in Section 6.2.2. One
of the important contributions of this thesis is to recommend a novel set of features that
overcome the limitation of traditional ones and these will be discussed in Chapter 7 and
8.
6.1.3 Probabilistic Model
The core component of any supervised ML approach is the probabilistic model where it
learns from training data and then tries to predict on unseen text. Therefore, this model
works in two phases; training and then labelling (i.e. testing). The probabilistic model
1In this scheme the conjunctions, prepositions and suffixes are separated by white space.
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we rely on is based on sequence labelling as mentioned in Section 3.3.2.1. The input to
this model is one token per line associated with the extracted features in columns. The
last column is the target class. Table 6.1 shows an example of snippet of text after doing
the preprocessing and the feature processing steps. In this example, for each token there
are two extracted features, i.e. part of speech (POS) and the base phrase chunk (BPC).
The probabilistic model used the provided set of feature to learn and then to predict the
target tag.
Table 6.1: An example of the pre-processed input text
Token Gloss POS BPC Tag
P 	YJ«@ apologies VBD B-VP O

KQË @ president NN B-NP OK. AË@ former JJ I-NP O
È for IN B-PP O
QåÓ Egypt NNP I-PP B-Nation
ð and CC I-PP O
	à@QK
 @ Iran NNP I-PP B-Nation
- - PUNC I-PP O
ÈC 	g through NN I-PP O
6.2 Baseline Model based on Maximum Entropy (ME)
Since there is no comparative work in the form of a fine-grained Arabic NER systems, we
developed a baseline model based on Maximum Entropy (ME)2 to serve as benchmark
for forthcoming evaluations. The reason for selecting this probabilistic model was that
it requires less training time in comparison with other classifiers, such as Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and it has been used as a baseline model for similar tasks, i.e. the POS
tagger (Toutanova and Manning, 2000).
2For ME as state-of-the-art of the baseline model, we relied on Wapiti - A simple and fast discriminative
sequence labelling toolkit (Lavergne et al., 2010)
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6.2.1 Dataset
The common approach in the literature to divide the dataset is by having two portions,
i.e. training and test. This approach could suffer from the over-fitting problem where
the classifier tries to minimize the classification error by utilising the provided features
and classification parameters. To avoid this issue, it is advised to divide the dataset
into three parts (i.e. training development and test) and each subset has to be chosen
randomly. In this way, the development (i.e. validation) set is introduced which is used
to tune the features and the training parameters. This makes sure that the classifier is
not over-fit on the training portion, but it take into consideration the development set
as well. It is important to emphasise that the series of experiments was conducted in a
cumulative manner, in which the latter one was built on the top of the previous one or
one that had been otherwise mentioned. Moreover, due to the limitations of computation
power and the space allocated for our machine specification, we only selected a portion
of WikiFANEAuto with a size of 500K tokens. Table 6.2 shows each corpus and its size.
Table 6.2: The size of the training, development and test for each corpus
Corpus Type Training Dev Test
NewsFANEGold gold-standard 120K 25K 25K
WikiFANEGold gold-standard 350K 75K 75K
WikiFANEAuto automatically-developed 354K 73K 73K
6.2.2 Features Extraction
For the baseline model, we extracted the features by following the best practise in liter-
ature as reviewed in Chapter 3. The features used in this study are divided into three
groups as follows:
6.2.2.1 Lexical Features
This set aims to capture the important surface features in the lexical and contextual
levels. This involves:
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1. The current token Ti.
2. The window of two tokens in both sides Ti−2 ; Ti−1 ; Ti ; Ti+1 ; Ti+2.
3. Character level features: Suppose a token consists of a sequence of characters
whereby C1 and Cn represent the first and last character respectively, therefore
the following features are used (C1); (C1 + C2); (C1 + C2 + C3); (Cn−2 + Cn−1 +
Cn); (Cn−1 + Cn); (Cn). This set of features aims to capture important knowledge
in the presence of affixes that remained after doing the tokenisation such as the
definite article (È@ /Al/ ‘the’).
6.2.2.2 Morphological Features
For morphological features, we exploited gender, number and person as they are provided
out of AMIRA toolkit. Moreover, the stem of a token is also prepared in order to present
the token in its lighter form by removing any prefixes and suffixes. We relied on the
algorithm provided by Taghva et al. (2005) to extract the stems.
6.2.2.3 Shallow Syntactical Features
Parts of speech (POS) have been proven to be a very helpful feature in NER in different
languages such as English (Florian et al., 2003). Thus, AMIRA is also used to extract
the target POS for a token. A window like POS[Ti−2], POS[Ti−1] , POS[Ti] , POS[Ti+1] ,
POS[Ti+2] is generated.
We also extracted the representation of the base phrase chunk (BPC). In this repre-
sentation, tokens are grouped in phrase such as Noun and Verb Phrases, i.e. NP and VP,
and so on. This is useful, because NEs are expected to span over NPs.
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6.2.3 A Pilot Experiment for Baseline Model
For the baseline model, we used a traditional scheme representation, i.e. BIO, of NEs. In
the BIO scheme, the first token in the NE is tagged by ‘B-XXX’3 and successive tokens
use ‘I-XXX’. Where there is no NE token, ‘O’ is used. After learning the ME by using
the mentioned set of features, the results on the development and the test dataset are
presented in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: The results of the baseline model based on the ME classifier
Corpus
Development Test
P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 63.46 52.25 57.31 55.77 45.26 49.97
WikiFANEGold 41.72 37.14 39.3 46.17 36.51 40.77
WikiFANEAuto 63.19 37.93 47.4 70.68 38.79 50.09
ME performs the best over WikiFANEAuto where the precision metric scores the high-
est. On the other hand, WikiFANEGold yields the lowest performance. This result shows
that the gold-standard Wikipedia-based corpus is more difficult than the automatic one.
This is due to the density and uniqueness of WikiFANEGold comparing to WikiFANEAuto
as discussed in Section 5.3.1. NewsFANEGold performs well over the development portion
of the data whereas both precision and recall show degradation that affects the F-measure
over the test data. Interestingly, the precision metric for all corpora has superiority over
the recall that infers the overall difficulty is of retrieving NEs.
6.3 Using Conditional Random Fields (CRF) as a
Different Classifier
The efficiency of the NER can be affected by a variety of different issues (Ratinov and
Roth, 2009). Among these is the choice of a suitable probabilistic model. Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) performed better than ME for
use with POS tagging (Avinesh and Karthik, 2007). In this experiment, we use the
3XXX is replaced by the type of NE such as PER for person and so on
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same scheme and features to train another classifier, i.e. the CRF probabilistic model.
The results presented in Table 6.4 show improvement across all corpora. WikiFANEGold
and NewsFANEGold returned the highest improvement respectively. This shows that the
selected probabilistic model can utilise selected features to perform better predictions than
the ME. The recall metric has boosted across all corpora resulting in retrieving more NEs
compared with the ME model. Learning CRF model over the newswire corpus shows the
highest score of F-measure comparing with Wikipedi-based corpora.
Table 6.4: The results of the CRF classifier using the same features as used in the baseline
model. (+|− represents the variation compared with the previous experiment)
Corpus
Development Test
+|−P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 76.52 54.91 63.94 69.94 48.91 57.56 7.59
WikiFANEGold 59.35 42.09 49.25 63.54 39.94 49.05 8.28
WikiFANEAuto 78.26 42.26 54.88 80.72 41.11 54.48 4.39
6.4 Applying External Knowledge
The intention when relying on external knowledge, i.e. the gazetteer, was to increase
the accuracy of the model. In this experiment we used WikiFANEGazet, the fine-grained
gazetteer developed and presented in Chapter 4, to enrich the features set, applying this
knowledge. Table 6.5 shows the results for each corpus and the level of improvement once
the gazetteer has been used.
Table 6.5: The results of the CRF classifier with the gazetteer used for external knowledge
Corpus
Development Test
+|−P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 81.1 59.53 68.66 72.54 53.1 61.32 3.76
WikiFANEGold 66.42 40.62 50.41 71.58 40.33 51.59 2.54
WikiFANEAuto 85.6 64.4 73.5 87.45 57.68 69.51 15.03
The results show improvements across all corpora. As we can see, WikiFANEAuto
scores the highest improvement. Although, WikiFANEGold corpus and WikiFANEGazet
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gazetteer share similar genre, i.e. from the Arabic Wikipedia, WikiFANEGold scores the
lowest improvement. This is because that the coverage of the unique NE in this corpus
is high compared with other corpora as seen in Section 5.3.1. Meaning, there is a high
number of manually annotated NEs that have no matches in the gazetteer list.
6.5 Encoding Scheme
Current approaches at the coarse-grained level use only the BIO scheme, such as (Benajiba
et al., 2010; Abdul-Hamid and Darwish, 2010). In fact, this scheme is not the only way
to encode NEs and the selection of such a scheme should be made carefully. Thus, we
will investigate both the IO and BILOU schemes. The former merely assigns ‘I-XXX’ to
NE for all tokens with no differentiation in the position of the token. The latter encoding
scheme uses ‘B-XXX’, ‘I-XXX’, ‘L-XXX’ for the first, internal and final tokens of the NE
respectively. Single token NE is encoded using ‘U-XXX’.
To illustrate those schemes, Table 6.6 shows two NEs, i.e. ( 	àY	JË /lndn/ ‘London’) and
(
éJ
ºK
QÓ

B@ èYjJÖÏ @ HAK
BñË@ /AlwlAyAt AlmtHd~ AlOmryky~/ ‘United States of America’),
which have different sizes of tokens encoded with different schemes accordingly.
Table 6.6: Two examples of different encoding schemes
Tokens Gloss IO BIO BILOU
First example 	àY	JË London I-LOC B-LOC U-LOC
Second example
HAK
BñË@ States I-LOC B-LOC B-LOCèYjJÖÏ @ United I-LOC I-LOC I-LOC
éJ
ºK
QÓ

B@ America I-LOC I-LOC L-LOC
We evaluate different encoding schemes by learning a classifier with a similar configu-
ration for each scheme. As shown in Table 6.7, the current scheme used in the literature,
i.e. BIO was not the proper selection as it scored the lowest for most cases. Both schemes,
i.e. IO and BILUO, show improvements for different corpora. One of the drawbacks of
IO representation is that it fails to properly capture the actual boundary of NE especially
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between adjacent NEs. Therefore, we decided from this point onwards to use the scheme
BILUO for upcoming experiments, instead of BIO.
Table 6.7: The performance of different encoding schemes (The bold style is used for the
highest F-measure score)
Corpus
IO BIO BILOU
P R F P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 74.16 50.48 60.07 72.54 53.1 61.32 73.07 53.34 61.67
WikiFANEGold 63.62 45.95 53.36 71.58 40.33 51.59 68.13 44.78 54.04
WikiFANEAuto 90.22 58.3 70.83 87.45 57.68 69.51 88.69 60.37 71.84
6.6 Error Analysis
The precision, recall and F-measure are formal metrics to evaluate how effective the
classifier in tagging. In this section, we applied other evaluation methods to analyse
errors in different interpretations. We use similar method of error analysis, presented in
this section, in order to evaluate different approaches presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
6.6.1 Confusion Matrix
A confusion matrix is a way to evaluate and present the differences between the predicted
and correct tagging. It shows each class and how many times each class has been correctly
or mistakenly predicted. We decided to present the confusion matrix on the coarse-
grained classes for the sake of elegant presentation. Table 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 show the
confusion matrix of NewsFANEGold, WikiFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto respectively. The
results presented in bold style in the diagonal show the correct tagging. For example,
in Table 6.8, ‘PER’ class has been correctly predicted 804 times whereas 2 times been
mistakenly tagged to ‘ORG’. In the same example, there are 330 NEs were not be able to
be predicted and thus been given ‘O’ tag instead.
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Table 6.8: Confusion matrix of NewsFANEGold
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 804 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 330
ORG 6 415 0 81 0 1 0 0 388
LOC 0 0 34 3 0 0 0 0 18
GPE 2 2 0 581 0 0 0 1 159
FAC 4 33 0 4 20 0 0 0 38
VEH 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 33
WEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRO 2 2 0 3 1 0 0 29 102
O 29 38 0 17 2 1 0 1 24752
In WikiFANEGold as shown in Table 6.9, the classifier shows notable confusion of
tagging NEs. For example, 41 of ‘ORG’ NEs have been tagged as ‘GPE’ places. On the
other hand, there are 145 ‘GPE’ NEs have been assigned ‘LOC’. The classifier could not
detect any of the ‘WEA’ entities where all are assigned ‘O’. Moreover, the total number
of undetected entities (and therefore assigned ‘O’) is 2998. This clearly shows that, the
classifier could not easily able to differentiate between certain classes to predict the correct
tags.
Table 6.9: Confusion matrix of WikiFANEGold
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 2831 7 5 31 2 0 0 4 1342
ORG 27 994 2 41 21 1 0 3 465
LOC 5 0 258 33 6 0 0 0 110
GPE 23 5 145 1917 2 0 0 2 776
FAC 4 0 6 2 253 2 0 0 102
VEH 0 0 0 0 0 141 0 0 59
WEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
PRO 3 0 2 2 2 2 0 68 138
O 176 69 38 127 25 9 0 17 67527
Table 6.10 shows that confusion matrix of the result of tagging over the WikiFANEAuto
corpus. As we can see, the classifier has less confusion in this corpus comparing with
WikiFANEGold. In this corpus, the classifier fails to detect any of the ‘VEH’ NEs.
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Table 6.10: Confusion matrix of WikiFANEAuto
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 1053 2 1 16 2 0 0 0 594
ORG 2 289 0 13 0 0 0 0 215
LOC 4 0 419 5 0 0 0 0 199
GPE 3 3 8 3489 0 0 0 0 1585
FAC 0 0 1 3 106 0 0 0 101
VEH 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
WEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 24
PRO 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 25 155
O 115 10 16 201 8 0 0 2 67935
6.6.2 NEs Phrase Length
Another important aspect to evaluate and to analyse is where the classifier faced diffi-
culties in terms of the length of the NEs. We expected that multi-words NEs are more
difficult to predict compared with single-word NEs. For each corpus, we fetched all NEs
and divided them into two groups based on their length, the first and the second groups
are for single- and multi-words NEs respectively. For each group, we calculate the number
and percentage of mistakenly tagged NEs that the classifier fails to predict.
As we can see in Table 6.11, the classifier has 39% error rate of prediction for single-
words NEs over NewsFANEGold. In multi-words, the classifier performs worse and faced
difficulties as it scores 53% of mistakenly predicted NEs. This shows that the classifier
could not able to delimit the boundary of more than half of the multi-words NEs in proper
manner.
For WikiFANEGold, the classifier has 46% and 45% error rates of tagging single- and
multi-words NEs respectively. A reason behind this difficulty is the increased level of the
density and the uniqueness of the NEs in this corpus as we discussed this in Section 5.3.1.
The result of the analysis is different for WikiFANEAuto. The classifiers struggled to
correctly classify single- compared to multi-words NEs. Among single-words NEs, there
are 43% have not been correctly predicted whereas the classifier has performed better on
multi-words NEs comparing with other corpora.
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Table 6.11: Error analysis of length of NE phrases
Group
NewsFANEGold WikiFANEGold WikiFANEAuto
# % # % # %
Single-word: 376 39 1462 46 1449 43
Multi-word: 444 53 1085 45 670 32
6.6.3 Fine-Grained Classes of the Same Parent
The confusion matrix applied to Section 6.6.1 was presented at coarse-grained level due
to space limitation and elegant presentation. In this section, another way to analyse the
errors at the fine-grained level is given especially for cases where fine-grained classes share
the same parental coarse-grained type.
The classification of fine-grained classes that share the same coarse-grained parent
class is not an easy task. For example, the classification of ‘politician’ and ‘nation’ is
easier than the classification of ‘athlete’, because ‘politician’ and ‘athlete’ share the same
parent: ‘person’. The reason behind this difficulty is that the fine-grained classes with the
same parents tend to share similar contexts, which makes it harder to capture informative
clues and evidences.
In this analysis, we reported the total number of times that NEs were mistakenly
classified at the fine-grained level where they share the same parent. For example, if
an NE is assigned to ‘athlete’ instead of ‘politician’, we consider the classifier to have
struggled to predict the correct fine-grained class, because both classes share the same
parent.
For NewsFANEGold, as can be seen in Table 6.12 , there are 136 NEs (14.09% of which
are misclassified NEs) that involve misclassification at the fine-grained level and share
the same coarse-grained parental class. In WikiFANEGold, the classifier has struggled less
where it has failed to predict 248 NEs (8.07%). In WikiFANEAuto, the performance of the
classifier was better than in WikiFANEGold and NewsFANEGold. There are only 33 NEs
(0.99%) that have not been correctly classified at the fine-grained level of the shared or
similar parent.
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Table 6.12: Error analysis of tagging fine-grained NEs that share same parent
NEWSFANEGold WIKIFANEGold WIKIFANEAuto
# 136 248 33
% 14.09 8.07 0.99
6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we demonstrated the development of the baseline model of the fine-
grained NER for Arabic. We relied on the pipeline architecture to develop the model as
seen in Section 6.1. In section 6.2, the development of the baseline model by learning
a classifier based on ME probabilistic model was discussed. This followed by learning
different probabilistic model, i.e. CRF. In section 6.4, we showed the importance and the
effect of injecting external knowledge, i.e. gazetteer, in the classification process. After
that, we carefully evaluate different encoding scheme where we notice differences for each
one. This chapter ends by analysing the error of the classification process (see Section 6.6).
Thus far, we representing the features in the classification process as a window-based of
local features. In the following chapter, we will present a new approach of representing
the features by relaying on the dependency structure to overcome the drawbacks of the
traditional window-based one.
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Chapter 7
Dependency-based Approach to
Fine-grained NER
Chapter Synopsis
In the previous chapter we discussed the development of fine-grained NER using different
probabilistic models with different properties. In this chapter, we present a new approach
to representing the features by relying on the dependency structure of the Arabic sentence.
With regarded to NER, the dependency structure has been favoured over the constituent
structure. This is because that the dependency structure provides a unique way to rep-
resent the connections between words according to their relationship. Moreover, those
connections are labelled according to their roles such as subject and object. Section 7.1
starts by discussing the limitations of the traditional window-based representation. In Sec-
tion 7.2 the actual dependency representation is presented in detail. Section 7.3 presents
the hybrid approach, which combines both the window- and dependency-based repre-
sentations in one model. This chapter ends with an analysis of errors according to the
procedure specified in the previous chapter (see Section 6.6).
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7.1 The Limitations of Window-based Representa-
tion
The current representation of the sequence tagging classifier discussed in Chapter 6 in-
volves using a predefined window of tokens (e.g. with size 5, including the current token)
to capture local evidence. We call this a window-based representation. We used this
representation for all experiments presented in Chapter 6. This representation has some
limitations, namely that:
1. It is restricted to capturing only local evidence. Since the window-based represen-
tation predefines the size of tokens, this will limit the evidence captured and is
limited to the clues of adjacent features only. Expanding this window further has
proven to have a negative effect on the overall performance of the classifier as shown
by Benajiba et al. (2009b).
2. It fails to capture the relationship between dependent tokens, particularly for long
sentences, and multiword NEs.
3. Because Arabic has a relatively free word order, the window-based feature represen-
tation cannot adequately capture the order variation of sentence structures.
In this chapter, we investigate a new approach in which to capture clues that go beyond
the size of the window by relying on the dependency structure of the Arabic sentences.
7.2 Dependency-based Representation
In this thesis, a new approach has been devised to utilise further evidence within a sentence
to support the classification process. The key idea informing this approach is reliance on
the dependency-based representation of sentences to extract valuable features.
The dependency structure represents syntax, where a sentence is analysed by connect-
ing its words in a word-to-word relationship. These relationships specify the head and
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dependent tokens contextually and assign a grammatical role for each token, e.g. subject,
object and modifier.
To elaborate on the amount of knowledge that can be utilised based on the dependency
structure, consider the following sentences:
• (‘ tÌ'@. . . ú

	¯ YÔg

@ qJ
  	­K
Qå qJ
  ÈAÓñË@ ú

	¯ éJ
ÓCB@ Õ» AjÖÏ @ XAm
' @ Êm.× 
 KP ÈA ¯’
/qAl rŷys mjls AtHAd AlmHAkm AlAslAmy~ fy AlSwmAl sˇyx sˇryf sˇyx OHmd fy
...Alx/ ‘The head of the Council of the Islamic Courts Union, Sheikh Sharif Sheikh
Ahmed, said in Somalia, in...etc.’)
• (‘Pñj. J
Ó 	àñk. AîE. ÐA ¯ ú

æË @ èQ
 	g

B@ èPAK
 	QË @ YªK. ø

	Q
Êm.
	'B@ ú
æAJ
Ë@ ú

	¯ PñÓ 	QËPA  Èñ ®K

tÌ'@. . . A J
 	K A ¢ 
QK. Z @P 	Pð  
 KP ’ /yqwl sˇArlz mwrfy AlsyAsy AlAnjlyzy bςd AlzyAr~
AlOxyr~ Alty qAm bhA jwn myjwr rŷys wzrA’ bryTAnyA ...Alx/ ‘Charles Murphy,
the English politician, said after the recent visit by John Major, Britain’s prime
minister ... etc.’)
• (2000 H.

@  ¢  	«@ ú

	¯ ÈA Óñ  Ê Ë

A  
 KP I.
	j 	K @ 	á  k XC  	à

@ Q » 	Y K
 /yðkr On
SlAd Hsn Antxb rŷysAa˜ llSwmAl fy AγsTs Ab 2000/ ‘It was mentioned that Salad
Hasan was elected as president of Somalia in August 2000’)
The dependency representation and an English gloss for each example are shown in Fig-
ures 7.1, 7.2 and 7.31. The parsed output includes a new set of information that can be
utilised and features as follows:
1. Head and Dependent Relationship: The relationship between the head and the
dependent is one of the most important features to capture. Consider the token (
qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Shaikh’), in Figure 7.1; the head (
KP /rŷys/ ‘the head of’) is located far
away and cannot be captured in the local window-based representation. Moreover,
the vice versa relationship between the dependent and head is also useful. Consider
the example in Figure 7.2: the token ( 	àñ k. /jwn/ ‘John’) has two dependents (
1Since all examples are parsed by using CATiB dependency parser, the POS tag set is different from
RTS shown in Table 3. CATiB dependency parser extends the basic CATiB POS tag set from 6 into 44
different tags (Habash, 2010, p.83).
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Pñj. J
Ó /myjwr/ ‘Major’) and (
KP /rŷys/ ‘Prime’) where the latter dependent (i.e.
‘
KP’) gives a useful clue of the way in which it has been used in political contexts.
The sequence of heads or dependents can also be utilised in the same way.
2. Sibling Relationship: The sibling tokens are those dependent on the same head.
Siblings can be located near each other in context, or appear at a distance. For
example: the sibling of the token ( qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Shaikh’) that is (  Ê m.× /mjls/
‘council’), in Figure 7.1, is expected to appear in a political context, which gives a
clue to the target NE class. Meanwhile, the token (ú

	¯
/fy/ ‘in’) is also a sibling, but
can be ignored, as it is a stop word. This is also the case in the example presented
in Figure 7.3, where the token ( XC  /SlAd/ ‘Salad’) is a sibling of the token (
I.
	j 	K @ /Antxb/ ‘elected’), which relates to the political context.
3. Syntactic Roles: The syntactical roles also benefit by being utilised to capture
NEs in context. Among those with a concern for NER are:
• SBJ and OBJ: defines which subject and object roles are assigned to the
head token of the NE. For example, the tokens ( XC /SlAd/ ‘Salad’) and (
	QËPA  /sˇArlz/ ‘Charles’) are tagged as subjects.
• Idafa: the Idafa chain is another important syntactical role, which helps to
identify multiword NEs. The Idafa construction denotes a combination of
two nouns, where the first and second are called possessor and possessed re-
spectively. The possessor and possessed have construct and genitive cases
respectively. This is equivalent to compound nouns in English, such as ‘Noun1
Noun2’, ‘Noun1 of Noun2’ and ‘Noun2’s Noun1’. For example: the token (
ú

	¯ PñÓ /mwrfy/ ‘Murphy’) is tagged as an Idafa of its previous token ( 	Q ËPA 
/sˇArlz/ ‘Charles’), where this indicates a multiword NE. This is also the case
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for the example (
é J
 ÓC B @ Õ» A jÖÏ @ XA m
' @  Ê m.× /mjls AtHAd AlmHAkm
AlIslAmy~ / ‘Council of the Islamic Courts Union’) where all tokens are as-
signed an Idafa role except the last token.
• Flat Relationship (−): is a special role undertaken by a CATiB dependency
parser for the sequence of proper nouns. For example: NEs such as ( qJ
 
Y Ôg

@ qJ
  	­K
Qå /sˇyx sˇryf sˇyx OHmd/ ‘Sheikh Sharif Sheikh Ahmed’), in
which all tokens are assigned a flat relation.
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ÈA¯ 
KP Êm.× XAm
' @ Õ» AjÖÏ @ éJ
ÓCB @ ú

	¯ ÈAÓñË@ qJ
  	­K
Qå qJ
  YÔg

@
qAl rŷys mjls AtHAd AlmHAkm AlAslAmy~ fy AlSwmAl sˇyx sˇryf sˇyx OHmd
said head council union courts islamic in Somalia Shaikh Sheriff Shaikh Ahmed
VRB NOM NOM NOM Al-NOM Al-NOM-p PRT-PREP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP
O O B-Gov I-Gov I-Gov L-Gov O U-Nation B-Poli I-Poli I-Poli L-Poli
root
SBJ Idafa Idafa
Idafa MOD
MOD
OBJ
MOD
— — —
Figure 7.1: The first example of a dependency structure. The rows show the Arabic token, Buckwalter transliteration, English
gloss, POS and NE tag, respectively (the sentence is displayed left to right).
Èñ®K
 	QËPA  ú

	¯ PñÓ ú
æAJ
Ë@ ø

	Q
Êm.
	'B @ YªK.
èPAK
 	QË @ èQ
 	g

B@ ú

æË @ ÐA¯ H. Aë 	àñk. Pñj. J
Ó 
KP Z@P 	Pð AJ
 	K A¢
QK.
yqwl sˇArlz mwrfy AlsyAsy AlAnjlyzy bςd AlzyAr~ AlOxyr~ Alty qAm b hA jwn myjwr rŷys wzrA’ bryTAnyA
says Charles Murphy politician English after visit recent which did for it John Major prime minister Britain
VRB NOM NOM-y Al-NOM-y Al-NOM-y NOM-PREP Al-NOM-p Al-NOM-p Al-NOM-y VRB PRT NOM-PRON NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM NOM NOM-PROP
O B-Poli L-Poli O O O O O O O O O B-Poli L-Poli O O B-Nation
root
SBJ Idafa
MOD
MOD
MOD
Idafa MOD
MOD
MOD
MOD
OBJ
SBJ
—
MOD
Idafa
Idafa
Figure 7.2: The second example of a dependency structure.
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Q» 	YK
 	à

@ XC 	ák I.
	j 	K @

A
KP È ÈAÓñË@ ú

	¯ ¢ 	«@ H.

@ 2000
yðkr On SlAd Hsn Antxb rŷysAa˜ l AlSwmAl fy AgsTs Ab 2000
mentioned that Salad Hasan elected president for Somalia in August August 2000
VRB PRT-An NOM NOM-PROP VRB-PASS NOM PRT-l NOM-PROP PRT-PREP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NUM-NOM
O O B-Politician L-Politician O O B-Nation L-Nation O O O O
root
SBJ SBJ MOD
MOD
MOD MOD OBJ
MOD
OBJ —
MOD
Figure 7.3: The third example of a dependency structure.
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7.2.1 Dependency-based Feature set
The representation of the dependency structure presents each token as a node. A par-
ticular token (T) should have only one head (H), except for the root, and zero or more
dependents (D). A token (T) can have zero or more siblings (S), where they are connected
(i.e. are dependent on) to the same head. Therefore, the following set of features as seen
in Table 7.1 can be extracted and then be fed into the ML algorithm:
Table 7.1: The dependency-based Feature set. (This example is drawn from the sentence
presented in Figure 7.1 and assuming that the current token is (qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Sheikh’))
Feature Example
The current token T qJ
 
POS of T NOM PROP
The presence of T in the Gazetteer (i.e.
WikiFANEGazet)
NA
Syntactical role of T (SUB, OBJ, Idafa, etc.) MOD
Token of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Head H {(

KP /rŷys/ ‘Head’), (ÈA¯
/qAl/ ‘Said’), root}
Syntactical role of 1st, 2nd and 3rd H {SUB, NA, NA}
POS of 1st, 2nd and 3rd H {NOM, VRB, NA}
Token of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Dependent D or ‘NA’
otherwise
{( 	­K
Qå /sˇryf/ ‘Sheriff’),
NA, NA}
Syntactical role of 1st, 2nd and 3rd D or ‘NA’
otherwise
{—, NA, NA}
POS of 1st, 2nd and 3rd D or ‘NA’ otherwise {NOM PROP, NA, NA}
Token of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Sibling S or ‘NA’
otherwise
{(Êm.× /mjls/ ‘Council’),
NA, NA}
Syntactical role of 1st, 2nd and 3rd S or ‘NA’
otherwise
{Idafa, NA, NA}
POS of 1st, 2nd and 3rd S or ‘NA’ otherwise {NOM, NA, NA}
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd ‘H’ represent the parent, grandparent and great grandparent
heads; while the 1st, 2nd and 3rd ‘S’ represent the first three siblings (if any).
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7.2.2 State of the Art Arabic Dependency Parsers
Considering the supervised-based parsers of syntactic representation, i.e. either constituent
or dependency structure, there are three main Treebanks for Arabic. A Treebank is a cor-
pus of collection of sentences that has been manually annotated for particular goal, such
as syntactic or semantic structure. The Penn Arabic Treebank2 (PATB) is one of the
earliest resources, work commenced on it in the form of a project in 2001. This Tree-
bank is annotated for morphological, phrasal and syntactical information, and provides
an English gloss. It has been released in different parts with some variations and it is only
available through the LDC. The Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank3 (PADT) provides
richer information than the PATB, including lemma choices. The Stanford parser (Green
and Manning, 2010) and the TurboParser (Martins et al., 2010), are examples of parsers
producing dependency output for Arabic texts, relying on PATB with some variations.
The Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB) project, started in 2008, differs from PATB and
PADT as it uses a small number of tags to represent dependency (Habash and Roth, 2009).
In addition, it clearly annotates two important aspects of Arabic grammatical roles, i.e.
Idafa and Tamyiz (TMZ). Tamyiz is a construction that relates two nouns where the
first and the second nouns are called specified and specifier. The second noun is always
singular in number and accusative in case (Habash, 2010).
CATiB provides a pipeline-based tool using text in a utf-8 format to produce depen-
dency information. The output for each sentence is presented in columns per token as
follows: Index \t token \t POS \t head index \t syntactical role.
CATiB pipeline produces 44 POS tags (Habash, 2010, p.83). This extended tag set
relies on the basic CATiB POS tag set which are:
1. NOM: the non-proper nominal that includes common nouns, adjectives and adverbs.
2. PROP: proper nouns.
2The first part of PATB: http://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2003T07
3PADT: http://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2004T23
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3. VRB: active-voice verbs.
4. VRB-PASS: passive-voice verbs.
5. PRT: particles including conjunctions and prepositions.
6. PNX: punctuation.
In its syntactical roles, CATiB uses eight relation labels, as follows:
1. SBJ: the subject of verb or topic of simple nominal sentence.
2. OBJ: the object of verb.
3. TPC: the topic in complex nominal sentences containing an explicit pronominal
referent.
4. PRD: the predicate marking the complement of the structure of ( 	àA¿ /kAn/ ‘was’)
and ( 	à@ /In/ ‘that’).
5. Idafa: the relationship between the possessor [dependent] and the possessed [head]
in the Idafa/possesive nominal construction.
6. TMZ: the relationship of the specifier [dependent] to the specified [head] in the
Tamyiz/specification nominal constructions.
7. MOD: the general modifier of verbs or nouns.
8. (−): the flat symbol is a special label given to label constructions such as first-last
proper name sequences.
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7.2.3 Evaluation
It was decided to use the CATiB pipeline tool4 (produced by Marton et al. (2013)), to parse
all corpora and to produce the set of features presented in the previous section. Since the
POS tag set produced using the CATiB pipeline tool is very limited, the dataset has been
parsed by CATiB and AMIRA and then the result from both parsers has been merged.
The same classifier (CRF) was used, with a similar encoding scheme (i.e. BILOU).
This is shown in Table 7.2 where, in all corpora, the performance of the dependency-
based representation alone outperforms that of window-based representation. WikiFANEAuto
scores the highest improvement by 4.75% whereas the WikiFANEGold scores the lowest by
2.34% in this experiment compared with the previous one. Moreover, the recall metrics
reveal improvement across corpora, suggesting that the dependency-based representation
has the ability to capture an increased number of NEs when compared to the traditional
window-based representation.
Table 7.2: The results of the dependency-based features representation. (‘+|-’ represents
the variation compared with the previous experiment)
Corpus
Development Test
+|-P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 79.84 56.75 66.34 76.14 57.7 65.65 3.98
WikiFANEGold 71.17 46.95 56.58 75.18 45.1 56.38 2.34
WikiFANEAuto 87 73.55 79.71 85.78 69.18 76.59 4.75
7.3 Exploiting Hybrid Representation
This experiment evaluates combining both representations, i.e. window- and dependency-
based, in one model to obtain the maximum benefit from both approaches. We applied the
set of features presented in Section 6.2.2 and 7.2.1 together and used the same classifier
and the encoding scheme as shown in previous experiment.
4Not yet released to the public. We would like to thank the author for permission for its use.
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7.3.1 Evaluation
Thus far, the features involved in the classifier are the one extracted from the depen-
dency structure of the sentence. In the hybrid representation, we investigated merging of
window- and dependency-based representations in a single representation. For example,
the features extracted from the token ‘(qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Shaikh’)’ in Figure 7.1 is expressed in
details in Table 7.3.
The results presented in Table 7.4 demonstrate that the classifier tends to utilise both
dependency-based and window-based representations in all corpora efficiently. It is worth
noting that NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEGold, as gold-standard corpora of different gen-
res, reveal notable improvements of 4.03% and 4.63% in the F-measure respectively in
the hybrid representation. We notice that both precision and recall have been boosted,
which improves the F-measure for all corpora.
7.4 Error Analysis
In this section we analyse the errors in the two experiments presented in this chapter as
was done in the previous chapter (see Section 6.6). Since we have two experiments in this
chapter, the goal of this evaluation is to show the variation of an individual experiment
and to compare it with the one conducted before as follows:
• The experiment presented in Section 7.2.3, which was carried out to evaluate the
effect of the dependency-based representation, is compared with the experiment
presented in Section 6.55 in the previous chapter.
• The experiment presented in Section 7.3.1 is compared with the experiment shown
in Section 7.2.3.
The symbol ‘+|-’ is used to represent the difference of the value for each metric when
comparing the current experiment with the previous one.
5The experiment that used ‘BILOU’ scheme is selected for this comparison due to it scored the highest.
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Table 7.3: The hybrid-based feature set. (This example is drawn from the sentence
presented in Figure 7.1 and assuming that the current token is (qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Sheikh’))
Feature Example
Dependency-based features
The current token T (qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Shaikh’)
POS of T NOM PROP
The presence of T in the Gazetteer (i.e.
WikiFANEGazet)
NA
Syntactical role of T (SUB, OBJ, Idafa, etc.) MOD
Token of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Head H {(

KP /rŷys/ ‘Head’), (ÈA¯
/qAl/ ‘Said’), root}
Syntactical role of 1st, 2nd and 3rd H {SUB, NA, NA}
POS of 1st, 2nd and 3rd H {NOM, VRB, NA}
Token of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Dependent D or ‘NA’
otherwise
{( 	­K
Qå /sˇryf/ ‘Sheriff’), NA,
NA}
Syntactical role of 1st, 2nd and 3rd D or ‘NA’
otherwise
{—, NA, NA}
POS of 1st, 2nd and 3rd D or ‘NA’ otherwise {NOM PROP, NA, NA}
Token of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Sibling S or ‘NA’ otherwise {(Êm.× /mjls/ ‘Council’), NA,
NA}
Syntactical role of 1st, 2nd and 3rd S or ‘NA’
otherwise
{Idafa, NA, NA}
POS of 1st, 2nd and 3rd S or ‘NA’ otherwise {NOM, NA, NA}
Window-based features
Window of tokens surrounding the current token
{(qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Shaikh’), (
	­K
Qå /sˇryf/ ‘Sheriff’), (ú

	¯
/fy/ ‘in’), (ÈAÓñË@
/AlSwmAl/ ‘Somalia’)}
Character-level features (C1) (  /sˇ/)
Character-level features (C1 + C2) (ú
æ
 /sˇy/)
Character-level features (C1 + C2 + C3) (qJ
  /sˇyx/)
Character-level features (Cn-2 + Cn-1 + Cn) (qJ
  /sˇyx/)
Character-level features (Cn-1 + Cn) ( t'
 /yx/)
Character-level features (Cn) (p /x/)
Stem of current token (qJ
  /sˇyx/)
POS of T-1, T-2, T+1, T+2
{NOM PROP, PRT-PREP,
NOM PROP, NOM PROP}
BPC of T, T-1, T-2, T+1, T+2 {B-PP, I-PP, I-PP, I-PP}
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Table 7.4: The results of the hybrid approach using dependency-based and window-based
features representation.
Corpus
Development Test
+|-P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 82.08 57.77 67.81 80.21 61.58 69.68 4.03
WikiFANEGold 89.31 49.11 63.37 83.34 50.48 62.88 4.63
WikiFANEAuto 87.03 73.29 79.57 87.31 76.17 77.81 1.22
7.4.1 Confusion Matrix
The analysis of the confusion matrix for both experiments, i.e. dependency- and hybrid-
based, is presented in a single table for each corpus. As evident in Table 7.5, each cell
presents two digits separated by ‘|’. Those digits represent the difference in the values of
the confusion matrix between two experiments. The numbers on the left of the ‘|’ represent
the difference between the dependency-based experiment (as presented in Section 7.2.3)
and the window-based experiment (as presented in Section 6.5), whereas the numbers on
the right of the ‘|’ show the difference between the hybrid experiment and the dependency-
based one. This method of presentation highlights the variation of the performance of the
probabilistic model for each class. In this representation, positive numbers captured in the
diagonal cells report positive improvement of the classifier to correctly predict the tags.
For other cells, excluding the diagonal ones, negative numbers show that the classifier has
fewer struggles among different classes.
For the NewsFANEGold corpus, for example, the classifier is 41 points more accurate
in the assignment of ‘PER’ NEs in the dependency-based experiment than in the window-
based experiment. Moreover, the classifier performance was further improved by having
another 18 ‘PER’ NEs correctly tagged in the hybrid-based experiment. This shows a pos-
itive improvement when using the dependency-based approach and a further improvement
when using the hybrid approach.
As evident in Table 7.5, the dependency-based approach yields improvements across
most classes. For example, ‘ORG’ and ‘PRO’ NEs have been correctly tagged and thus
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the result is improved by 204 and 80 respectively, whereas ‘VEH’ and ‘O’ have shown
degradation by 8 and 3 entities respectively.
Where the hybrid-based approach is concerned, the classifier still performs positively
by tagging the correct classes, except for two cases in ‘ORG’ and ‘PRO’ where 4 and 15
NEs respectively were mistakenly tagged. Both experiments show that the classifier has
improved its ability to avoid misclassification.
Table 7.5: The variation of the confusion matrix of NewsFANEGold of the dependency- and
hybrid-based experiments. (The ‘|’ separates the difference of the experiments presented
in Section 6.5 and Section 7.2.3)
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 41|18 1|1 0|0 8|-2 0|0 0|0 0|0 1|-1 -51|-16
ORG -5|2 204|-4 0|0 -10|-1 0|0 -1|0 0|0 0|0 -188|3
LOC 0|0 0|0 2|4 -1|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 -1|-4
GPE 5|-3 -1|1 0|0 13|13 0|0 0|0 0|0 -1|0 -16|-11
FAC -1|0 -31|0 0|0 -3|-1 52|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 -17|1
VEH 0|1 4|-2 0|0 0|0 0|0 -8|3 0|0 0|0 4|-2
WEA 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0
PRO -2|0 -2|0 0|0 -2|-1 -1|0 0|0 0|0 80|-15 -73|16
O 16|-12 -14|-7 0|0 -4|0 2|-2 -1|0 0|0 4|-3 -3|24
Table 7.6 shows the variation of the confusion matrix of WikiFANEGold of the dependency-
and hybrid-based experiments. In the dependency-based experiment, we notice degrada-
tion in ‘PER’, ‘GPE’, ‘FAC’ and ‘VEH’ by 271, 184, 9 and 4 respectively. On the other
hand, ‘ORG’, ‘LOC’, ‘PRO’ and ‘O’ improved by 49, 4, 18 and 300 respectively.
For the hybrid-based experiment, the ‘PER’ class has overcome the degradation of
the previous experiment and risen by 328 while ‘GPE’s negative assignment has increased
by 26. Other classes show improvement. For example, ‘ORG’ has increased by correctly
tagging 236 entities.
Table 7.7 shows the variation of the confusion matrix of WikiFANEAuto of the dependency-
and hybrid-based experiments. For both experiments, the classifier performed positively
in assigning the correct tags. For example, the classifier scores improved by 444 and 101 in
tagging ‘GPE’ entities in dependency- and hybrid-based experiments respectively. There
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Table 7.6: The variation of the confusion matrix of WikiFANEGold between window-,
dependency-, and hybrid-based experiments
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER -271|328 -3|-3 -4|0 -18|6 -1|-1 0|0 0|0 0|-2 297|-328
ORG 8|-6 49|236 -2|0 5|-4 -14|6 1|-2 0|0 -1|-2 -46|-228
LOC -3|1 0|3 4|41 -20|-5 -1|-3 0|0 0|0 0|0 20|-37
GPE -4|-9 -1|-1 -40|39 -184|-26 -2|0 0|0 0|0 -2|0 233|-3
FAC -2|0 0|0 4|-7 1|1 -9|76 -2|2 0|0 0|0 8|-72
VEH 0|4 0|0 0|0 0|2 0|0 -4|28 0|0 0|0 4|-34
WEA 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0
PRO 2|-3 0|0 0|0 -1|0 -2|0 -2|0 0|0 18|53 -15|-50
O -119|-33 -39|-7 -29|-6 -74|-19 -17|-4 -9|0 0|0 -13|-3 300|72
were some cases where the classifier mistakenly tagged non-NEs into one of the classes.
For example, the classifier mistakenly assigned the tag ‘PER’ for 101 tokens where they
should have been tagged as ‘O’.
Table 7.7: The variation of the confusion matrix of WikiFANEAuto between window-,
dependency-, and hybrid-based experiments
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 81|30 1|0 -1|2 8|-12 4|-3 0|0 0|0 0|0 -93|-17
ORG -2|0 19|26 0|0 -3|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 -14|-26
LOC -4|0 0|0 3|46 -2|-1 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 3|-45
GPE 11|-11 0|0 -2|0 444|101 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 -453|-90
FAC 3|3 0|0 -1|0 0|4 36|-40 0|0 0|0 0|0 -38|33
VEH 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 6|-2 0|0 0|0 -6|2
WEA 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 0|0
PRO 0|0 -1|0 0|0 -1|0 0|0 0|0 0|0 50|5 -48|-5
O 101|5 14|-5 7|-2 163|-49 1|-6 0|0 0|0 4|-2 -290|59
7.4.2 NEs Phrase Length
Table 7.8 summarises the error analysis of the NEs phrase length across all corpora for
both experiments. We use ‘+|-’ to present the variation of the result of one experiment
when compared with the previous one.
Although the performance of the classifier over NewsFANEGold degraded by 10% in
terms of detecting single-word NEs in the dependency-based experiment when compared
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to the window-based experiment presented in Section 6.5, the same classifier showed an im-
provement of 28% in multi-word NEs. This indicates that the dependency-based approach
captures useful benefits in the NewsFANEGold. This is not the case with WikiFANEGold
and WikiFANEAuto where the improvements were only 1% and 5% respectively. In the
same experiment, we noticed that WikiFANEAuto improved by 12% at the single-word
level.
In the hybrid-based experiment, NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto showed little vari-
ation when compared with the previous experiment. On the other hand, WikiFANEGold
score improved by 23% in the multi-word level.
This analysis shows that the two approaches have different strengths particularly in
terms of the length of the NE.
Table 7.8: Error analysis in terms of length of NE phrases for dependency- and hybrid-
based experiments across all corpora. ‘+|-’ represents the difference of the current exper-
iment when compared with the previous one.
Error on phrase length % +|- % +|-
NewsFANEGold
Dependency-based Hybrid-based
Single-word 49% 10% 45% -4%
Multi-word 25% -28% 23% -2%
WikiFANEGold
Dependency-based Hybrid-based
Single-word 62% 16% 70% 8%
Multi-word 44% -1% 21% -23%
WikiFANEAuto
Dependency-based Hybrid-based
Single-word 31% -12% 31% 0.31
Multi-word 27% -5% 24% 0.24
7.4.3 Fine-grained Classes of the Same Parent
The evaluation of the classifier’s ability to distinguish between fine-grained classes that
share the same parent is presented in Table 7.9. We summarise the results for all corpora
across both experiments. In this table, we present the percentage of the error that shows
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how many times the classifier failed to distinguish between fine-grained classes of the same
parent. The variation when compared with the previous experiment is also presented using
the ‘+|-’ symbols. A negative variation result means less error when compared with the
previous experiment.
For the dependency-based experiment, as evident in Table 7.9, the ability for the classi-
fier to correctly classify fine-grained classes was improved across all corpora. NewsFANEGold
showed most improvement, having reduced the error by 7.96%. WikiFANEGold and
WikiFANEAuto also showed a slight improvement of 1.21% and 0.05% respectively. The
reduction of errors shows that the dependency-based approach is able to detect useful
clues from the dependency structure which allows for correct classification of fine-grained
classes of the same parent.
In the hybrid-based experiment the classifier continued to show improvement over
two corpora. WikiFANEGold and NewsFANEGold improved by 3.5% and 0.69% while
WikiFANEAuto score decreased by 0.32%.
Table 7.9: Error analysis of tagging fine-grained NEs that share same parent for
dependency- and hybrid-based experiments across all corpora. ‘+|-’ represents the differ-
ence of the current experiment when compared with the previous one.
NewsFANEGold
Dependency-based Hybrid-based
% 6.13% 5.44%
+|- -7.96% -0.69%
WikiFANEGold
Dependency-based Hybrid-based
% 6.86% 3.36%
+|- -1.21% -3.50%
WikiFANEAuto
Dependency-based Hybrid-based
% 0.94% 1.26%
+|- -0.05% 0.32%
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7.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented a new methodology to represent the features by relying on
dependency structure. Section 7.1 started off by discussing the limitations of the tradi-
tional window-based features representation. In Section 7.2 we presented the usefulness of
relying on the dependency structure where NER is concerned. In the following section, we
combine both representations, i.e. the window- and the dependency based representation,
into one model. The chapter ends by analysing the errors made in both experiments.
So far, all methods and experiments presented in Chapter 6 and 7 focus on capturing
evidences (i.e. clues) in context and sentence level. In the following chapter, we will
present our method of capturing global evidence that go beyond the sentence boundary
in order to reduce the data sparsity. In this approach we relied on clustering technique of
large unannotated textual data to achieve this goal.
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Chapter 8
Exploiting Global Evidence
Chapter Synopsis
The previous chapter presented a new approach that relies on the dependency structure
in order to overcome the limitations of window-based representation. However, this chap-
ter will discuss the supplementary methodology to exploit the unannotated textual data
in order to capture global evidence to increase the performance of the fine-grained NER
(Section 8.1), followed by examination of an experiment conducted across different cor-
pora to evaluate the proposed methodology by relying on the Brown clustering algorithm
(Section 8.2). Finally, Section 8.3 analyses the error according to different metrics.
8.1 Capturing Global Evidence
8.1.1 The Intuition
Thus far, this thesis has examined the window-based and dependency-based representa-
tions of evidence (as presented in Chapters 6 and 7 respectively), in order to increase
the performance of the classification process. However, there is still room for improve-
ment, since both of these approaches focus only at the sentence level. This chapter will
investigate the approach to capturing global evidence beyond the sentence level.
Currently, virtually all published studies, founded on the author’s best knowledge,
on the subject of the Arabic NER apply the predefined window-based representation as
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examples when using this approach (Shaalan and Oudah, 2014; Benajiba et al., 2009b). In
relation to English, Ratinov and Roth (2009) implemented two ways of capturing global
evidence. The first approach was ‘context aggregation’, which works by searching the
entire document for a given token and returning the context of size two around each
matched token. For the purposes of the study, Ratinov and Roth (2009) limited the
search to within 200 tokens. The second approach was ‘extended prediction history’,
which captures the 1000 previous tokens and counts the frequency of the label of the
target class.
Another means of achieving this, which has not yet been investigated for Arabic NER,
is by utilising unannotated textual data, by clustering tokens into semantic groups based
on context similarity. The reasoning behind this approach is that an NE token such as (
	­KA¢Ë@ /AlTAf/ ‘Taif’)1, which is not seen in the training process, cannot be correctly
classified, since it contains neither window-based nor dependency-based evidence in the
training phase. Performing clustering over unannotated textual dataset results in putting
(
	­KA¢Ë@ /AlTAf/ ‘Taif’) and ( 	àY 	J Ë /lndn/ ‘London’) in the same cluster because they
appear in similar context in unannotated text several times. Thus, this sort of knowl-
edge increases the capacity of the classifier to a global level that go beyond the sentence
boundary.
With regard to NER, data sparseness is a common problem in supervised machine
learning approaches (Allison et al., 2006; Lafferty et al., 2001). The problem occurs when
a probabilistic model is expected to tag a certain input where this has not been seen in
the training phase. The sparsity of data becomes salient for Arabic due to the complex
morphological structure of the word formation (Goweder and De Roeck, 2001; Benajiba
et al., 2007; Meftouh et al., 2008). However, one way to reduce the sparsity of data
1Taif is a city in Saudi Arabia
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is to apply a word clustering technique on extensive unannotated textual data, thereby
reducing the dimensions of the features by mapping back the clustering output as features
in the probabilistic model (Liang, 2005).
8.1.2 An Overview of Brown Clustering
Among various word clustering techniques such as distributed word embeddings (Bengio
et al., 2006; Collobert and Weston, 2008; Mnih and Hinton, 2009) and dimensionality
reduction (Lamar et al., 2010; Deerwester et al., 1990), the Brown clustering algorithm
favours alternative approaches due to its simplicity, the hierarchical nature of the output
and the implementation availability (Liang, 2005; Stolcke et al., 2002), which suit the goal
of this study.
The Brown clustering algorithm is a class-based bigram language model that works
by maximising the mutual information of adjacent clusters (Brown et al., 1992; Liang,
2005; Sˇuster and Van Noord, 2014). It uses a hierarchical representation for the clusters,
meaning that the word class can be chosen at different levels in the hierarchy. The key
idea underpinning the Brown clustering algorithm is that words that share similar clusters
have a similar distribution to neighbouring words. For example, the words ( I.Ë@ /Alsbt/
‘Saturday’) and (Yg

B@ /AlOHd/ ‘Sunday’) are expected to belong to the same cluster,
because they share a similar distribution of the words that come immediately before and
after them within several contexts.
Technically, the Brown clustering algorithm takes a sequence of words (w1, ..., wn) as
an input and produces a binary tree, i.e. clusters, as an output where the leaves of the
tree are the words. An example of the output of the Brown algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 8.1.
The bit string id starting from the root down to the leaf forms the clustering iden-
tification. For example, the words ‘Apple and IBM’ reside in the cluster ‘010’, whereas
‘Toyota, Ford and Volvo’ belong to the cluster ‘011’. Moreover, capturing the upper level,
i.e. internal nodes, of the bit string in the tree such as cluster ‘01’, results in the inclusion
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root
1
11
(of, in)
10
101
run, drive
100
(bought, purchased)
0
01
011
(Toyota, Ford, Volvo)
010
(Apple, IBM)
00
001
(avocado, pumpkin)
000
apple
Figure 8.1: An illustrated example of the output of the Brown clustering algorithm (Sˇuster
and Van Noord, 2014)
of all the words mentioned above as being in clusters ‘010’ and ‘011’ within one cluster.
Herein, we present a short contextual background to the Brown algorithm and more
mathematical details as presented in (Brown et al., 1992; Liang, 2005).
Assuming that:
• V is the set of the words of the corpus
• w : w1, w2, ..., wm is the word sequence with w ∈ V
If, C : V → 1, 2, ..., k is a partition function of the vocabulary into k classes, the likelihood
model is defined as:
P (w;C) =
m∏
i=1
p (wi |C(wi ) ) . p (C(wi ) |C(wi − 1 ) ) (8.1.1)
As derived by Brown et al. (1992), Equation 8.1.1 can be written down in a more conve-
nient way as:
logP (w;C) =
m∑
i=1
log[ p (wi |C(wi ) ) . p (C(wi ) |C(wi − 1 ) )] (8.1.2)
Defining the quality of the clustering, Liang (2005) viewed the clustering process in
the context of a class-based bigram language model, as shown in Figure 8.2.
Therefore, the quality of clustering C that maps each word to a cluster is defined as
the logarithm of this probability (see Equation 8.1.3) normalised by the length of the text:
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Figure 8.2: An illustration of the class-based bigram language model, which defines the
quality of a clustering, represented as a Bayesian network (Liang, 2005).
Quality(C) =
1
m
m∑
i=1
log[ p (wi |C(wi ) ) . p (C(wi ) |C(wi − 1 ) )] (8.1.3)
8.1.3 Inducing NER by Clustering Knowledge
The hierarchal representation of the Brown clustering algorithm facilitates the inclusion of
different semantic levels of granularity. The output from the clustering delivers valuable
information, which can be utilised by the NER system. This information can be divided
into three categories:
1. The cluster of tokens belongs to the NE category. For example, and illustrated in
Figure 8.3, (ñ 	«A¾J
  /sˇykAγw/ ‘Chicago’) and (ñJ
»ñ£ /Twkyw/ ‘Tokyo’) belong to
the same cluster, where both are NE type ‘LOC’. In addition, (ÉK
Yë /hdyl/ ‘Hadeel’)
and (hðYÜØ /mmdwH/ ‘Mamdooh’) fall into similar clusters, and are both ‘PER’
NE.
2. The cluster of keyword tokens provides an informal insight into the target NE classes.
For example, (I. KAJ» /ktAyˇb/ ‘Brigades’) and (
éÒ 	¢ 	JÓ /mnDˇm~ / ‘Organisation’)
are keywords which infer the context of ‘ORG’ NE. The context is expressed, for
instance, as ( úæ ¯

B@ Z @Y îD I. KA J » /ktAyˇb sˇhdA’ AlOqSy´/ ‘Al Aqsa Martyrs
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Brigades’) or (
éJ
 ËðYË@ ñ 	®ªË@ éÒ 	¢ 	JÓ /mnDˇm~ Alςfw Aldwly~ / ‘Amnesty Interna-
tional’). Both head tokens in the NEs refer to the same cluster, which indicates
‘ORG’ (see Figure 8.3).
3. The cluster of the head and dependent tokens that the current token is pointing to.
For example, the token (qJ
  /sˇyx/ ‘Shaikh’), as shown in Figure 8.4, points to the
head token (  
 KP /ryˇys/ ‘President’) where the ‘  
 KP ’ belongs to the cluster
‘1110000111’. This clustering knowledge enables the building of an abstract seman-
tic representation for tokens. This implies that the token ‘
KP’ can be replaced as
(QK
YÓ /mdyr/ ‘Manager’) in other sentences where both tokens belong to the same
cluster.
Further examples are presented in Figure 8.3, where the group and the cluster id
headings refer to name and cluster respectively.
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Figure 8.3: Examples of the output of the Brown algorithm when applied to Arabic
textual data. The group column represent the following: (A): First names, (B): Last
names, (C): Locations, (D): Organisational keywords, (E): Locational keywords, and (F):
Facility-related keywords.
Group Cluster id Examples
A 000011111111101
(ÉK
Yë /hdyl/ Hadeel)
( 	à@YJ
Ôg /HmydAn/ Homaidan)
(hðYÜØ /mmdwH/ Mumdooh)
B
000011000101
000011000110
(QëAË@ /AlsAhr/ Alsaher)
(ø
 PA
	jJ. Ë @ /AlbxAry/ Albokhari)
(ú
×
	PAmÌ'@ /AlHAzmy/ Alhazmi)
C 0101101100
( 	á
ºK. /bkyn/ Beijing)
(AºK /tksAs/ Texas)
(ñJ
»ñ£ /Twkyw/ Tokyo)
D 0111111111111011000
(I. KAJ» /ktAyˇb/ battalions)
(
éîD.k. /jbh~/ front)
(
éÒ 	¢	JÓ /mnDˇm~/ organization)
E 011110110000
(
é 	J£ñJÓ /ktAyˇb/ settlement)
(
éJ
kA 	 /DAHy~/ suburb)
(
éJ
Òm× /mHmy~/ protectress)
F 101101100111011
(XAJ@ /AstAd/ stadium)
(Qåk. /jsr/ bridge)
(PA¢Ó /mTAr/ airport)
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ÈA¯ 
KP Êm.× XAm
' @ Õ» AjÖÏ @ éJ
ÓCB @ ú

	¯ ÈAÓñË@ qJ
  	­K
Qå qJ
  YÔg

@
11110010 1110000110 1110000111 111000010 1000 1101100 1111110 10100 1100100 1100100 1100100 1100100
qAl rŷys mjls AtHAd AlmHAkm AlAslAmy~ fy AlSwmAl sˇyx sˇryf sˇyx OHmd
said head council union courts islamic in Somalia Shaikh Sheriff Shaikh Ahmed
VRB NOM NOM NOM Al-NOM Al-NOM-p PRT-PREP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP NOM-PROP
O O B-Gov I-Gov I-Gov L-Gov O U-Nation B-Poli I-Poli I-Poli L-Poli
root
SBJ IDF IDF IDF MOD
MOD
OBJ
MOD
— — —
Figure 8.4: An example of the dependency structure of Arabic sentences. The second row represents the clusters according to the
Brown algorithm (the sentence is displayed left to right).
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8.2 Evaluation
In this section, we conducted an experiment over three corpora, namely NewsFANEGold,
WikiFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto, in order to evaluate the proposed approach.
8.2.1 Source of the Data
The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the usefulness of injecting the clustering in-
formation from the Brown algorithm into the supervised model. However, the actual size
of the corpora as cited in Chapter 5 was too small to apply the Brown algorithm. There-
fore, an alternative set of different unannotated corpora, of a reasonably large size from
different sources, was prepared for use in this experiment, as demonstrated in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Different textual data used in the Brown algorithms
Source of unannotated dataset Size Used for
NewsFANEGold + Gigaword 1.17M NewsFANEGold
WikiFANEGold + WikiFANEAuto 2.5M WikiFANEGold
WikiFANEGold + WikiFANEAuto 2.5M WikiFANEAuto
The first and second columns in Table 8.1 show the source of the unlabelled textual
data used in the Brown algorithm and the respective size of the data. The final column
shows the target corpus using the knowledge in the supervised model.
Random articles were selected from Arabic Gigaword2 (Parker et al., 2011), as well as
textual data from NewsFANEGold, to create unannotated data of 1.17M tokens. The Gi-
gaword subset was selected due to the similarity of its genre to NewsFANEGold as they are
newswire-based corpora. The textual data for both WikiFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto
3
were collated into one data set in order to generate clustering knowledge for both WikiFANEGold
and WikiFANEAuto.
A tokenisation and preprocessing step was conducted on different textual dataset in
order to achieve tokenisation scheme compatibility between those datasets and the one
2I’d like to thank Professor Martin Russell (School of Electronic, Electrical and Computer Engineering)
for requesting a copy of the Arabic Gigaword Fourth Edition corpus from LDC
3In this experiment the whole textual data of this corpus is used as presented in Section 5.1.6
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used in the supervised model. The AMIRA toolkit (Diab, 2009) was used with the
tokenisation scheme of (conj+prep+suff)4.
8.2.2 Extracting Clustering Features
The Brown algorithm5 was run in order to cluster the tokens into 1000 clusters, as sug-
gested by Miller et al. (2004); Liang (2005); Ratinov and Roth (2009); Tkachenko et al.
(2012). The output of the Brown algorithm (which involves 1000 clusters) was injected as
a set of features by extracting the clustering bit string of (4, 6, 8, 10, 12) in a similar way
to the research presented by Turian et al. (2010); Tkachenko et al. (2012). The reasoning
behind this representation of the output was to facilitate a flexible level of grouping tokens
into semantic clusters. For example, the tokens (ø
 PA
	jJ. Ë @ /AlbxAry/ ‘Albokhari’) and (
ú
×
	PAmÌ'@ /AlHAzmy/ ‘Alhazmi’) are clustered into ‘000011000101’ and ‘000011000110’ re-
spectively, where both are ‘PER’ NE. They share the first 10 bits of the cluster, and this
level of granularity allows for the extraction of useful knowledge to classify both tokens
into the same class.
8.2.3 The Result
In this experiment, we used the same supervised ML classifier, i.e. CRF, as in the previous
experiment. The set of the features used are those presented in Section 7.2.1 and the
clustering features presented in Section 8.2.2.
The result of the experiment is shown in Table 8.2, which demonstrates that no-
table improvement was achieved across all corpora. WikiFANEAuto scores the highest
F-measure, although all other corpora gained improvements. The results reveal that the
recall sharply improved by 7 and 10 points for NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEGold respec-
4In this scheme the conjunctions, prepositions and suffixes are separated by white space.
5We relied on the implementation of Liang (2005) for the Brown clustering algorithm.
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tively. This implies that injecting the Brown clusters improved the recall metric as a
means of having the ability of delimiting an increased number of NEs.
Table 8.2: The results of injecting the output of Brown clustering into the CRF model
Corpus
Development Test
+|-
P R F P R F
NewsFANEGold 86.13 70.38 77.46 81.66 68.36 74.42 4.74
WikiFANEGold 77.8 62.36 69.23 79.87 60.19 68.64 5.76
WikiFANEAuto 89.17 74.04 80.9 88.64 73.18 80.17 2.36
8.3 Error Analysis
The following error analysis was conducted in order to evaluate the differences between
the performances of the approach presented in this chapter, which utilised the Brown
clustering algorithm, compared with the approach presented in the previous chapter in
Section 7.3, which utilised the dependency- and window-based features. In this way, we
will be able to capture the variation in both approaches.
8.3.1 Confusion Matrix
In the case of NewsFANEGold, as illustrated in Table 8.3, the classifier gained improvement
across almost all classes. For example, there are eighty-one increases in correctly assigning
the class ‘PER’. The classes ‘LOC’ and ‘WEA’ reveal no changes compared with the
previous experiment.
The classification process across the WikiFANEGold data, as seen in Table 8.4, shows
misclassification in classes ‘ORG’, ‘FAC’, ‘WEA’, ‘PRO’ and ‘O’. Conversely, the classifier
shows improvement over ‘PER’, ‘LOC’ and ‘GPE’ by 179, 9 and 459 times respectively.
The performance over WikiFANEAuto, on the one hand, shows improvement in some
classes, including ‘LOC’ by 28 times and ‘GPE’ by 116 times. On the other hand, it
reveals misclassifications on classes such as ‘PER’ (38 times) and ‘PRO’ (18 times), as
illustrated in Table 8.5.
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Table 8.3: The variation of the confusion matrix of NewsFANEGold between the experi-
ment conducted in this chapter and the previous one.
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 81 -4 0 -5 -1 0 0 0 -71
ORG -2 73 0 -9 0 0 0 0 -62
LOC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GPE -3 -1 0 50 0 0 0 0 -46
FAC -3 -2 0 2 9 0 0 0 -6
VEH -1 1 0 0 0 14 0 0 -14
WEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRO 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 16 -18
O -11 -4 0 -2 -1 0 0 -2 20
Table 8.4: The variation of the confusion matrix of WikiFANEGold between the experiment
conducted in this chapter and the previous one.
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER 179 4 -1 8 2 0 0 7 -199
ORG 3 -11 0 2 6 4 0 3 -7
LOC -3 -2 9 15 0 0 0 0 -19
GPE 6 2 10 459 1 0 0 0 -478
FAC 1 0 1 5 -19 0 0 0 12
VEH 1 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 1
WEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PRO 1 0 1 1 3 2 0 -3 -5
O 25 1 4 29 1 1 0 -1 -60
Table 8.5: The variation of the confusion matrix of WikiFANEAuto between the experiment
conducted in this chapter and the previous one.
PER ORG LOC GPE FAC VEH WEA PRO O
PER -38 -1 0 7 1 0 0 0 31
ORG 0 -7 0 -1 0 0 0 0 8
LOC 0 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 -28
GPE 2 2 2 116 0 0 0 0 -122
FAC 4 0 0 -3 0 0 0 0 -1
VEH 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
WEA 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -2
PRO 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 -18 17
O -15 5 13 -68 5 0 0 0 60
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8.3.2 Phrase Length of NEs
Injecting the output of the Brown clustering algorithm into the supervised model demon-
strates the usefulness of detecting single-word NEs. The errors have been reduced by 3,
19 and 6 for NewsFANEGold, WikiFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto respectively. Moreover,
the performance also carried over onto multi-word NEs in the case of NewsFANEGold.
However, the experiments with the WikiFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto revealed that on
the level of multi-word NEs, the performance slightly degraded, as illustrated in Table 8.6.
Table 8.6: Error analysis in terms of length of NEs across all corpora. ‘+|-’ represents the
difference between the current experiment compared with the previous one. (Negative
values of +|- indicate a reduction in the error level)
Metric
NewsFANEGold WikiFANEGold WikiFANEAuto
% +|- % +|- % +|-
Single-word: 42 -3 51 -19 25 -6
Multi-word: 16 -7 24 3 26 2
8.3.3 Fine-grained Classes of the Same Parent
Nevertheless, the importance of this metric is to evaluate how well the classifier performs
in classifying fine-grained classes that share the same parent. Table 8.7 summarises the
difference between the experiment presented in this chapter and the previous experiment
presented in Section 7.3, in relation to all corpora. The symbol ‘%’ is used to illustrate the
percentage of the errors, demonstrating how frequently the classifier failed to distinguish
between fine-grained classes of the same parent. The variation when compared with the
previous experiment is also represented, using the ‘+|-’ symbols. Negative (-) variation
indicates that there was a lower error rate than in the previous experiment.
Classification of fine-grained classes of the same parent over NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEAuto
demonstrated improvements, since the error reduced by 0.66% and 0.29% respectively.
Whereas, the experiment over WikiFANEGold shows an increase in the error rate of 1.92%.
Table 8.7 illustrates these results.
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Table 8.7: Error analysis of tagging fine-grained NEs that share the same parent. ‘+|-’
represents the difference in variation of the current experiment when compared with the
previous one.
NewsFANEGold WikiFANEGold WikiFANEAuto
% 4.78% 5.28% 0.97%
+|- -0.66% 1.92% -0.29%
8.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the methodology of exploiting the global evidence from unannotated
textual data has been presented. The Brown clustering algorithm, and how it can be
exploited in the NER task, was presented in Section 8.1. This was followed by the eval-
uation in Section 8.2, where specification of the source of data and clustering utilisation
was discussed. In Section 8.3, similar error analysis methodology was conducted in order
to closely evaluate the variation of the overall performance of the proposed methodol-
ogy. Subsequently, the following chapter will present the conclusion of this thesis and
recommendations and guidelines for work that could potentially be carried out in future
to advance research in the area of Arabic NER.
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Part V
CONCLUSION
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis addresses the task of fine-grained NER in Arabic, which is very important to
other NLP tasks, such as Question Answering (Fleischman and Hovy, 2002; Molla´ et al.,
2006), Ontology Population (Lee et al., 2006) and Topic Detection (Ng et al., 2007) among
others. Fine-grained NER is more challenging than traditional (coarse-grained) NER,
in which a large number of semantic classes is involved. Consequently, new challenges
arise and new ways to overcome those challenges are necessary. Examples of some of
those challenges include the creation of fine-grained resources, investigating appropriate
ML techniques, and representing and extracting new features in a suitable manner that
transcends traditional approaches.
In this final chapter, the four research questions addressed within this thesis will be
revisited:
1. How can annotated fine-grained NE resources, such as corpora and gazetteer be
created, to enable supervised fine-grained NER?
2. Which machine learning method is the most efficient in implementing fine-grained
NER system?
3. How can informative features that go beyond the local context be defined and ex-
tracted, whilst also capturing the semantic differences between fine-grained classes?
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4. How can global evidences that goes beyond the sentence boundary be captured in
order to enhance the performance of fine-grained NER?
The current thesis has extended the state-of-the-art methodologies to develop NER
for Arabic in three angles as follows:
1. Extracted Semantic Knowledge: The current efforts of Arabic NER have only
focus on very limited number of coarse-grained classes and been restricted to newswire
domain, such as Benajiba et al. (2009a); Darwish (2013); Morsi and Rafea (2013). This
thesis considers a deeper semantic tagset by relying on hierarchy-based taxonomy with
the coverage of 50 fine-grained classes.
2. Resource Development: Developing the required resources such as corpora and
gazetteer has been accomplished manually by recruiting human annotators or by relying
on crowdsourcing. This is costly and time-consuming task. Instead, we push the research
by presenting a methodology to create annotated corpora and gazetteer automatically
with very little human intervention. This has been accomplished by exploiting the richness
and the accessibility of the Arabic Wikipedia.
3. Features Representation: The traditional methodology to represent the features
is by merely relying on the window-based representation, i.e. words n-gram representation,
where the decision made for a token at position (i) is affected by the adjacent two tokens.
This methodology has a limitation in which the informative features are only restricted to
the size of the window. In this thesis, instead, we advance the research to consider further
features that go beyond the size of the window. Therefore, the dependency structure of
the sentence has been utilised in order to implement the dependency-based representation.
The following sections will present the main thesis results, contributions and the rec-
ommended future work.
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9.1 Main Thesis Results
This thesis addresses the task of examining fine-grained NER for Arabic from different
angles, with the aim of contributing to various areas.
Relying on ML technology to develop fine-grained NER for Arabic requires the creation
of suitable resources, such as annotated corpora and lexical resources. As is shown in
Chapter 4, a methodology is devised to develop a scalable gazetteer by exploiting the
richness of Arabic Wikipedia.
In order to achieve this, the task was formulated as a document classification problem,
requiring the assignment of each Wikipedia article to one of a predefined set of fine-
grained classes. A prerequisite of this project is the creation of a taxonomy of 50 fine-
grained classes, which this study defines. The taxonomy consists of two of levels, coarse-
and fine-grained. The coarse-grained level consists of eight semantic classes: Person,
Organisation, Location, Geopolitical Location, Facility, Weapon, Vehicles and Products.
The fine-grained level consists of 50 classes (see Table 4.1).
To classify the Arabic Wikipedia articles into fine-grained classes, an investigation
aimed to answer the following questions were undertaken:
1. What probabilistic model (i.e. classifier) is suitable for this task (i.e. document
classification task)?
2. How should the features be represented, in order that they can be used by the
classifier?
3. What is the informative set of features that can be extracted from the Wikipedia
article, to be used by the classifier?
In order to answer the first question in systematic way, four probabilistic models, in other
words classifiers, are used to evaluate the performance of each one, with different features
representation and sets. The classifiers used are: Na¨ıve Bayes (NB), Multinomial Na¨ıve
Bayes (MNB), a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Logistic Regression (LR).
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Moreover, three possible feature representations are investigated: Term Presence (TP)
simply counts the presence of the tokens in the document; Term Frequency (TF) represents
how many times the tokens are found in a corpus; and, Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) reveals how important a given token is to a document within the
corpus.
In addition, four sets of features are engineered and extracted: Simple Features (SF)
represent the raw dataset, as a simple bag of words without further processing; Filtered
Features (FF) represent the dataset after several filtering steps have been taken (including
the removal of punctuation, stop words and normalising digits), Language-dependent
Features (LF) report the usefulness of the stem representation of the token; and, Enhanced
Language-dependent Features (ELF) represent linguistic features, including tokenisation,
assigning the POS to each token and distinguishing the tokens based on their location on
the Wikipedia page.
In order to identify the different classifiers for this task, a set of 4000 Arabic Wikipedia
articles were collated and manually annotated according to two levels of granularities,
coarse- and fine-grained. The experiment was first performed at the coarse-grained level,
as a pilot experiment. The second experiment was conducted to examine the fine grained
classes. Finally, whole Wikipedia articles were fed into the classifier. As a result, a
fine-grained gazetteer was developed, with 68355 entities, requiring very little human
intervention. It was decided that this resource will be available to the public.
The main findings of Chapter 4 are summarised as follows:
1. Wikipedia, as a public-access resource, can be exploited to develop a scalable fine-
grained gazetteer, namely WikiFANEGazet.
2. From a technical perspective, the careful selection of the 3-tuple (Feature Represen-
tation, Features Set and Statistical Model) yields significant benefits in the sense of
overall classification.
The ability to classify Arabic Wikipedia articles into fine-grained classes facilitates the
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automatic projection of the classification results onto the textual data of the Wikipedia
articles, in order to develop a scalable annotated corpus, called WikiFANEAuto. Wikipedia
articles use URL links to link articles together; the visible text of those links is the actual
title of the Wikipedia article they link to. Therefore, where one is able to determine what
the fine-grained NE type is for each article, a 2-tuple list can be compiled: <the article’s
title, fine-grained NE type>. Therefore, chapter 5 is dedicated to explaining this idea in
detail, towards developing an automated scalable fine-grained Arabic NER corpus. Close
examination reveals an important issue; when users write a Wikipedia article they tend
to add URL links to phrases that map to another article, at their first mention; however,
successive mentions have no associated URL links. This research addresses this issue by
developing a Mention Detection Algorithm (MDA).
MDA operates by string matching the NEs and, on top of that, it also considers the
Arabic morphological variations that can occur. For example, the actual linked NE (
ÉJ
 	®Ë @ Xñª /sςwd AlfySl/ ‘Saud Alfaisal’) can be successively mentioned as (ÉJ
 	®Ë @
/AlfySl/ ‘Alfaisal’).
Subsequently, the automatically developed corpus was compiled, selecting only those
sentences that had at least one NE. For the purposes of this study, a corpus size of more
than 2 million tokens was compiled. This dataset was then freely distributed to the
research community.
Chapter 5 also addresses the recognition that, in order to conduct a thorough exper-
iment on fine-grained Arabic NER, a ‘reasonable sized’ gold standard manually created
corpora across different genres must be developed. Therefore, the study compiled two
corpora, namely NewsFANEGold and WikiFANEGold, sized 170K and 500K respectively.
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The creation of those corpora, including WikiFANEAuto, facilitates the study of different
characteristics of Arabic NEs within the textual context. Therefore, Chapter 5 concludes
by conducting a comprehensive corpus-based comparative evaluation in order to study
the density, length, structure and the fine-grained semantic distribution of NEs.
There are two important findings identified in Chapter 5. First, the automatic cre-
ation of fine-grained NE corpus by exploiting Wikipedia is manageable; this resource is
considered promising for this purpose, taking into consideration the continually increas-
ing number of articles. The second finding is that studying the nature, characteristics
and behaviour of Arabic NEs from within a corpora yields better understanding towards
developing an appropriate solution for NER.
Chapter 6 presents the development of the fine-grained NER in a pipeline structure,
relying on supervised ML techniques. The pipeline structure consists of three components;
the first component is the pre-processing, which involves normalising linguistic variations
in the raw input text, including removing diacritics, if any, and tokenising the text using
the scheme (conj+prep+suff)1 provided by AMIRA. The second component is feature
processing, which extracts informative features that will help the probabilistic model
to perform the prediction. The third component is the probabilistic model, which is
responsible for carrying out the learning step and then labelling the unseen text.
A baseline model is created based on Maximum Entropy (ME), by extracting the
traditional lexical and contextual feature set. The reason for developing this baseline
model is to have a comparable model to evaluate different methodologies. In this model,
features are represented by relying solely on window-based representation, in other words
n-gram representation, where the decision made for a token at position (i) is affected by
the adjacent two tokens.
Chapter 6 also investigates the effect of developing another probabilistic model, a CRF
classifier, and the injection of external knowledge, i.e. gazetteer, in relation to fine-grained
NER. However, the traditional approach of encoding the annotation of NEs is to use a
1In this scheme the conjunctions, prepositions and suffixes are separated by white space.
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BIO scheme, as seen in Table 6.6. This may not be the correct decision; therefore, different
schemes, IO and BILOU, are examined in a controlled experiment.
The main findings of this chapter are:
1. The CRF probabilistic model outperforms ME in relation to fine-grained NER across
different corpora.
2. Injecting external knowledge, i.e. a gazetteer, yields an improvement in performance.
3. The ‘BILOU’ scheme is proven to be the most suitable choice, rather than the
traditional BIO scheme.
Chapter 7 investigates different methods of representing features. The most modern
way of representing and involving features in the probabilistic model is by relying on
window-based representation; this is sometimes called n-gram representation. However,
the window-based representation has limitations in capturing informative features that
distinguish between fine-grained semantic classes. Therefore, a new way of representing
features is proposed, relying on the dependency structure of the sentence. This form of
dependency representation enables the capturing of features beyond the scope of window-
based representation. In addition, the integration of both dependency- and window-based
representation as a hybrid representation is also investigated.
The main findings of this chapter are:
1. That dependency-based representation is a promising approach for fine-grained
NER.
2. That dependency-based representation improves the classifier, allowing it to capture
multi-word NEs, compared with a window-based representation.
3. That dependency-based representation boosts the performance of the probabilistic
model, enabling it to properly classify the fine-grained NEs that share the same
parent.
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Thus far, the feature space is limited to window size, in window-based representations,
or to sentence boundary, in dependency-based representations. Chapter 8 investigates an
approach to extract global evidence that goes beyond those boundaries. Supporting the
argument that similar words appear in similar contexts (Miller et al., 2004), the study
utilises the richness of unannotated textual data by recruiting clustering techniques. In
Chapter 8, the study relies on a hierarchical clustering algorithm called Brown’s algorithm
(Brown et al., 1992). Brown’s algorithm works by maximising the mutual information
between adjacent clusters; the hierarchical output is utilised and injected into the feature
space. The findings show an improvement as a result of exploiting such features. The main
finding of this chapter is that the hierarchical clustering technique is a suitable approach
to exploiting global features in combination with both local and contextual features.
9.2 Main Contributions
To summarise the above discussion of the main thesis results, the present study has made
the following key contributions:
1. The study examines the nature of Arabic NEs by exploring and defining their types
and structures, and then conducting a corpus-based evaluation in order to study
the characteristics and properties of NEs across corpora.
2. The study develops a methodology that exploits the richness of Arabic Wikipedia
in order to automatically create a scalable fine-grained corpus and gazetteer. This
result in:
(a) WikiFANEAuto: a fine-grained corpus of size 2M tokens
(b) WikiFANEGazet: a fine-grained gazetteer comprises of 68355 entities
In addition, the study develops two manually-created gold-standard fine-grained
corpora from different genres and this result in:
(a) NewsFANEGold: a newswire-based fine-grained corpus of size 170K tokens
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(b) WikiFANEGold: a Wikipedia-based fine-grained corpus of size 500K tokens
3. The study develops fine-grained NER for Arabic by learning two probabilistic models
(i.e. Maximum Entropy (ME) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF)) and investi-
gates the effects of design decisions, including examining different encoding schemes
and injecting external knowledge (i.e. gazetteer).
4. The study presents the development and the evaluation of a novel approach to
representing features by relying on the dependency structure, which involves:
(a) Identifying the limitations of the current window-based representation.
(b) Utilising the dependency structure of the sentence, working towards achieving
a dependency-based representation of the features.
5. The study exploits the unstructured textual data with the intention of developing
and evaluating a hybrid-based approach to representing the features that capture
global evidences, by performing word-level text clustering relying on Brown’s (1992)
hierarchical representation of clusters.
9.3 Future Work
Following this thesis, the future direction of the Arabic NER field could follow different
paths, depending on the desired final goal. In this section, four directions that a researcher
could take towards advancing research in the area of Arabic NER will be proposed.
1. The classification of fine-grained classes in one step is considered as an approach to
developing fine-grained NER. Another alternative is to perform the classification in
two stages. The first step is to classify into coarse-grained classes. The second step
is to perform sub-classification for each coarse-grained class into their fine-grained
classes. By this way, we could closely design the different set of features for each
coarse-grained class to be involved in the classification process.
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2. The investigation of the development of robust NER for Arabic is still a viable
approach, particularly in the sense of engineering informative features. Including
semantics into the feature space has not yet been investigated for Arabic NER.
Lexical semantic knowledge resources, such as Arabic WordNet are a possible source
of external knowledge. WordNet is a hierarchically organised lexical database that
groups words into synsets, i.e. sets of near synonyms. In relation to NER, the
exploitation of the synonym and hypernym hierarchies into the feature space is
worth examining. For instance, synonyms could be beneficial features, particularly
when the learning algorithm has the ability to capture synonyms for certain words
in the training stage. Therefore, the same knowledge about the synonyms will be
extremely valuable in helping to make decisions when testing unseen text. However,
this is not a straightforward task, due to increased ambiguity, particularly when the
number of words that share the same glyphs have different meaning depending
on the context in which they appear. For example, the word “bank” has several
meanings, depending on context, including a ‘depository financial institution,’ or
‘sloping land’. WordNet does not perform a verification step through which to
conclude the actual sense that fits the correct meaning of the context. Therefore,
a word disambiguation stage is required in which to filter the WordNet results and
only select those meanings that match the context.
3. Another possible future direction for developing Arabic NER is to address the prob-
lem of coreference resolution of NER within and across documents. For this task,
the NE can be represented by name, nominal and pronominal mentions; for example,
the NE ( 	QK
 	QªË@YJ. « 	áK. é<Ë @YJ. « ½ÊÖÏ @ /Almlk ςbdAllh bn ςbdAlςzyz/ ‘King Abdullah
bin Abdulaziz’) can be expressed as ( é<Ë @YJ.« ½ÊÖÏ @ /Almlk ςbdAllh/ ‘King Abdullah’),
( 	á
 	® K
Qå Ë @ 	á
ÓQ mÌ'@ ÐXA 	g /xAdm AlHrmyn Alsˇryfyn/ ‘Custodian of the Two Holy
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Mosques’), (ñë /hw/ ‘he’) as by name, nominal and pronominal mentions respec-
tively. Therefore, the task of NER is in seeking the ability to group those mentions
that represent one object in the real word. This task becomes harder when applied
over cross documents.
4. Despite the fact that upper level NLP applications, such as Question Answering
(QA), require NER, there are several NER-related tasks that are equally impor-
tant. Among those is the Relation Extraction (RE) task; RE is responsible for
extracting the semantic relation between two or more NEs within a sentence or
across sentences. The ultimate goal of RE is to convert the unstructured text into
structured knowledge. This type of research requires, initially, making a decision
regarding the type of relations that will be involved, as well as how to perform the
extraction itself.
For all of the future directions mentioned above, the complexity of Arabic as a target lan-
guage makes these tasks more challenging, which should encourage researchers to become
involved in the project of developing ideas to solve these problems.
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Appendix A
Locational and Personal
Keywords
The full list of keywords attached to personal NEs is presented in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Full list of keywords attached to personal NEs
Arabic Transliteration Gloss
½ÊÖÏ @ Almlk King
éºÊÖÏ @ Almlk~ Queen
Q
Ó

B@ AlOmyr Prince
èQ
Ó

B@ AlOmyr~ Princess
QK
 	PñË@ Alwzyr Minister
èQK
 	PñË@ Alwzyr~ Secertary

KQË @ Alrŷys Presidenté
KQË @ Alrys President (female)
I. KA 	JË @ AlnAb DeputyéJ. K A 	JË @ AlnAb Deputy (female)
YJ
Ë@ Alsyd Mr.èYJ
Ë@ Alsyd Mrs. or Miss.
qJ
 Ë@ Alyx
Sheikh (Religious
scholar)
éÓCªË@ AllAm Great scholar
ÕËAªË @ AlAlm Scholar
éÖÏ AªË @ AlAlm Scholar (female)
	¡ 	¯ AjÖÏ @ AlmHAf Conservative
é 	¢ 	¯ AjÖÏ @ AlmHAf Conservative (female)
QK
YÖÏ @ Almdyr ManagerèQK
YÖÏ @ Almdyr Manger (female)
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Arabic Transliteration Gloss
PñJ»YË@ Aldktwr Dr.
èPñJ»YË@ Aldktwr Dr. (female)
Y	JêÖÏ @ Almhnds Eng.
éY	JêÖÏ @ Almhnds Eng. (female)
I. 
J.¢Ë@ AlTbyb DoctoréJ. 
J.¢Ë@ AlTbyb Doctor (female)
Pñ
 	¯ðQ. Ë @ Albrwfyswr Professor
èPñ
 	¯ðQ. Ë @ Albrwfyswr Professor (female)
I. 	kA 	JË @ AlnAxb VoteréJ. 	kA 	JË @ AlnAxb Voter(female)
¡. A 	Ë@ AlDAbT Officeré¢. A 	Ë@ AlDAbT Officer (female)
ø
 QºªË@ Alskry Military officer
éK
QºªË@ Alskry
Military officer
(female)
ú
æ
	A®Ë @ AlqADy Judge
éJ
 	A®Ë @ AlqADy Judge (female)®jÖÏ @ AlmHqq Detective
é®®jÖÏ @ AlmHqq Detective (female)
ú
×AjÖÏ @ AlmHAmy LawyeréJ
ÓAjÖÏ @ AlmHAmy Lawyer (female)
I. «CË@ AllAb PlayeréJ.«CË@ AllAb Player (female)
ú
æ
	AK
QË @ AlryADy Athlete
éJ
 	AK
QË @ AlryADy Athlete (female)
H. PYÖÏ @ Almdrb CoachéK. PYÖÏ @ Almdrb Coach (female)
	àA 	J 	®Ë @ AlfnAn Artist
é 	K A 	J 	®Ë @ AlfnAn Artist (female)
ù

	®jË@ AlSHfy Journalist
éJ
 	®jË@ AlSHfy Journalist (female)
	àA¢ÊË@ AlslTAn Sultan
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Arabic Transliteration Gloss
I. KA¾Ë@ AlkAtb WriteréJ. KA¾Ë@ AlkAtb Writer (female)
h. Q
	jÖÏ @ Almxrj Producer
ék. Q 	jÖÏ @ Almxrj Producer (female)
ú

	æ 	ªÖÏ @ Almny Singer
éJ
 	J 	ªÖÏ @ Almny Singer (female)
YKA®Ë @ AlqAd Commander
èYKA ®Ë @ AlqAd Commander (female)
The full list of keywords attached to locational NEs is presented in Table A.2.
Table A.2: Full list of keywords attached to locational
NEs
Arabic Transliteration Gloss
é 	JK
YÓ mdyn~ CityéK
Bð wlAy~ State
é 	¢ 	¯ Am× mHAfDˇ~ Province
é®¢	JÓ mnTq~ Region
èYÊK. bld~ TownéK
Q¯ qry~ Village
ú
k Hy District
Qî 	E nhr River
éª£A®Ó mqAT Province
éËðX dwl Country
éJ
kA 	 DAHy SuburbéºÊÜØ mmlk Kingdom
éK
PñêÔg. jmhwry RepublicéK
Pñ£@Q.Ó@ AmbrATwry Empire
Õæ
Ê
¯ @ Iqlym Territory
èPAÓ@ ImAr EmirateèQj. ë hjr Small townèQÒªJÓ mstmr Colony
YÊK. bld Country
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Arabic Transliteration Gloss
	P

@ OrD Land
¨PA  Ar Street
K
Q£ Tryq Way
É®k Hql Field
	­K
P ryf Countryside
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Appendix B
The Relation of Categories Used
in this Thesis and those from ACE
The following table shows the relation of categories used in this thesis and those from
ACE (2005). The symbols ‘+’ and ‘*’ represent categories added to and removed from
ACE tagset respectively.
Table B.1: The Relation of Categories Used in this Thesis and those from ACE (2005)
Caorse-grained Classes Fine-grained Classes
PER: Person+
Politician+, Athlete+, Businessperson+, Artist+,
Scientist+, Police+, Religious+, Engineer+, Group,
Indeterminate∗, Individual∗.
ORG: Organisation
Government, Non-Governmental, Commercial,
Educational, Media, Religious, Sports,
Medical-Science, Entertainment.
LOC: Location
Address∗, Boundary∗, Water-Body, Celestial,
Land-Region-Natural, Region-General∗,
Region-International∗.
GPE: Geo-Political
Continent, Nation, State-or-Province,
County-or-District, Population-Center, GPE-Cluster,
Special∗.
FAC: Facility
Building-Grounds, Subarea-Facility, Path, Airport,
Plant.
VEH: Vehicle Land, Air, Water, Subarea-Vehicle∗, Underspecified∗.
WEA: Weapon
Blunt, Exploding, Sharp, Chemical, Biological,
Shooting, Projectile, Nuclear, Underspecified∗.
PRO:Product+
Book+, Movie+, Sound+, Hardware+, Software+,
Food+, Drug+.
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